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05executive summary

This is a community-powered report: Canadians from across the coun-

try financially supported this project and many contributed through a 

series of forums and online consultations. We received and are grateful 

for input, advice and sometimes major contributions provided by lead-

ing academics and digital policy experts.

This report establishes the need for Internet openness to guide 

digital policy in Canada. The goal of digital policy should be to increase 

the openness of communications networks and devices, and expand 

access to those open networks. An open Internet is one where citizens 

are empowered to decide what practices, content, services and ap-

plications gain popularity, capture imaginations, and proliferate. This 

means a neutral network (governed by the Internet’s founding princi-

ple, net neutrality), where connections are affordable, found at interna-

tionally comparable speeds, within reach of all Canadians and, ideally, 

ubiquitous. Internet openness is central to the success of our economy, 

our culture and our society.

Internet openness and access is a spectrum, rather than a binary 

either/or. Openness and access can be measured in terms of the degree 

to which firms can act to limit Internet user preference and control. It is 

our view that Canada has an openness and access deficit. That deficit 

is primarily expressed through three disturbing practices employed by 

several of Canada’s dominant ISPs:

•	 Many	Canadian	 ISPs	selectively	 limit	access	 to	certain	online	

services in a practice known as “throttling,” or slowing down 

of Internet traffic. This renders certain services almost unusa-

ble, as expressed in the recent complaint to the CRTC against 

Rogers for throttling World of Warcraft, a popular online game.

•	 Cable	television	and	mobile	providers	are	offering	limited	and	

controlled versions of the Internet over television and mobile 

devices, either by providing special priority access to certain 

services such as Facebook (in the case of mobile providers) or 

by providing web services via cable television. These take re-

sources (in the form of either users or bandwidth) away from 

the open, public Internet that has been the engine of innovation.

executive summary
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•	 Big	 ISPs	 have	 been	 imposing	 usage-based	 billing	 (UBB)	 that	

features low usage caps and high per-use prices inconsistent 

with global standards. This discriminates against bandwidth-

heavy activities such as online video consumption and distri-

bution, online gaming and web development. When ISPs apply 

these costs, but exempt their own media services (video-on-

demand or IPTV) from the caps, they are stacking the cards in 

their favour in a way that compromises the open and demo-

cratic nature of the Internet. 

As we will illustrate below, these practices close the Internet, and 

stifle cultural expression and economic development — it is the open-

ness of the Internet that has allowed it to be such an incredible platform 

for new cultural forms and economic innovation and growth. These 

closed communication practices are technically unnecessary, incom-

patible with our global competitiveness, and out of step with the wishes 

of Canadians. Big telecom companies are able to wield this level of 

control because policy neglect has allowed these dominant players to 

guide telecommunications development toward their own narrow com-

mercial interests. Taken together, these practices are leading Canada 

in the wrong direction. While many other countries are rushing to pro-

vide ubiquitous open access to the Internet, Canada is moving towards 

a more circumscribed and inaccessible digital regime dominated by 

large vertically integrated telecommunications companies (Bell, Rogers, 

Shaw, Telus, and Videotron)

Canadians understand that this movement towards a closed Inter-

net must be stopped, and they have seized opportunities to speak out 

about the centrality of an open Internet to a globally connected society. 

Over 11,000 citizens submitted comments to the CRTC during its 2009 

hearings on traffic management — this is an absolutely unprecedented 

number for a regulatory proceeding. According to public opinion polling, 

86% of online Canadians support net neutrality and 76% disagree with 

CRTC decisions that allow the expansion of metered Internet access (or 

usage-based billing). An incredible 480,000+ Canadians have signed 

OpenMedia.ca’s StoptheMeter petition against usage-based billing, mak-

ing it one of the largest online petitions in Canadian history. This should 
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excite not only supporters of the open Internet: we can all be enthused  

to see that a policy issue can so thoroughly rouse and galvanize citizen action.

And so it should — the open Internet has become both the symbol 

and the facilitator of interconnectedness, democratic decision-making, 

and innovation. By building a network where the decision-making is in-

herently decentralized, the architects of the Internet created a medium 

that ensures no single central actor, be it a repressive government, a 

gatekeeping publisher, or an Internet Service Provider (ISP) will be able 

to dictate its uses. Now this medium is threatened by the very actors 

we rely on to provide it to us. Big ISPs are threatening the open Internet 

on two fronts: through traffic management (throttling); and through bill-

ing practices that discriminate against certain uses of the Internet. 

In this report we establish that there is no technical reason to dis-

criminate against certain content and services. Big ISPs’ arguments 

about the need for this discrimination are fundamentally flawed: they 

claim to be overwhelmed by traffic, but in fact, even with the advent of 

a multimedia-rich web, traffic growth on the Internet has slowed com-

pared to the intense boom years of the late 1990s. When continuing 

improvements in technological efficiency are factored in with declining 

growth rates, it is possible for ISPs to meet projected growths in de-

mand with mild and normal infrastructure upkeep reinvestment. There is  

evidence on the record of CRTC proceedings that confirm through ex-

periments, and testimony of smaller Canadian ISPs, that technological 

advances make it possible to keep up with 50% traffic growth through 

normal levels of capital investment. Moreover, by targeting peer-to-peer 

(P2P) filesharing, big ISPs have targeted a particularly efficient and in-

novative use of the Internet. Likewise, managing congestion through 

monthly caps and usage fees is not an effective way to deal with potential  

network congestion that would only occur during peak periods. To fulfill 

their duty to the Canadians who have enabled them to make enormous 

profits, and act within the parameters of a functional marketplace, ISPs 

need to meet demand with supply and continue investing in a better Internet.

Though big ISPs have enjoyed an incredibly favourable market envi-

ronment, Internet development in Canada has continued to decline rela-
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tive to other countries. Canada has slipped to 12th place in the OECD in 

the ranking of broadband subscribers per 1000 inhabitants and placed 

27th in price for high-speed connections — Canadians pay a whop-

ping $64.72 per month for access, compared to $33.49 in Japan, and 

$35.92 in the UK. By looking at Japan and the UK, which have faced 

similar challenges in terms of powerful incumbent providers, we see 

that the key to a more open Internet market is strong action by decision 

makers. If Canada wants to stay competitive in the international digital 

economy, we need to look to other countries such as Sweden and Aus-

tralia that have turned to public investment in infrastructure as a key 

strategy for wiring their citizens. Australia is investing over $40 billion 

AUD in a national broadband network, using it to help provide high-

quality access in rural areas. The decision by the Australian govern-

ment shows the potential for countries like Canada, which has a simi-

lar geographic breakdown and the challenges that come along with it, 

to recognize that significant government investment is not outside the 

realm of possibility; in fact, if we consider the need to keep pace with 

our international competitors and close the digital divide, the returns on 

this investment more than justify the costs.

These returns would include the continued flourishing of the al-

ready vibrant digital culture in Canada. To promote Canadian culture 

for the 21st century, we should expand Internet access and openness. 

The Internet is the best training ground for budding cultural producers, 

and we need to do everything we can to lower the barrier to entry to 

using the Internet as that training ground. Canadians spend more time 

online than the citizens of any other country; increasingly, they use that 

time to engage in creative practices. A 2009 survey found that 20% of 

Canadians engaged in online Creative Practices, like posting videos and 

photographs, a dramatic increase over previous years. 

The digital divide still greatly affects Internet use in Canada: 91% of 

households earning more than $95,000 connect to the Internet, whereas  

only 47% of households earning less than $24,000 connect to the Internet;  

only 84% of rural communities have access to broadband, and access 

drops below 60% for rural Canadians connecting in the North. Users in 

these demographics more than any other need an open Internet; neither  
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their users nor producers can afford to pay higher fees for better quality 

access. The activities Canadians engage in, cultural creators in particular,  

like videostreaming and P2P filesharing, rely on fast and fair access. 

Framing growing bandwidth usage as ‘out of control’ or ‘excessive’  

devalues the public interest and cultural significance of the Internet.

In today’s precarious and fast paced economic environment the role 

the Internet plays in the economy is increasingly important. The Internet 

is essential to ground up innovation, job creation and a 21st century 

economy in general. Economic activity has been steadily moving online. 

Large and small businesses are benefiting from operational efficiencies 

and opportunities for innovation. New Internet usage costs and limita-

tions discourage investment and raise the barrier to entry for new en-

trants. Innovators creating the next key piece of the web, or businesses 

trying to better integrate ICT systems into their frameworks, shouldn’t 

face such an uphill battle of having to convince a regulator that a dis-

criminatory system is damaging their business. Just as we expect these 

groups to be innovative in the marketplace, businesses should expect 

that our regulators ensure that all players are competing in an open market. 

Canadians know that the open Internet is about more than technol-

ogy: the Internet is unique in history for the potential ubiquity and equity 

of access to a platform that connects us on a global scale. The Internet 

has the potential to usher in a new era of connectedness and, with it, 

dramatic changes to social practices and institutions. If we get digital 

public policy right, Canada could become a leader in communications 

technology, leading to empowerment, job creation and new forms of 

democratic decision-making, entrepreneurship, and free expression. 

Canadians know that we have the potential now to preserve and expand 

the uniquely open nature of the Internet. The Internet will adapt to us, 

and enable creativity and connectedness if we ensure that it remains 

open, that it remains a medium we can all collaboratively shape and de-

fine through our daily practices. We aim to go beyond empty rhetoric on 

the value of a wired society – it’s time to protect and expand the open 

Internet through concrete institutional changes and public policy that 

prioritize access, choice, diversity and innovation.



an action  
plan for a
connected

canada
As this report demonstrates, ensuring Canada has an open Internet is 

essential for our economy, culture, and global competitiveness. The 

goal of digital policy should be to bring fast, affordable and ubiquitous 

Internet service to all Canadians.  We believe digital policy should be 

guided by the drive to increase access, choice, diversity, innovation and 

openness – with openness as the cornerstone both of the network and 

of the policy-making process.

Digital policy must balance the needs of large urban cities, small-

er cities, rural towns, and remote communities. Canadian-made digi-

tal policy should recognize regional diversity and employ a variety of 

tactics to bring affordable Internet to all Canadians. To have a future-

oriented Internet, Canada must address both the need to develop the 

core terrestrial network and complement that network with spectrum 

management that enables new opportunities for wireless access.

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge
Approach to Canada’s Digital Future 
by OpenMedia.ca is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCom-
mercial-ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License
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The following recommendations were derived from in-person con-

sultations with Canadians in several cities, online consultations, and 

input from academic experts. As detailed in “The Open Internet: In-

ternational Comparisons,” the third section of this report, many of the 

policy recommendations below have been demonstrated to work in 

countries that have successfully restructured their telecommunication 

markets after facing similar challenges to those faced in Canada. We 

can overcome these challenges, if guided by both thorough research 

and analysis, and the core principles that make us leaders. 

access

 Bring fast Internet access to all Canadians  

and stimulate the economy

•	 The	 federal	 government	 should	 invest	 2.2	 billion	 (from	spec-

trum auction proceeds) in 21st century Internet infrastructure 

— investment decisions should be guided by public interest 

criteria and made in consultation with citizens and, where ap-

propriate, local governments.

•	 Projects	 should	 only	 be	 funded	 if	 they	 are	 open	 access	 net-

works; subsidized providers must guarantee minimum levels 

of service in the subsidized markets 

•	 Provide	 incentives	for	construction	to	 include	fibre	as	a	com-

ponent of any construction process.

•	 Invest	in	city-wide	open	wireless	Internet	access	initiatives	

•	 Support	 the	 installation	and	extension	of	 fibre	 to	public	 insti-

tutions such as schools, libraries, community centres, hospi-

tals, and public housing. Encourage CANARIE to allow these 

institutions to connect to its network. 

choice 

 Enable Independent ISP autonomy, and Internet access choice

•	 Functional	separation	should	be	adopted	to	enable	ISP	compe-

tition and choice.
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•	 Users	and	service	providers	should	be	free	to	develop	applica-

tions and operate any services without the prior approval of 

carriers, provided they do not interfere unduly with network 

operations or violate the neutrality of the network.

diversity 

 Allocate spectrum with an aim to diversify mobile access to 

the Internet

•	 Reserve	 from	auction	 a	band	of	 no	 less	 than	2	 contiguous	5	

MHz in the 700 MHz band for Canadian innovation and local 

community services. (example: City of Fredericton’s Wifi)

•	 Make	spectrum	available	to	lease	rather	than	to	own.

•	 Impose	 a	 use-it-or-lose-it	 clause	 that	 requires	 the	 success-

ful bidder to launch the planned service within three years,  

or give up the spectrum.

•	 Ensure	that	a	portion	of	the	spectrum	available	after	full	digiti-

zation of TV signals is available for unlicensed use.

•	 Set	aside	one-quarter	of	 the	remaining	spectrum	 in	 the	band	

for auction to carriers with less than 2% of market share in 

order to enable the development of more carriers and more 

consumer choice.

innovation

 Canadian users and innovators need objective, reliable, open 

and understandable ISP data to use, plan and invest in new 

applications. 

•	 Mandate	regular	ISP	openness	audits,	measuring:

  · Traffic management practices

  · Average speeds (Ofcom in the UK and the FCC in the  

   US do this in various ways)

  · Billing practices as set against costs (there have been  

   stories of overbilling/mis-measuring usage by ISPs etc.).
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  · Congestion

  · Regional broadband speed levels  

   (See: http://broadbandmap.gov/)

•	 The	 audits	 should	 be	 applied	 to	 both	wired	 and	wireless	 ac-

cess to the Internet. 

•	 Parliament	 should	 amend	 the	 CRTC	 Act	 to	 permit	 the	 CRTC	

to levy administrative monetary penalties (AMPs) that can be 

used to enforce transparency requirements and regulations. 

•	 The	objective	of	the	audits	is	to	ensure	users	are	able	to	freely	

decide which applications they run on their Internet connec-

tion, no matter which device or pricing tier they choose. 

openness

 Open CRTC: The best guarantee of an open Internet is a 

policy-making process that is open, citizen-centered, and 

public-interest oriented.

•	 The	Government	should	direct	the	CRTC	to	ensure	the	creation	

of open, accessible and neutral networks and maximize user 

preference.

•	 In	 the	 interests	 of	 accountability	 and	 transparency,	 the	 gov-

ernment should show how all new appointments ranked in the 

overall scorecard based on the must-have and should-have 

criteria listed in the job postings. The criteria should include 

significant experience in the public interest or consumer advo-

cacy community.

•	 The	Government	should	include	broader	stakeholder	and	citizen	 

participation in the appointment process of CRTC commissioners.

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge Approach to 
Canada’s Digital Future by OpenMedia.ca is licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License



There is something uniquely powerful about everyday people having  

access to a globally connected, open platform that allows them to share 

art, stories, ideas and opinions from almost anywhere. In a country as large 

and diverse as Canada, the ability to connect instantaneously across 

literal and metaphorical distances via the Internet is particularly precious.

Canadians are well aware of this, and have taken opportunities to 

speak out about the need to preserve an open, accessible Internet,  

notably during the CRTC’s hearings on traffic management in 2009.  

While the open Internet movement in Canada has been slower to  

assemble than in the US, net neutrality and more recently, usage-based  

billing have been hotly debated in the press, in parliament, and in public  

forums across the country. In this section, we survey the diverse groups 

that have spoken out in favour of net neutrality, in order to give an over-

view of the depth and breadth of support in Canada.

canadian  
views on 
tHe open
internet

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge
Approach to Canada’s Digital Future 
by OpenMedia.ca is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCom-
mercial-ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License
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canadian  views on 
net neutrality
citizen voiceS during the trAffic  

mAnAgement heAring

The wider public debate about net neutrality ignited in Canada in mid 

2008, when ‘throttling’ — selected slowing down of certain Internet 

traffic — by telecommunications giant Bell Canada Inc. limited viewing 

of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation’s (CBC) hit show “Canada’s 

Next Great Prime Minister.” According to the CBC’s own story on the 

issue, users “complained about very long periods required to down-

load the show,” reporting download times of several hours through file-

sharing application BitTorrent.1 Throttling by Bell was limiting the CBC’s 

ability to fulfill Section L.vii of its mandate: to serve Canadians using 

the most “appropriate and efficient means.”2 

The traffic throttling practices of Bell Canada and other large ISPs 

sparked a national conversation about net neutrality, which started to 

gain traction when CRTC Chairman Konrad von Finckenstein comment-

ed on net neutrality in a speech to the Canadian Telecomm Summit on 

June 17th 2008, stating: “Fundamental issues 

of technology, economics, competition, ac-

cess and freedom of speech are all involved…

it is one of the polarizing issues of the day. It 

will have to be addressed and debated by all 

of us.”3 The CRTC then announced a review of 

Internet traffic management practices for July 

9th 2009, representing a key opportunity for 

net neutrality advocates to make their case.

Citizen responses to the net neutrality is-

sue during the 2009 traffic management hear-

ings came overwhelmingly in the form of a 

letter writing campaign sponsored by Open-

Media.ca, then the Campaign for Democratic 

Media. Despite the technical nature of the de-

bate, the public at large identified the impact 

of the changes proposed by telecommunica-

tion companies on the foundations of an open 

Internet. Over 11,000 individuals submitted a 

figure one

text of the letter used  
during openmedia.ca’s 2009  
letter-writing campaign

Dear Commissioners: 

I submit that the CRTC should listen to the public and stop In-
ternet Service Providers from discriminatory traffic-shaping 
practices.

We rely on the CRTC, as the federal communications regula-
tor, to act in the public interest, which in this case means en-
suring we have an open and neutral Internet. I don’t want ISPs 
picking winners and losers concerning Internet technologies 
and applications. It should be up to users, not ISPs, to decide 
which applications and services we use on the Internet.

If ISPs have network congestion problems, they should invest 
in building out the network capacity or adopt application-
neutral traffic management. Allowing ISPs to selectively slow 
down content and services should not be an option. Don’t 
reward the ISPs’ failure to keep up with other OECD nations 
by allowing them to control the speed of Internet traffic.

As Canada moves deeper into recession, we must actively 
support our home-grown social, cultural and economic in-
novation, not punish it by allowing big telecommunications 
companies to strangle the open Internet. The CRTC can do 
its part by enacting and enforcing policies that help build an 
open, fast, and accessible Internet in Canada.
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letter drafted by OpenMedia.ca to voice their concerns (Figure One). 

The letter focused primarily on the dangers of letting large telecommu-

nication companies make decisions that affect both smaller companies 

and the individuals who subscribe directly to their services. The letter  

was primarily concerned with outlining the dangers to free choice and 

the economy if throttling is used as an Internet traffic management practice.

Over 1,000 concerned citizens felt the need to write their own letter  

or add additional notes and comments to the OpenMedia.ca's letter. 

These people came from a variety of backgrounds, including small busi-

ness owners, CEOs, concerned senior citizens, and young profession-

als. Of those who provided their location, the two largest voices were 

from Ontario and British Columbia; however, a broad response was elic-

ited from over three quarters of Canada’s provinces and territories.4

Issues of concern to these citizens rank in 

order of importance as follows: Industry ac-

countability; freedom of choice and/or privacy; 

a negative impact on economic recovery; op-

position to monopolization; violating net neu-

trality is undemocratic; cultural and techno-

logical innovations may suffer; and download 

caps are inappropriate (Figure Two).

The letters talked of an open Internet as, 

broadly speaking, a space where individuals 

may conduct their business electronically with 

all information being treated the same regard-

less of what it is. Reading this information or 

analyzing it raised privacy, censorship, and 

monopoly concerns. The definition of an open 

Internet for many of the writers went beyond 

traffic throttling, in some cases including the 

importance of webspace and e-services be-

ing equally available to the arts and business 

communities. Despite various definitions of the 

figure two

themes from letters submitted 
directly to the crtc

Industry Accountability:  99%

Freedom of Choice and/or Privacy:  68%

Negative Impact of Monopolies:  43%

Democratic Principles Violated:  30%

Innovation At Risk:  18%

Negative Impact on Economy:  13%

Download Caps Inappropriate:  4%

 
themes from modified letters 
submitted through openmedia.ca

Industry Accountability:  99%

Freedom of Choice and/or Privacy:  98% 

Negative Impact on Economy:  80%

Negative Impact of Monopolies:  17% 

Democratic Principles Violated:  10%

Innovation At Risk:  9% 

Download Caps Inappropriate:  2% 
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open Internet, all writers shared a growing concern over discrimination 

against the content of their outgoing information.

The majority of individuals felt that this concern fell within the pre-

rogative of Canadians as consumers, but also that it suggested actions 

that were potentially undemocratic on a broader scale. While some of 

the technical aspects of the issue caused a few commenters to show 

confusion and hesitancy, people spoke very frankly about their com-

mitment to net neutrality, and insisted that the CRTC must act against 

throttling in order to remain aligned with the best interests of Canadians.

In addition to the letters submitted through OpenMedia.ca, 385 

concerned individuals sent letters directly to the CRTC.5 Given that 

these letters were entirely unique and not derived from a form letter, 

the much greater range of themes and opinions found therein is no 

surprise. Individuals who communicated directly with the CRTC placed 

more emphasis on the negative impact of monopolies, but agreed in 

large part with those who submitted through OpenMedia.ca about the 

need for industry accountability and the risks to freedom of choice and 

privacy (Figure Two).

Public opinion research suggests robust support for an open Internet. 

Before the issue became a major concern for Canadians, a poll con-

ducted by Leger Marketing in October of 2007 found that Canadians 

were generally in agreement with the principle of net neutrality. Ac-

cording to the poll, three in five Canadians believed Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs) should be required to treat all content, sites and plat-

forms equally. Two-thirds disagreed with the proposal that ISPs should 

be allowed to impose additional fees for access to specific content on 

the web.6 This polling work was sponsored by Open Internet Coalition 

member eBay.

More recent polling carried out by Ipsos Reid reinforces the Leger 

Marketing findings. When presented with the concept of net neutrality, 

online Canadians (defined as those who use modems and other de-

vices to access the Internet from home) overwhelmingly supported net 

neutrality, with 86% agreeing that “the Internet should be kept open 

puBlic opinion reSeArch
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and free from interference and restrictions.”7 This polling work provides 

concrete evidence of the breadth of support for net neutrality amongst 

the Canadian public.

Focus group work has attempted to drill 

deeper into Canadian perceptions around net 

neutrality. In an effort to “gauge consumer 

knowledge and reaction to net neutrality is-

sues facing Canadians” the Public Interest 

Advocacy Centre (PIAC) held qualitative focus 

groups on the net neutrality issue in January 

of 2009.8 These sessions were carried out 

in combination with the Environics Research 

Group, with funding from Industry Canada. In 

total, six groups of ten people met in three dif-

ferent cities across Canada (Toronto, Montreal 

and Vancouver). In each group, the research-

ers ensured that the participants had high 

Internet usage rates (more than 20 hours per 

week) and that there was a mix of participants using different ISPs.  

All participants also had a strong interest in policy issues within Canada.

For the purposes of the focus group, net neutrality meant that all 

users would have the same levels of Internet accessibility, and could 

use any online application they desired.9 A neutral Internet also meant 

that freedom of expression would be maintained, and that a lack of 

ownership or commercial bias would govern the Internet. Once partici-

pants were informed about net neutrality, they became very engaged 

in the issue. Participants were encouraged to lobby the government for 

net neutrality legislation, but most participants were unaware of how to 

do so, or who to approach. Specifically, many of the participants were 

unaware of the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications 

Commission (CRTC) and how it functions. Given this general lack of 

awareness of the CRTC, the spectcular participation rates in the Traffic 

Management hearings later that year are more impressive.

“Consumers are also opposed to traffic shaping and throt-
tling as a means to resolving bandwidth issues. Some par-
ticipants were willing to accept higher fees for heavy use in 
order to avoid throttling. As well, the need for high speed In-
ternet is growing, but Canadian consumers have not seen the 
cost associated with Internet service come down over time. 
Some focus group participants suggested that ISPs may not 
be keeping up with the demand by improving their technol-
ogy and infrastructure. As well, consumers are very opposed 
to prohibition or throttling of certain targeted applications or 
protocols. Privacy is also a great concern for Canadian con-
sumers, who want to ensure that their Internet activities are 
not being tracked by their ISPs or used for marketing pur-
poses. Finally, consumers believe that reseller ISPs should be 
able to make their own policy decisions about how to manage 
bandwidth concerns and not be dictated by suppliers.”

~ From Staying Neutral: Canadian Consumers and the Fight 
for Net Neutrality, the report from the PIAC focus groups
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The PIAC focus groups gave some evidence about the specific con-

cerns of Canadians regarding net neutrality: many participants stated 

they were concerned with a corporatization of the Internet. Users recog-

nized that commercial or financial interests might limit what they could 

or could not access on the Internet, and saw this as contradictory to the 

original intent and principles of the web. While some participants could 

understand that throttling might be beneficial in some cases, most were 

“strongly opposed to throttling and traffic shaping practices being used 

to further corporate interests”.10

Net neutrality has been in the public consciousness for long enough 

now that we can draw some firm conclusions about Canadian views. 

Submissions during the traffic management hearings demonstrate that 

Canadians grasp the link between net neutrality and the potential of 

the Internet to expand freedom of choice and expression, accelerate 

innovation, and create a more resilient economy. Public opinion poll-

ing work, especially that by Ipsos Reid, makes an undeniable case for 

broad Canadian support for a free and open Internet.

On October 28th 2010, the CRTC made a crucial 
decision enabling Bell to force smaller, independ-
ent ISPs to introduce usage-based billing (UBB). 
In response, on November 1st, OpenMedia.ca 
launched StoptheMeter.ca — a petition calling on 
Industry Minister Tony Clement, the CRTC, and 
other policymakers to put a stop to UBB. The cam-
paign describes UBB as unfair, anti-competitive, 
and punitive, and emphasizes how it threatens 
Canada’s social progress, cultural innovation, and 
global economic competitiveness. Twenty-four 
hours after the launch, more than a thousand citi-
zens had signed. 

On December 16th 2010, the City of Vancouver led 
by councilor Andrea Reimer adopted a resolution 
opposing UBB, kicking off political opposition to 
the measure. Canadians continued to use the web 
to express their frustration, and to alert their fellow 
citizens, encouraging them to join the cause. De-
spite this uproar, the CRTC confirmed its decision 
on January 25th, 2011. This angered Canadian citi-

zens and independent ISPs alike, who reiterated 
that the new pricing structure would stifle innova-
tion and media diversity. By the end of January, 
more than 160,000 people had signed the petition, 
and it had attracted the attention of national media 
including the CBC and CTV.

By the end of January, all the major political parties 
in Canada had publicly condemned UBB. On Janu-
ary 20th, the NDP announced its opposition to UBB 
and the Liberal party soon followed suit, demanding 
that the Conservative government reverse the deci-
sion. At the same time, Minister Clement broached 
the subject, saying “these [CRTC] decisions will be 
studied carefully to ensure that competition, inno-
vation and consumers were all fairly considered.”11 

Shortly thereafter, Prime Minister Stephen Harper 
ordered a review of the decision, and the launch 
of a review was confirmed by the CRTC on Feb-
ruary 7th. By that time, over 400,000 people had 
signed the StoptheMeter petition – making it one 
of the biggest online petitions in Canadian history.  

canadian views on usage-based billing
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As part of its review proceeding for UBB, the 
CRTC called on Canadians and interested parties  
to submit comments. In partnership with the Cana-
dian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic (CIP-
PIC), OpenMedia.ca commented on the CRTC’s 
review, calling on the commission to “widen the 
scope” of its proceeding in order to address the 
larger structural problems within the Internet ser-
vice market. Several parties — in particular, PIAC 
and the Canadian Network Operators Consortium 
— echoed OpenMedia’s demands and reaffirmed 
this call for an expanded scope and an analysis 
of the key assumptions that led to the decision; 
namely, OpenMedia.ca took issue with the CRTC’s 
definition of “heavy” versus “light” Internet use, 
and the lack of ISP data concerning the correlation 
between “heavy usage” and congestion.12 As well, 
OpenMedia.ca sent letters to all the major parties, 
requesting they join OpenMedia.ca’s call to widen 
the scope of the UBB proceeding. The NDP and the 
Liberals joined this call, and each created their own 
submissions addressing the scope of the UBB review.

On March 11th 2011, the CRTC denied these re-
quests to widen the scope.13 The commission did, 
however, announce the introduction of a public 
hearing and online consultation into its UBB review 
process. The deadline for formal submissions by 
interested parties is July 29th, and the CRTC will 
announce its final conclusions for the review four 
months after this date. 

Though the UBB decisions affect the Canadian In-
ternet service market overall, the three main tel-
ecom companies involved in the CRTC decisions 
and subsequent controversy are Bell BCE, Rogers 
Communications Inc., and Shaw Communications. 
Both Bell and Shaw have responded to the social 
and political fallout of UBB, altering their billing 
practices and ultimately backing down on UBB to 
varying degrees. More specifically, on February 
8th, Shaw announced its suspension of all UBB un-
til at least the end of the CRTC proceeding, while 
on March 28th, Bell announced its introduction of 
an alternative — and slightly fairer — scheme for 
the imposition of UBB, called “aggregated volume 
pricing” (AVP). Rogers, unfortunately, has yet to be 
moved. 

 
 
As of this writing, 480,000 Canadians have signed 
the StoptheMeter petition. In addition, according 
to an Angus Reid/Toronto Star poll,14 the majority 
of Canadians oppose the CRTC’s UBB decisions.  
The poll indicates that 76% of respondents  
(out of 1024) disagree with the CRTC regarding 
UBB. Canadian views on UBB are therefore very 
clear: polls and the public outcry confirm that  
Canadians are strongly opposed to the practice. 

Further, the StoptheMeter campaign clearly illus-
trates that Canadians care about the quality of In-
ternet access in Canada, and are willing to demand 
that policymakers act to improve that quality and 
defend an open Internet. Canadian policy-makers 
are responding to the public’s calls; both the Lib-
eral and NDP party platforms directly address 
UBB and each party’s commitment to an open In-
ternet. The NDP platform asserts: “We will prohibit 
all forms of usage-based billing (UBB) by Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs)”.15 The Liberals commit to 
ensuring that Internet traffic management remains 
“neutral” and claim that: "A Liberal government will 
issue an Open Internet Directive to the CRTC op-
posing anti-competitive usage-based billing and 
ensure a fair, effective wholesale regime to allow 
smaller Internet service providers to lease broad-
band infrastructure at fair prices."16 

In addition, in an online chat with OpenMedia.ca 
Founder Steve Anderson, Liberal Marc Garneau 
asserted his support for leading-edge policies like, 
functional separation, which would separate big ISPs 
infrastructure control from their retail services.17 

Conservative Party leaders such as Clement have 
continued to speak out against UBB, and Bell’s 
new plan for AVP; however, their platform does not 
directly address the issue.18 

Finally, the Green Party released a statement ad-
dressed to its candidates and supporters, calling on 
the Greens to “Vote for the Internet” this election, 
in support of OpenMedia.ca’s (VoteNet.ca) online 
campaign. The Greens noted how “A decade of 
neglecting the Internet regulatory issue is stifling 
Canada’s economy, global competitiveness, free 
expression and Canadians’ personal budgets.”19 
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The SaveOurNet.ca coalition, spearheaded by OpenMedia.ca and con-

sisting of public interest groups, labour, businesses and individuals, 

has been the primary mechanism for uniting the efforts of civil society 

groups that support net neutrality. SaveOurNet.ca launched with a well-

attended first-of-its-kind net neutrality rally on Parliament Hill in May 

2008, which brought out over 400 supporters of net neutrality. Mem-

bers of the coalition include: 

•	 Businesses	 —	 over	 a	 dozen	 small	 independent	 ISPs;	 tech-

nology design, development and consulting companies such 

as Communicopia Internet Inc., Linux Ottawa, HardData and 

Agentic; and web businesses such as FarmVisit.com (which 

helps Canadians find local farms), NetVillage (a social dating 

website) and LeaseorRelease.com (which facilitates the trans-

fer of car leases from one driver to another).

•	 Not-for-profit	 organizations	 —	 the	 Canadian	 Federation	 of	

Students, responsible for half a million Canadian students; 

the World Association for Christian Communication, an ecu-

menical group promoting communications for social change, 

with members in 120 countries; the Public Interest Advocacy 

Centre (PIAC), a non-profit group seeking information and ser-

vices for consumer interests; The Canadian Internet Policy and 

Public Interest Clinic (CIPPIC), a public interest law clinic run 

through the University of Ottawa; the Council of Canadians, 

Canada’s largest citizens’ organization, with members and 

chapters across the country; and others.

•	 Media	organizations	—	NowPublic,	The	REAL	News	Network,	

the National Campus and Community Radio Association and 

many others are members of the SaveOurNet.ca coalition.

•	 Labour	—	the	BC	Government	and	Service	Employees’	Union;	

the Canadian Media Guild/CWA Canada; the Canadian Union 

of Public Employees; the Collingwood and District Labour 

Council; the Communications, Energy & Paperworkers Union 

of Canada (CEP); the National Union of Public and General  

civil society
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Employees (NUPGE); and the Saskatchewan Federation of  

Labour are all members of the SaveOurNet.ca coalition.20

SaveOurNet followed the Parliament Hill rally with a series of “Open 

Internet Town Halls” held in Toronto, Ottawa and Vancouver. An addi-

tional town hall was organized by several groups in Halifax. The Town 

Halls brought together open Internet advocates from a range of back-

grounds, including the private sector, labour, government and academ-

ia, to interact with the public and raise the profile of the net neutrality 

issue. Town Hall attendees expressed serious concerns about the lack 

of competition in Canada’s telecommunication sector, the challenges to 

democracy posed by lack of net neutrality and a free flow of informa-

tion, and the urgent need for all Canadians to have high-quality access 

to an open Internet. Attendees at the Ottawa Town Hall produced a list 

of activites that could support improved Internet access, including sup-

porting net neutrality and reporting preferential treatment of provider-

owned content. Participants also provided clear policy recommendations 

to deal with net neutrality and Canada's falling standing on key internet 

metrics like speed and cost. Input from these discussions helped inform 

the Recommendations found at the beginning of this report. The Town 

Halls demonstrated the broad appeal of SaveOurNet’s work, and the 

ability of Canadians to engage meaningfully with this issue.

In addition to the more than 11,000 citizen comments submitted during 

the traffic management hearings, a wide range of civil society groups 

sent formal submissions to the CRTC. OpenMedia.ca partnered with 

the CIPPIC to make a 71-page submission that included support from 

Dr. David Reed of MIT, one of the original architects of the Internet, and 

network experts Dr. Andrew Odlyzko of the Minnesota Internet Traffic 

Studies (MINTS) project, and Bill St. Arnaud, Chief Research Officer for 

CANARIE Inc., Canada’s Advanced Internet Development Organization.21

Support for net neutrality during the traffic management hearing 

was by no means confined to members of the SaveOurNet.ca coalition. 

Organizations as diverse as the Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television 

and Radio Artists (ACTRA), the BC Civil Liberties Association, the Union 

civil Society Support during  

the trAffic mAnAgement heAringS
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des Consommateurs, the Atlantic Provinces Library Association (APLA), 

the Government of British Columbia, and the OIC (which includes ma-

jor organizations like Google, Skype, eBay, Amazon, Ticketmaster, Sony 

Electronics and many others) sent submissions that spoke to the impor-

tance of an open Internet. The Government of BC’s submission states 

clearly: “Net neutrality should be accepted as the bedrock upon which 

the Internet rests.”22 ACTRA President Ferne Downey testified before 

the CRTC, calling on commissioners “not to hand the keys to the In-

ternet over to a handful of major corporations who control broadband 

access in Canada” and to “enshrine the principle of net neutrality.”23 

Google’s Canada Policy Counsel, Jacob Glick, presenting on behalf of 

the OIC, insisted that the CRTC ought to “regulate in a way that pro-

motes the development of the open Internet...practices that undermine 

the Internet’s openness are bad for innovation...[the Internet] is indis-

pensable infrastructure for our economy, our society and our democra-

cy.”24 Zip.ca, an online video service company, sent its CEO Rob Hall to 

hearings, where he insisted that CRTC rules “need to be fair and apply 

to everybody equally”25 

The traffic management hearings were a success for supporters of 

net neutrality in Canada, in terms of the volume and diversity of sub-

missions favourable to the net neutrality cause, and the outcome of the 

hearings. On October 22, 2009 the CRTC issued its ruling concerning 

Internet traffic management. The CRTC decided to adopt new traffic 

management guidelines resembling some of the rules put forth by the 

CIPPIC and OpenMedia.ca, the OIC and others. The traffic management 

ruling was a huge milestone in the effort to keep Canada’s Internet open.

Unfortunately, however, several ISPs continue discriminatory traffic 

throttling practices,26 and the new CRTC guidelines put the onus on citi-

zens to file a complaint and prove that ISPs are “unjustly” throttling traffic. 

Supporters of net neutrality have been pushing the CRTC to go further 

in its support for the open Internet by executing mandatory audits of 

ISPs’ traffic management practices to find and stop any examples of 

unjust discrimination. They have continued to seize key opportunities to 

push for a more open Internet, including during the government’s Digi-

canadian views  
during the  
digital economy  
consultation
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tal Economy Consultation, held from May 10 to July 30, 2010. A con-

sensus submission, signed by 78 individuals including leading experts 

in media policy, specifically highlights the importance of net neutrality, 

and SaveOurNet.ca’s ongoing efforts around audits:

 "For all sectors to participate and innovate within the digital 

economy and society, network neutrality is required as a foun-

dational element. Net neutrality refers to the idea that data and 

information can be transmitted and received on the Internet 

from every source in non-discriminatory ways. Practices such 

as filtering and traffic shaping, or throttling, run counter to the 

principles of network neutrality. In Canada, some steps have 

been taken through the CRTC to protect 

network neutrality. Civil society organiza-

tions such as SaveOurNet.ca (2009) note 

that: the onus is on the consumer to file 

a complaint and to prove that the ISP is 

throttling traffic. We think that’s wrong. 

When it comes to surfing the web, the In-

ternet user, not big telecom, should be in 

the driver’s seat.

 As a possible tactic to address this 

situation, SaveOurNet suggests that the 

CRTC could conduct compliance audits. 

Therefore, it can be said that the reali-

zation of network neutrality requires on-

going reviews of legislation, regulation and 

practice. 

 Legislating or regulating to protect net-

work neutrality in Canada is essential for 

innovation...We recommend, regulation 

must continue to be reviewed and adapt-

ed to protect the interests of Canadian 

citizens and innovators."27

figure three

from the british columbia library 
association’s submission to the 
digital economy consultation

“BCLA’s position on Net Neutrality reflects the interests of 
Canadian libraries, library staff, and library users. Libraries 
provide millions of Canadians with Internet access through 
library computers and wireless networks, act as a portal to 
information on the Internet from home or in the library, and 
connect people with information in countless ways that de-
pend in one way or another on the Internet.

Net Neutrality rests on the principle that information sent 
via the Internet, regardless of source or format, should be 
treated equally. This is a central principle of the creation and 
evolution of the Internet. From this principle it follows that:

•	 Internet	Service	Providers	(ISPs)	do	not	have	the	right	  
to manipulate the flow of web content to consumers.

•	 All	formats	should	be	treated	equally	by	ISPs	  
(i.e. no content is blocked based on the technology  
used to deliver it).

•	 Users	are	free	to	go	where	they	want	on	the	Internet,	
accessing the information they choose. 

With this definition in mind, BCLA maintains that regulatory 
enforcement needs to be in place in order to preserve the 
democratic principles of the Internet. In addition, clear, im-
mediate plans need to be made for enforcing these regula-
tions, with the responsibility for taking necessary action lying 
with ISPs and not Internet users.”
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Other parties who submitted pieces specifically mentioning net 

neutrality include: the Canadian National Institute for the Blind (“The 

disability community including CNIB strongly supports net neutral-

ity because it ensures a consistency across service providers. [T]he 

loss of net neutrality [could result in] a huge obstacle to simple usage 

and affordability for persons who are blind.”28); PIAC; Telecommunities 

Canada; the Canadian Association of Internet Providers and the Coa-

lition of Internet Service Providers; the Canadian Library Association, 

BC Library Association (Figure Three) and the Canadian Association of 

Research Libraries (“The traffic management 

practices of the ISPs should be as ‘neutral’ as 

possible, not favouring, for purely commercial 

reasons, some content over other. While some 

policies have been enunciated by the CRTC, 

“net neutrality” will be an ongoing concern 

as ever more Canadians and Canadian com-

panies conduct business online.”29); the Direc-

tors Guild, and the Canadian Film and Televi-

sion Producers Association (“While the CRTC 

recently adopted a new net neutrality frame-

work, careful monitoring will be required to 

ensure that Canada has the rules in place to 

keep the Internet as an open access content 

distribution platform.”30); and, finally, the Sas-

katchewan Advanced Technology Association  

(“Canada needs initiatives strongly supportive 

of network neutrality.”31)

In addition to inviting submissions like the 

above from interested parties, the consultation 

included an “Idea Forum” where citizens could 

submit ideas for advancing the digital econo-

my, and the public could vote either ‘plus’ or 

‘minus.’ Of the 297 votes on ideas that spe-

cifically recommended net neutrality, 231 or 

figure four

response from industry  
minister tony clement

Thank you for your email providing your views on the Canadi-
an Radio-television Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) 
decision on Internet traffic management practices (ITMPs).

As you are aware, on October 21, 2009, the CRTC issued Tele-
com Regulatory Policy 2009–657, which establishes a frame-
work for analysis that guides Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 
in their use of ITMPs. The framework allows the Commission 
to determine whether or not specific ITMPs are in compliance 
with subsection 27(2) of the Telecommunications Act, which 
prohibits unjust discrimination and undue preference.

The CRTC, of its own motion or upon the receipt of a credible 
complaint, can review ITMPs using the established frame-
work. This manner of proceeding is frequently referred to as 
an ex post (i.e., complaints-based) regulatory approach. The 
burden of establishing that an ITMP discriminates or results in 
a preference or disadvantage is on the complainant. However, 
ISPs must demonstrate that any such discrimination, prefer-
ence, or disadvantage is not unjust, undue, or unreasonable 
in their response to complaints, and explain why their ITMPs 
meet the requirements of the framework. Information on how 
to file a complaint with the CRTC can be found on its website 
at http://www.crtc.gc.ca/rapidsccm/register.asp?lang=e.

Access to the Internet is a key issue for Canadians. Indus-
try Canada continues to monitor domestic and international 
developments to ensure that our legislative and regulatory 
frameworks remain effective.

Once again, thank you for taking the time to write. I trust that 
you will find this information helpful.

Yours sincerely, 
Tony Clement
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conServAtiveS

political parties

78% were ‘plus’ votes. One visitor to the idea forum commented: 

 “Net neutrality is crucial for the maintenance of those as-

pects of Internet activity which are most beneficial to the 

public good. That is to say: grassroots organization on an in-

dependent basis through message boards, sharing of open  

source and free software the existence of independent media 

sources, and many others. While the corporate Internet will 

continue to be alive and kicking regardless of the outcome of 

the net neutrality debate, the public Internet’s contribution to 

society and the economy cannot be ignored.”32

Like public support for net neutrality, civil society support reflects the 

importance of the issue to all sectors of Canadian society. Unprecedent-

ed participation during the CRTC’s hearings on traffic management and  

the diversity of participation during the digital economy consultation 

demonstrate the depth of engagement by a multitude of actors on this issue.

Following SaveOurNet.ca’s rally on Parliament Hill in May of 2008, both 

New Democratic Party (NDP) and Liberal members of parliament put 

forward private members’ bills in support of net neutrality. Increased 

support for net neutrality by political parties is a clear demonstration of 

the increased traction this issue has with Canadians. In this sub-section, 

we offer an overview of the evolving positions of all major federal parties.

The Conservative Party has remained unclear on the issue of net neu-

trality. During House of Commons debates in June of 2009, Liberal MP 

and industry critic Marc Garneau took the floor and asked the Conserv-

ative party to define its own stance on net neutrality. The respondent, 

Industry Minister Tony Clement, failed to directly respond to the ques-

tion, instead announcing the launch of the digital economy consultation 

detailed above.

In response to the Conservative’s lack of a clear position, the Sa-

veOurNet.ca Coalition launched a campaign in December 2009 calling 

on citizens to ask Minister Clement to preserve Canada’s open Internet 

by mandating compliance audits of ISP traffic management practices. 
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By January 2, 2010, Minister Clement responded with an email, which 

unfortunately did not address the concerns of the Coalition or Canadi-

ans who had written to him (Figure Four). SaveOurNet therefore contin-

ued its letter-writing campaign and as of April 2011, over 3,500 citizens 

had written to Clement.

In November 2010, Pamela Miller, Director General of the Telecom-

munications Policy Branch of the Canadian Federal Government, sent 

an email to those who participated in the campaign.33

In her message, Miller pointed to the follow-up letters that the 

CRTC sent to “a number of Canadian ISPs” asking for the increased 

transparency mandated in Commission’s guidelines, but that she felt “it 

would be premature” to ask the Commission to conduct audits of ITMPs 

while there has been “no indication from the CRTC that credible com-

plaints have been received”. Under the system currently endorsed by the 

Ministry of Industry, the onus falls solely on the consumer to report non-

compliance, yet they have no access to data from the ISPs about their 

traffic management practices. Consumers either don’t know that they 

need to file a complaint, or don’t have access to the data that would 

make their complaint credible. 

The Liberal Party of Canada has changed its position on net neutrality 

from ambiguous to supportive. Prior to 2009, the Liberal Party chose 

not to include net neutrality policy in its campaign platform. However, 

Liberal MP Marc Garneau’s challenge to the Conservative Party (men-

tioned above) provided the impetus and a forum for the Liberals to 

meaningfully state their own opinion: after Garneau’s comments, the 

Liberals altered their platform to include net neutrality. This was in re-

sponse to feedback on the Liberals’ website Voice.liberal.ca that indi-

cated net neutrality was the top issue of concern to visitors.34

In January 2010, in a direct response to the SaveOurNet.ca coali-

tion, the Liberal Party published a Question and Answer piece outlining 

its position. The Liberal Party “supports the principles of net neutral-

ity and an open and competitive Internet environment” and “[does] not 

believe ISPs should be able to throttle wholesale access. If ISPs can 

liBerAlS
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ndp

throttle their wholesale customers, this would limit competition and the 

ability of new entrants to differentiate their services.”35

SaveOurNet.ca subsequently asked for clarification of the party’s 

stance on ISP audits, and received clarification as follows:

•	 The	Liberal	Party	of	Canada	believes	the	CRTC	should	conduct	

regular ISP audits to ensure ISPs are operating in compliance with 

the traffic management guidelines put forth by the Commission.

•		The	 Liberal	 Party	 of	 Canada	 believes	 the	 government	 should	

enshrine net neutrality into law. 

•	 At	 this	 time	 the	Liberal	Party	of	Canada	does	not	have	a	po-

sition on the net neutrality bill put forth by New Democratic 

Party MP Charlie Angus.36

Pressure from the Liberals is a key indicator of the raised profile 

and political relevance of the net neutrality issue.

The New Democratic Party of Canada (NDP) has played a lead role in 

the promotion of net neutrality. In May of 2008, NDP MP Charlie Angus 

introduced Bill C-552, based on the following principle: “Network op-

erators shall not engage in network management practices that favour, 

degrade or prioritize any content, application or service transmitted over 

a broadband network based on their source, ownership or destination”.37

The following year, the NDP reintroduced the issue in Bill C-398, 

which spoke more directly to the issue of throttling. The Bill received 

First Reading in the House on March 3rd 2010 but, like most private 

members’ bills, it is unlikely to become law. Regardless, the NDP has 

played an important role through its consistent promotion of net neu-

trality legislation. 

The NDP directly addressed ISP compliance audits in an August 

2010 message to the SaveOurNet Coalition, agreeing that the CRTC’s 

failure to mandate those audits “is a huge blow to the future competi-

tiveness of the Internet”.38 The email, which came from Party Leader 

Jack Layton, clearly states that the NDP is in favour of net neutrality, 
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and suggests that they will continue to take tangible steps toward en-

suring that Canada’s Internet remains open.

The Green Party of Canada has also been at the forefront in ensuring 

that net neutrality policy is included within its mandate. In October of 

2007, the Greens released a platform document that included a small 

section on net neutrality: “The Green Party of Canada is committed 

to the original design principle of the Internet — network neutrality: 

the idea that a maximally useful public information network treats all 

content, sites, and platforms equally, thus allowing the network to carry 

every form of information and support every kind of application”.39

In its 2010 platform, the Party moved on to explicitly state how 

it plans to support the “free flow of information”: by encouraging and 

passing legislation that would promote net neutrality and ensure that 

Internet service providers could not discriminate against certain types 

of content.

The converging positions of all major federal opposition parties re-

flects a growing consensus on net neutrality. Canadians want to see 

meaningful, robust net neutrality policies that have the full weight of 

Canada’s regulatory system behind them.

Public opinion polling, cross-partisan support, and wide participation 

in relevant CRTC hearings and government consultations all reflect the 

alignment of Canadian views in favour of a free and open Internet. This 

free and open Internet requires the CRTC to take a proactive stance, 

and prioritize the interests of the Canadian public over those who would 

seek to control or limit access to this new digital commons.

 conclusion

green pArty
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summary

tHe tecHnical 
case  

for 
openness

 The following section describes some of the technical work-

ings of architecture of the Internet within the framework of 

the open Internet debate. In breaking down the basic anato-

my of the network, we challenge typical arguments made by 

big Internet Service Providers (ISPs) like Bell, Telus, Rogers 

and Shaw around traffic growth and congestion, and debunk 

myths that have been created to justify Internet Traffic Man-

agement Practices (ITMPs) — any measure an ISP imple-

ments to intentionally mediate, or “manage,” the flow of data 

traffic along its network.

 ITMPs can be either economic or technical mechanisms: the 

former is a pricing technique that both discourages users from 

accessing applications, and profits off Internet-user habits; 

the latter employs devices that alter the speed at which In-

ternet users can access information and applications online. 

Some Internet applications, particularly peer-to-peer (P2P) 
Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge
Approach to Canada’s Digital Future 
by OpenMedia.ca is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCom-
mercial-ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License
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filesharing where Internet users share files directly with each 

other, are being unjustly targeted and discriminated against. 

This is particularly unjust when we consider the inherent ben-

efits and efficiencies of P2P in creating a more seamless flow 

of network traffic and capacity. P2P has been labeled as a 

network hog and positioned as the culprit at the forefront of 

the congestion argument but, as we argue here, evidence 

shows that http applications, such as video and music stream-

ing sites, produce more traffic.

  We explain the nature of traffic congestion on properly provi-

sioned networks and disprove P2P myths around traffic stream 

directions. We describe how poor throttling approaches such 

as ‘blanket throttling’ ignore the true nature of congestion and 

the fundamental way that the Internet functions. 

 Lastly, we discuss the ways that the practice of usage-based 

billling (UBB) as an economic ITMP is unjust; arguments by big 

ISPs about UBB are misleading and false. We examine Internet 

user growth rates and trends in Canada, reveal how monthly 

data caps are actually directed at all users, and illustrate how 

current UBB implementations unfairly tax off-peak users to 

subsidize peak usage. We demonstrate that UBB is not about 

addressing network congestion or paying per use for exces-

sive users, but rather serves as another avenue for ISPs to 

increase revenues.

 We aren’t facing a “bandwidth crisis” — we’re facing the 

problems produced by a dysfunctional market. In a functioning 

market place, demand must be met by an increase in supply,  

which involves a constant, revolving investment by business.  

It is the responsibility of ISPs to invest in their networks, rather  

than punishing users through price gouging; it is the responsibility  

of decision makers to enact policies that ensure users enjoy 

fair and affordable access as Internet technology continues to 

improve and permeate our social and business practices. 
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The architecture of the Internet has been central to its empowering ca-

pacity.40 Historically, this architecture has been neutral, a mere vehi-

cle for connecting two points: an article and its reader; an innovative 

service and its customers; a video and its viewers.41 The architectural 

design principle that enabled this neutrality of networks was the end-

to-end principle.42 This principle of network design called for an archi-

tecture of ‘dumb pipes’, where signals are merely carried from one end 

(the reader) to the other (the online article) and 

back. The pipes are dumb because they know 

little about the content of the packages they are 

carrying from one end to another. 

The implications of this simple architec-

tural principle are immense. Without knowl-

edge of what passes through them, the pipes 

are unable to discriminate between one type 

of traffic and another — to decide that they 

like some websites but not others, for exam-

ple. Without knowledge of their contents, the 

pipes are forced to leave most of the decision-

making at the ‘ends’, leaving the users and 

innovators free to design and interact as they 

wish.43 It is this freedom that has made the In-

ternet the empowering, innovative, democratic 

vehicle that it is today.44 

This fundamental end-to-end neutral-

ity principle is under pressure from a number 

of sources.45 Driven by economic and market 

forces,46 the companies (ISPs) operating the 

pipes that embody the Internet have begun 

building intelligence into their networks to ex-

ert greater control over the information pass-

ing through them. As current network archi-

tecture lacks this ‘intelligence’, investment in 

figure one

what is deep packet inspection?

When sending email, browsing webpages and exchanging 
files online, our communications are typically unencrypted. 
Once intercepted, there is little preventing anyone from ex-
amining the content of a communication. In recent years, 
ISPs have begun implementing a networking technology, 
called Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), which permits them to 
examine digital transmissions and discriminate against them 
based on the unencrypted content they contain. These uses 
raise competition and privacy concerns.

DPI equipment can read and modify digital transmissions’ 
addressing information and communicative content. By ana-
lyzing these elements of transmissions, DPI can identify their 
key facets and apply rules to them — some are prioritized at 
the expense of others, some applications’ transmissions are 
blocked, and some data streams are modified in real time. 
Content and heuristic analysis of packets can identify the ap-
plication generating the packet, determining whether it origi-
nated from a file-sharing program like BitTorrent, an email 
client like Outlook, or a web browser like Firefox. In some 
cases, the technology can identify specific files being trans-
mitted — such as a particular song, movie or e-book. DPI can 
also be used to capture and store Internet communications 
such as email for later analysis. While many P2P clients now 
encrypt their file transfers, packet inspection equipment is 
capable (to varying degrees) of identifying even these types 
of communications.47 

While DPI's discriminatory power might let "network provid-
ers increase their profits by increasing the controllability of 
the network", such profits sacrifice the features that make 
the Internet valuable.48 DPI threatens users' ability to choose 
what content to view, unbalances the non-discriminatory na-
ture of networks that enable innovation, and optimizes the 
network for certain purposes to the detriment of novel uses 
of the network. In effect, DPI threatens to endanger the spirit 
of innovation that has thrived since the Internet’s inception. 

the technical  
case for openness
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new network technologies such as Deep Packet Inspection (Figure One) 

is required. DPI allows ISPs to analyze and control traffic in real time, 

as it passes through their networks.

In Canada, the detrimental impacts of intelligent networks are,49 

to date, most readily evident in the Internet Traffic Management Prac-

tices (ITMPs — See Figure Two) adopted by many Canadian ISPs such 

as Bell, Rogers, Shaw and Cogeco. ITMPs utilize DPI equipment in or-

der to identify and classify traffic as it passes 

through networks and to slow down or ‘throt-

tle’ certain traffic types that are deemed less 

desirable by an ISP. ITMPs are problematic 

when they become unjustifiably discriminatory, 

and most ITMPs currently target peer-to-peer 

(P2P) file-sharing applications (See [Figure 

Four] in the "Canadian Culture In An Open In-

ternet Age" Section for a description of P2P). 

To date, as expected, the harms of ITMPs have 

fallen mostly on those at the edges — those 

lacking the support of a powerful, centralized 

distribution network. Independent artists,50 le-

gitimate innovative services such as the Bit-

Torrent protocol51 or online video providers,52 

and individual Canadian Internet users are the 

ones most harmed by discriminatory ITMPs. 

The broader costs to innovation are more diffi-

cult to quantify.53 

ISPs attempt to justify deviations from 

the end-to-end neutrality principle and the 

accompanying harms they bring by claim-

ing that certain types of traffic, predomi-

nantly P2P traffic, are overwhelming their 

networks. They point to the need to slow 

down P2P to let other traffic pass unhin-

figure two

what is an internet traffic 
management practice?

The Commission has not defined the term precisely, but it 
can be applied to any measure an ISP implements that sub-
stantially impacts how traffic is carried through its networks. 

ITMPs can be economic or technical.

Economic ITMPs are “pricing mechanisms like usage-based 
billing, which meters usage after a monthly transfer limit is 
reached or during certain times of the day” by imposing ad-
ditional costs on users who exceed bandwidth quotas.54 The 
purported rationale behind economic ITMPs is to discourage 
overuse by tying consumption to price (the more you use, the 
more you pay). Economic ITMPs are intended to encourage 
users to use the Internet less. 

Technical ITMPs employ a combination or hardware and soft-
ware mechanisms and network devices that operate to, for 
example, slow down (throttle) or speed up (prioritize) different 
types of traffic. Currently, many Canadian ISPs throttle traffic 
they identify as P2P file-sharing.55 

The CRTC signaled a clear preference for economic rather 
than technical approaches, however, in more recent times, 
economic ITMPs such as monthly bit caps have become in-
creasingly controversial as their impact on legitimate servic-
es such as video streaming services is felt more heavily by 
Canadians.56 

ITMPs may be used by ISPs as an alternative to costly network 
investment when attempting to keep up with traffic growths 
on their networks. They may also be used as a means of of-
fering unique services.57 ITMPs that impact on Internet traffic 
for the purpose of network security and integrity (intrusion 
detection systems targeting viruses or spam or malware, or 
systems intended to address temporary unpredictable traffic 
problems) could have ITMP like characteristics, but are ex-
cluded from the scope of the framework.58 
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the crtc  
framework

dered. But there is little or no proof of any problems caused by P2P 

that cannot be addressed by reasonable expansion of existing net-

works. Throttling is simply a cheaper solution for ISPs. Left to their 

own devices, there is every reason to assume ISPs will follow basic 

market incentives and continue to discriminate against any protocol,  

application, or service where doing so would increase their profit margins.59  

Below, we explore ISP attempts to justify their P2P throttling practices.

Under its current framework, the CRTC will order an ISP to cease an 

ITMP if the practice is not only discriminatory, but unjustifiably so. The 

framework involves a two-step process: 

•		A CREDIBLE COMPLAINT IS REqUIRED. To begin the process, 

a complaint against an ITMP is required. This complaint can 

come from anyone — an individual customer, a public interest 

organization, even the CRTC itself can initiate such a com-

DPI technology also raises privacy concerns, es-
pecially given the technology's potential use for 
covert ISP and state-sponsored surveillance.60 
ISPs assert that DPI is primarily intended to me-
diate data congestion and is not privacy-invasive; 
ISPs are uninterested in what people write to one 
another. They analyze packet payloads — the part 
of an Internet transmission that contains its con-
tent – because this is the only reliable way for ISPs 
to analyze and control customers' usage of 'data 
hogging' applications. Inspections (and prioriti-
zation/throttling of customers' transmissions) are 
purportedly intended to improve overall customer 
experiences.

The catch, of course, is that analyses require exam-
ining private elements of transmissions. This has 
real impacts. Judith Wagner DeCew, an American 
privacy and legal scholar, argues, "surveillance of 
the normal, everyday activities can lead one to be 
distracted and feel inhibited."61 Julie Cohen cor-
roborates this, warning that "[p]ervasive monitor-
ing of every move or false start will, at the margin, 
incline choices towards the bland or mainstream." 

Persistent ISP-level surveillance thus "threatens 
to chill the expression of eclectic individuality, but 
also, gradually, to dampen the force of our aspira-
tion to it."62 While privacy laws, per se, may not 
be violated, individuals may experience a privacy 
harm without the corresponding recourse of a le-
gal claim.63 

In Canada, the CRTC and Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner of Canada have examined DPI’s us-
age. Given the information DPI could glean about 
ISPs’ customers, the CRTC directs ISPs "not to use 
for other purposes personal information collected 
for the purposes of traffic management and not to 
disclose such information."64 The Privacy Commis-
sioner required Bell Canada (and, by extension, 
other ISPs using DPI) to update their privacy and 
network management policies to reflect the limited 
association of personal information (IP addresses) 
with applications used. It is important to recognize 
that neither of these solutions effectively redress 
privacy harms, indicating privacy law’s potential 
impotence to address damages arising from mas-
sive surveillance technologies such as DPI. 

further issues: dpi & privacy
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when doeS An itmp diScriminAte?

when iS A diScriminAtory  

itmp unjuStified?

plaint.65 For the complaint to be credible, it must prove that 

the ITMP is discriminatory, as well as provide some preliminary 

evidence and justification for why the discrimination is unjustified.66 

•	 THE ISP MUST JUSTIFY ITS DISCRIMINATORY ITMP. Once a 

credible complaint is received and the complainant has met its 

initial burden to prove that the ITMP is discriminatory, it falls 

to the ISP to justify that discrimination.

The full scope of ITMP activity that may constitute discrimination is 

presently unknown. The CRTC did suggest that technical ITMPs tar-

geting a specific application or protocol, such as P2P file-sharing, are 

likely to fall within this category.67 Economic ITMPs appear to similarly 

qualify as discriminatory, although economic ITMPs are more likely to 

be justified.68 The bottom line is that any ITMP imposed on users that, 

in effect, delays or prioritizes traffic from one type of user, source, pro-

tocol, application, content, service, or destination is likely to be found 

discriminatory. Technical ITMPs that allow user computers or ‘ends’ to 

decide prioritization are less likely to be deemed discriminatory.69 ISPs 

must then justify the legitimacy of any such discrimination.

Given that the majority of technical ITMPs employed today by Ca-

nadian ISPs target P2P file-sharing applications or protocols and slow 

them down/throttle them,70 the main issue in any regulatory hearing is 

likely to focus on whether these ITMPs are ‘justified’ or not.

An ISP attempting to justify an ITMP that results in any degree of  

discrimination must:

•	 Demonstrate	 that	 the	 ITMP	 is	 narrowly	 designed	 to	 address	

the need in question, and nothing else;

•	 Establish	 that	 the	 ITMP	 results	 in	 as	 little	 discrimination	  

as possible;

•	 Demonstrate	 that	 any	 harm	 to	 end-users	 or	 other	 persons	  

is as minimal as reasonably possible; and
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is throttling 
justified?

mythS ABout  

“unmAnAgeABle” trAffic  

growth And congeStion  

in generAl

•	 Explain	why,	in	the	case	of	a	technical	ITMP,	network	investment	

or economic approaches alone would not reasonably address 

the need and effectively achieve the same purpose as the ITMP.71 

As added guidance, the CRTC stated that ITMPs targeting specific 

applications or classes of applications such as P2P file-sharing applica-

tions are more likely to be unjust and unacceptable.72 To justify discrim-

inatory throttling of P2P file-sharing applications, ISPs will, essentially, 

need to prove: 

•	 that	 the	amount	of	online	 traffic	currently	being	generated	 is	

such that it is not enough merely to build a bigger network to 

address it; and 

•	 that	there	are	no	less	discriminatory	or	less	broad	alternatives	

to throttling P2P file-sharing applications to address this issue. 

ISPs claim that network traffic is currently growing at phenomenal rates 

and that the only way to address this exponential growth in network 

traffic is to slow down some types of traffic (P2P) while letting other 

types (YouTube) go through unimpeded. There are two issues with this 

theory. First, traffic is not growing at exponential rates: online traffic 

growth is slowing down significantly.73 Internet traffic is, at this point, 

growing at manageable rates that can be addressed simply by building 

bigger networks. While this option may reduce profit-margins, it should 

nonetheless be the primary method of addressing such issues. Second, 

even if there is a traffic growth problem, targeting and slowing down 

P2P (or any other type of application) is an arbitrary and over-broad 

response to that problem. Each of these factors is addressed below.

Contrary to ISP claims, current rates of Internet traffic growth can be 

reasonably addressed without resorting to discriminatory ITMPs. Tes-

timony from experts in the field indicates that technological develop-

ments have greatly decreased the cost of equipment necessary to ex-

pand network size, and that ISPs can match current traffic growth with 

reasonable investment.
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myth number one: 

 We are currently experiencing a ‘bandwidth crisis’

reality: 

 This is just the latest of many unjustified ‘panics’  

over levels of traffic growth.

Every five years or so ISPs warn of monumental increases in In-

ternet usage resulting in unbearable congestion on their networks.74 

One such wave of concern came with the arrival of graphics-rich Web 

browsing — ISPs complained that their networks could not handle web-

sites with pictures.75 Another came with the appearance of Napster, the 

first P2P program, which facilitated a surge in music file-sharing traffic. 

Now the concern is video streaming and sharing. Yet, in all cases the 

rise in demand was far more modest than anticipated, and accommo-

dated largely through deployment of improved network technologies.76 

This was when traffic was growing at a rate of 100% per year. 

ISPs claim that Internet growth has “greatly surpassed industry 

projections”77 and is expected to continue growing at ever-increasing 

rates. A graphical representation prepared by Bell of commonly cited 

projected growth rates looks like this:
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As noted by Odlyzko, ITMPs should not be premised on the as-

sumption that traffic might one day soon reach exponential rates with-

out evidence it may actually do so.79 Such projections have been proven 

wrong time and again. Indeed, growth rates have actually decreased 

in recent years. Whereas in the late 1990s Internet traffic was dou-

bling about every year, current annual growth 

rates have slowed significantly to 40–50%.80 

Relative to other periods in the short history 

of the web, this can hardly be characterized 

as “phenomenal growth of consumer Internet 

traffic”.81 

This trend is seen the world over and is 

corroborated by multiple independent stud-

ies.82 Statistics provided by seven Canadian 

carriers in the CRTC hearings suggest that 

Canada is no exception to this trend, and that 

traffic growth rates in Canada are similarly de-

clining and averaging no more than about 43% 

annual growth:83 
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myth number two: 

 Traffic growth demands cannot be met with reasonable levels 

of network investment alone.

reality: 

 Typical levels of network investment are enough to address 

current growth rates.

ISPs argue that it is impossible to meet current traffic growth rates 

with network investment alone — one ISP executive has gone so far as 

to state that “You can never build your way out of this problem.”84 Really,  

building is not impossible, but simply more costly to ISPs. The incen-

tive for ISPs is to find other, cheaper ways to decrease traffic. In fact, 

some have pointed out that the greatest benefit of throttling is its ability 

to “save millions of dollars in capital expansion costs that would [oth-

erwise] be necessary in order to meet growing bandwidth demands”.85 

Functional marketplaces meet demand by increasing supply — not by  

squashing demand. This is how the Internet has always worked. Nor  

does Canada benefit from a degraded Internet. Historically, other “band-

width crises” have been met by building larger networks, and this ongoing  

investment has better prepared Canadian networks for today’s traffic loads.

Even when acknowledging it may be physically possible to meet 

traffic growth with greater network investment, ISPs argue that the cost 

of doing so would be phenomenal. According to internet traffic expert 

Dr. Andrew Odlyzko, however, when continuing improvements in tech-

nological efficiency are factored in with declining growth rates, it is 

possible for ISPs to meet projected growths in demand with mild and 

normal infrastructure upkeep reinvestment:

 While there is still vigorous traffic growth, it is at levels that 

can be accommodated with approximately the current levels 

of capital expenditure. Just as the computers that we buy pro-

vide increased processing power and storage each year for 

the same price as earlier machines, due to technology pro-

gress, telecommunications networks can handle higher levels 

of traffic each year at the same cost as before.86 
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Indeed, Coffman and Odlyzko argue that network technology devel-

opments in speed and efficiency have historically matched any growths 

in network traffic.87 There is evidence on the record of CRTC proceed-

ings that confirm, through experiments,88 and testimony of smaller Ca-

nadian ISPs,89 that technological advances make it possible to keep up 

with 50% traffic growth through normal levels of capital investment. 

ISPs complain that, as broadband adoption rates have leveled off, they 

are now investing the same amount to keep customers instead of in-

vesting to get customers, meaning a lower rate of return for the ISPs.90 

Yet this is typical — much as IBM must continue to replace its old 

processors with new ones in order to continue selling computers to its 

customers at roughly the same rate of return, so must ISPs continue to 

invest in networks in order to keep their existing customers.

In sum, there is little support for the proposition that networks are 

facing unprecedented and unmanageable levels of traffic growth. ISPs 

should meet growth in demand with investments in their networks, just 

as they have always done, instead of trying to rely on ITMPs. 

Regardless of general traffic growth rates and contrary to many claims, 

P2P is not an ‘ideal’ target for throttling. It is neither the primary source 

of network traffic, nor is it able to function effectively under the weight 

of throttling.

myth number one: 

 P2P generates immense amounts of network traffic

reality: 

 HTTP applications generate more traffic and P2P  

usage is steadily declining

First, if there is a traffic growth problem, P2P is not the present 

source of it, nor likely to be in the near future. Statistics provided by 

Canadian ISPs show that, from 2005–2008, 40% of all traffic on  

Canadian networks came from HTTP applications such as video and 

music streaming sites, gaming and other web-based applications. Only 

27–36% is generated by P2P applications.91 

p2p iS the culprit!  
mythS ABout p2p AS the  

nAturAl tArget for throttling
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As more services migrate to the web and people stream more 

media instead of downloading it onto their computers, P2P traffic will 

steadily decrease as a percentage of overall traffic. This trend is mir-

rored worldwide and corroborated by more recent independent Internet 

traffic research from Arbor Networks,92 Sandvine,93 and Cisco,94 all of 

which show that P2P traffic comprises an increasingly marginal and 

rapidly shrinking percentage of overall network traffic:
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myth number two: 

 27–36% traffic has symmetrical impact —  

it does not matter whether it is up or down stream

reality:  

 Upstream and downstream traffic are not the same;  

ISPs cannot justify throttling downstream traffic by  

pointing to upstream figures

The 27–36% figure cited by Canadian ISPs mistakenly conflates 

upstream and downstream traffic. While it may be true that P2P, by its 

decentralized nature, generates more upstream traffic than the aver-

age web application or service, this justification cannot be applied to 

downstream traffic.95 Breaking down the 27–36% figure into its down-

stream and upstream components will reveal that P2P comprises very 

little downstream traffic — far less than even the 27–36% attributed to 

it monthly (18% is likely more accurate).96 Yet some ISPs, most mark-

edly Bell and, more recently, Rogers,97 use this figure to justify equal 

throttling of upstream and downstream P2P traffic without any regard 

for this distinction.

While some ISPs, and particularly cable providers such as Rogers, 

Shaw, and Cogeco, may have problems handling upstream P2P traf-

fic,98 the solution to this problem is to invest in greater upstream ca-

pacity, not to throttle an entire class of applications.99 The reason such 

ISPs see P2P upstream traffic as a challenge is because, historically, 

such providers have dramatically underinvested in upstream capacity 

on their networks.100 Yet, even at its worst, P2P does not generate sig-

nificant amounts of upstream traffic when counted in net bits of data 

per second.101 Nonetheless, instead of improving network architecture 

so as to meet symmetric demand, ISPs decide to throttle upstream P2P 

as an alternative.102 And the P2P upstream traffic component is declin-

ing even more rapidly than its downstream component, when measured 

as a percentage of net upstream traffic.103 The “problem” then does not 

lie with P2P per se, but rather in the historically inadequate provisioning 

of upstream bandwidth by ISPs.
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myth number three: 

 It’s the application that is responsible for the amounts  

of traffic it generates

reality: 

 It is how an application is used, not the application itself,  

that determines how much bandwidth will be generated

Application-specific throttling misses the point: it is individual us-

ers, not classes of applications that determine how much bandwidth 

will be used. There is a very small subset of individual users that argua-

bly use a disproportionate amount of bandwidth. Sandvine, for example, 

One of the great benefits of P2P is that it decen-
tralizes bandwidth consumption and computation-
al costs. This means that individuals can distrib-
ute their content (their movies, their songs, etc.) 
without buying an expensive server and significant 
bandwidth from an ISP. As those P2P users who 
download a file typically will upload it at the same 
time, any individual can use P2P and capitalize on 
those downloaders to create a robust distribution 
network.

As explained above, while P2P traffic rates are far 
exceeded overall by HTTP and even more so when 
measuring downstream traffic alone, with respect 
to upstream traffic. P2P does tend to generate more 
traffic than other applications. This is because of 
how it decentralizes uploading away from a single 
high-bandwidth server and spreads it across nu-
merous individual P2P users (clients). Given that 
each downloader adds to the net amount of avail-
able upload bandwidth, P2P is inherently scalable 
— upload capacity grows alongside download de-
mand. In his specification for the BitTorrent proto-
col, Bram Cohen explains it as such: “This redis-
tributes the cost of upload to downloaders…thus 
making hosting a file with a potentially unlimited 
number of downloaders affordable.”104 Bell Canada 
describes it in this way: “As each user joins [the 
P2P application in question], they essentially bring 
along more 

storage, more bandwidth and more resiliency.”105 
This enables P2P users to utilize a higher propor-
tion of the upstream bandwidth connection they 
have purchased — instead of using 15% of their 
allotted 1mbps connection, they use 25%.

While adoption of P2P technologies is steadily 
growing (an estimated 50% of Canadians now use 
P2P to some extent, but a smaller proportion do so 
routinely),106 the protocol remains in its infancy in 
terms of the scope of applications that utilize it.107 
As, particularly in its earlier days, P2P generates 
higher upstream bandwidth costs and is routinely 
used by a smaller proportion of ISP customers, it 
is an attractive target for ISPs to throttle.

But this is precisely why it is not wise to leave such 
decisions to ISPs. P2P is extremely efficient from 
a user’s perspective and has proven more robust 
under difficult network conditions than other, more 
centralized, client-server protocols.108 Only from 
an ISP’s perspective may it be viewed as poten-
tially ‘problematic’ and primarily because of the 
historical asymmetry of ISP networks described 
above. But the ISP perspective should not de-
termine which applications are ‘good’ or ‘bad’ or 
which are ‘winners’ or ‘losers’.109 Their role is to 
provide neutral infrastructure so that innovators at 
the ‘ends’ can create and users at the opposite 
‘ends’ can decide what is best.

figure three

why is p2p such a tempting target for isps?
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estimates that ‘heavy users’ (what it classifies as top 1% bandwidth 

generators) generate approximately 200 times the total number of bytes 

as an average user.110 

So, to use the P2P example, while 50% of all Canadian Internet us-

ers are P2P users,111 90% of these P2P users generate a negligible and 

proportionate amount of P2P traffic. Ten percent of P2P users (5% of 

all Internet users) generate 75% of all P2P traffic.112 By targeting all us-

ers of P2P file-sharing applications, ISPs discriminate against the 45% 

of Canadians (90% of P2P users) that use P2P but do not generate 

excessive amounts of bandwidth. 

Moreover, Canadian ISPs estimate that 50% of their customers use 

P2P, yet all P2P traffic taken together amounts to less then 36% of net 

traffic.113 Fifty percent of users generating 27–36% of traffic is not dis-

proportionate. The problem is not P2P file-sharing applications. Rather, 

if there is a problem at all, it is the top 5% of bandwidth users who are 

its cause. This higher echelon of users generates an estimated 60% of 

all traffic on Canadian networks.

By throttling all P2P file-sharing, ISPs are discriminating not just 

against those top 5% users, but against the other 45% of Canadian 

users as well. While, as noted below, there is little justification for tar-

geting top 5% users,114 the harm that results from targeting P2P ap-

plications, or any applications, as a class is great. It deprives all users 

of the benefits of that application. It imposes a serious competitive dis-

advantage on that particular class of applications.115 In this sense, any 

27–36%
P2P applications

http applications 

streaming videos, 
gaming and other 
web applications

other
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application-specific throttling will have a serious impact on innovation, 

as it selects one application over another. In fact, throttling top 5% us-

ers is likely to have the same detrimental impact on innovation, as it will 

punish early adopters and push them away from protocols such as Bit-

Torrent. Such steps must be taken with great caution, and only where 

justified as necessary.

myth number four: 

 P2P is not time-sensitive, so throttling P2P  

applications does no harm

reality: 

 Throttling P2P is harmful regardless of sensitivity;  

P2P can and is employed for time-sensitive uses

ISPs will claim that P2P applications are prime and reasonable tar-

gets for ITMPs since many P2P applications are not time sensitive. Time 

sensitivity is essentially ISP code meaning that users do not care when 

their transactions are completed. Therefore, throttling these transac-

tions will have little experiential harm as opposed to, say, throttling vid-

eo streaming applications such as YouTube. First, it is not accurate that 

P2P file-sharing applications are not time-sensitive. A user may be will-

ing to wait a few extra minutes for YouTube clips to download into her 

browser rather than waiting an extra day for a purchased P2P movie. 

Indeed, throttled P2P protocols such as BitTorrent are commonly 

used for streaming applications that are ‘real-time’ to the same extent 

as YouTube, and are only distinguishable at the ends, not within the 

network itself.116 The ISP has no way of determining what priority a user 

attaches to a P2P download as opposed to a web-based HTTP transfer 

(YouTube). The only truly time sensitive applications (those that must 

operate in real time or fail — VoIP, video-conferencing, online gaming), 

do not consume significant amounts of bandwidth.117 The most efficient 

way to ensure these few, truly time sensitive applications have enough 

bandwidth to function is to enable users at the ends to prioritize which-

ever applications they need to operate the fastest.118 Indeed, if time 

sensitivity were the only criterion, ensuring Quality of Service would 

require the throttling of most web-based (HTTP) traffic as well. 
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Regardless, even in the absence of time-sensitivity, throttling of spe-

cific P2P protocols or file-sharing applications undermines the viability  

of these applications as a whole.119 If proprietary applications such as Bit-

Torrent cannot compete because they are subjected to a disadvantage,  

then all users will be deprived of both current uses of these applications  

and any potential, as-yet-unknown uses as well — no one would attempt  

to invent a BitTorrent-based VoIP application knowing it will be throttled.120 

Overall, P2P as a protocol or class of file-sharing applications is not 

a source of excessive or disproportionate bandwidth. P2P is a highly 

efficient protocol and its utility for transfers of large files is significant. 

Even so, the extent of traffic it generates is not disproportionate and 

is, in fact, being outpaced by web streaming media and other forms of 

traffic. Where P2P does generate more significant amounts of traffic, 

this is attributable only to a small proportion of its users and not to the 

application as a whole. Even in those cases, however, the impact of 

P2P on congestion is greatly overstated and the response to this impact 

greatly overbroad.

ISPs often claim that there is something inherently unfair about the under-

lying design of P2P protocols. In reality, however, the amount of monthly  

traffic generated by P2P is deceptive as a measure of actual congestion.  

Congestion is an issue where there is so much traffic at particular 

nodes of a network that it significantly impacts on usage of Internet ap-

plications.121 In developing and justifying their ITMPs, ISPs function un-

der a number of misconceptions with respect to the disruptive nature of 

P2P as well as to its actual impact on the ability of end-users to enjoy  

other services. This leads ISPs to adopt overbroad ITMPs — overbroad in  

their specific targeting of P2P, and overbroad in their method of throttling.

myth number one: 

 P2P users are ‘bandwidth hogs’ because  

of the constant operation of their P2P clients

reality:

 Most P2P traffic occurs in off-peak periods and  

contributes only minimally to network congestion

current itmp techniqueS

And congeStion: Are they  

nArrowly tAilored?
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ISPs point to the fact that many users operate their P2P file-sharing 

applications all the time, even when sleeping (“P2P file-sharing can 

sustain continuous maximum network traffic load, 24 hours a day, 7 

days a week and 365 days a year”) as indicative of P2P’s detrimen-

tal impact on their networks.122 But this assertion ignores the fact that 

networks are built for peak period usage. Networks typically experience 

significantly heavier traffic loads during peak periods, when everyone is 

online at the same time.123 What this means is that a properly function-

ing network is built to handle daily traffic peaks. Traffic occurring at 

off-peak hours is synonymous with a handful of trucks driving down 

empty highways at 4am. Such traffic costs ISPs little, since it is trave-

ling through equipment built to handle significantly heavier traffic.

Attributing 27–36% of all network traffic to P2P is deceptive. This 

figure is based on monthly usage rates.124 It does not attempt to differ-

entiate between peak period usage and off-peak period usage. In fact, 

P2P usage occurs primarily at off-peak periods,125 meaning that much if 

not most of that 27–36% P2P traffic is being generated at a time when 

Internet usage is low and there are few competing services for it to in-

terfere with. Indeed, it appears that P2P traffic measured at any given 

point of the day is significantly lower than the 27–36% figure cited by 

Canadian ISPs.126 The monthly figures, then, are deceptive, in that P2P 

traffic is typically accumulated 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and not 

merely at peak periods as with most other traffic. But whatever portion 

of the 27–36% monthly usage rate that occurs at off-peak hours will 

not typically contribute to network congestion at all.

myth number two: 

 Congested periods last for 10 hours at a time or are ever-present

reality: 

 Congestion on a properly provisioned network will typically 

last only for a few minutes at a time at any given network 

point and cannot justify 10 hour/perpetual throttling

Many Canadian ISPs, such as Rogers and Cogeco, throttle P2P 

traffic 24 hours a day. Others, such as Bell, confine its throttling to 

what it terms ‘peak period’ — a 9.5 hour block of time running from 
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4:30 pm to 2:00 am.127 During these periods, any and all P2P traffic is 

throttled regardless of whether it is actually causing network congestion.

This blanket throttling approach, however, ignores the nature of 

congestion on networks. On a properly provisioned network, congestion 

should only occur for brief periods (measured in seconds or minutes) at 

localized points in the network.128 By throttling all P2P all the time, ISPs 

with adequately provisioned networks are discriminating far in excess of 

what is necessary to address any potential congestion problems. 

In the U.S., for example, a major ISP began throttling all P2P traf-

fic in an attempt to address purported out of control congestion on its 

networks. After a U.S. regulator forced this ISP to develop a more tai-

lored solution, the ISP was able to apply an application-agnostic ITMP 

that operated only in the presence of actual congestion, throttled only 

those specific users who were disproportionately contributing to that 

congestion, only for as long as necessary. This ISP found in trials that 

addressing the ‘widespread problem of congestion’ requires throttling 

that impacts on less than 1% of its customers and rarely for more than 

15 minutes at a time.129 Not only does this solution avoid categorical 

discrimination against an application, its impact on the user experience 

is as minimal as possible while still addressing ISP congestion worries.

Canadian ISPs have not produced such a solution because to date, 

they have had no incentive to do so. Even in the U.S., this solution was 

only invented in response to regulations forcing an ISP to better target 

its throttling activities. There is no market incentive to push ISPs to-

wards adopting such solutions on their own. While the CRTC has put in 

a framework requiring this type of tailoring, it has not yet initiated the 

necessary complaints process with respect to Canadian ISP practices.

myth number three: 

 Because P2P targets the fastest nodes, investing in network 

capacity does not help

reality: 

 P2P routes around congested points — this makes it more effic- 

ient and reduces its impact on properly provisioned networks
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ISPs point out that some P2P protocols are designed to target the 

fastest points on a network and state that, because of this, adding net-

work capacity will not help. The claim is that any capacity added at one 

single point will get ‘eaten up’ instantaneously.130 This, again, misun-

derstands both the nature of network congestion and of P2P protocols 

and applications.

First, it is a mistake to say that any P2P protocols are designed to 

target the fastest network links. Some, but not all, P2P protocols such 

as BitTorrent are calibrated so that, when choosing users from which to 

download, those with the fastest upload speeds are preferred.131 Those 

with the fastest upload speeds will typically be located in areas of the 

network with ‘fast’ or ‘underutilized’ network links or they would not be 

capable of generating the upload speeds in question. So it is true that, 

if a network link in a heavily congested area of the network is upgrad-

ed, that upgrade will make nearby BitTorrent uploaders more attractive 

to other BitTorrent clients. But this is only assuming the user’s connec-

tion was already extremely congested. Otherwise it would be operating 

at near-full capacity before the upgrade. 

This is not limited to P2P protocols, however. Capacity added to a 

congested area of a network will get ‘eaten up’ rapidly by any traffic, 

not just P2P, unless sufficient capacity is added to address the traffic 

loads on that area of the network.132 Even if there are no P2P upload-

ers present at all, that added capacity will be eaten up if it is not suf-

ficient to meet existing demand on that node. Indeed, where P2P is 

present, the node will distribute added bandwidth amongst all existing 

applications, not just P2P file-sharing. Further, once the newly (but in-

adequately) provisioned link becomes saturated, a BitTorrent client will, 

by the same mechanism, direct further uploads far away from the con-

gested area of the network. 

This is the true benefit of BitTorrent and other similar P2P proto-

cols built to select the fastest uploaders. The idea of decentralizing 

uploading capacity means that no individual is essential to the upload. 

BitTorrent is calibrated to seek out the ‘fastest’ uploaders, and these 

will typically be located in the least congested areas of a network since, 
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in network congestion terms, ‘empty’ means ‘faster’.133 This is part of 

P2P’s great benefits — it has the effect of using network resources 

in a highly efficient manner by preferring network areas that are being 

underused.134 A network that is properly provisioned, on both the down 

and the up streams, should have no serious problems dealing with P2P 

traffic.135 Network operators are averse to fixing the historical lack of 

upstream capacity on their networks to meet P2P demand. They do not 

believe their customers value such capacity.136 But one of the basic un-

derlying objectives of BitTorrent is to permit users to trade off upstream 

for downstream, upload for download.137 Indeed, BitTorrent has noted 

that throttling in Canada, which most heavily targets on upstream ca-

pacity for most ISPs, impacts on its commercial services more heavily 

than “any major network worldwide”.138 

myth number four: 

 P2P is a ‘killer of networks’ that exploits existing  

protocols and is inherently disruptive

reality: 

 P2P’s capacity for disruption is grossly exaggerated

ISPs claim P2P is designed to ‘overwhelm’ networks by exploiting 

a basic mechanism used to convey information through the Internet: 

the Traffic Control Protocol (TCP). TCP is a lower level protocol and 

governs, among other things, the rate at which a computer or server at 

one end of a network will transmit data to another computer at another 

end. TCP has built-in mechanisms that will slow down the rate of trans-

fer from one computer when a congested network link is encountered, 

in order to reduce the load of traffic on that network link. The majority 

of P2P applications and BitTorrent use TCP to transfer files across the 

network and are subject to its congestion control mechanisms, as is all 

other traffic.

In order to instill fairness, TCP was designed to treat all data more 

or less equally and to allocate bandwidth by ‘connection’. A ‘TCP con-

nection’ is merely a flow of data from one computer to another. When 

Outlook seeks to download an email from your email server, it uses one 

TCP connection to do so. When your browser attempts to download 
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a webpage from a commercial server it will typically use 4 TCP con-

nections to do so.139 At any given network link [Link A, hereinafter], all 

bandwidth will be distributed equally among active connections. So, if 

there are 80 TCP connections at a network link with 10 Gbps of capac-

ity, an individual using 4 connections to download a website will receive 

4/80 * 10 Gbps of bandwidth, or a 20th of all capacity.

Some P2P protocols such as BitTorrent open multiple TCP connec-

tions — as many as 40 or more — purportedly until it “consumes all 

bandwidth”.140 There are a number of factors to explain why P2P, even 

with its ‘multiple’ connections, does not swallow up all bandwidth eve-

rywhere. First, the following is a worst case BitTorrent scenario as pre-

sented by Dr. Reed.141 Say the 80 connections operating on Link A (a 10 

Gbps link from above) were all operating at full capacity. Each connec-

tion would receive 1/80 of bandwidth or 125 Mbps. The user opening a 

website would receive four times that, or 500 Mbps. Now along comes 

a BitTorrent user, adding her 40 TCP connections. The total number of 

TCP Connections increases to 120, meaning that each connection at 

Link A will receive 83 Mbps. This means the P2P ‘bandwidth hog’ will 

receive 3.3 Gbps, while the individual attempting to view a website will 

only receive 332 Mbps, and anyone trying to read an Email will receive 

a measly 83 Mbps. Notice that here, in this highly theoretical worst-

case scenario, the website and Email still get significant amounts of 

bandwidth. In downloading an Email, a drop from 125 Mbps to 83 Mbps 

is not significant and is unlikely to be noticed by the end user at all.

In reality, however, this scenario will rarely if ever occur. First, as 

noted above, most P2P protocols such as BitTorrent are designed to 

target the ‘fastest’ nodes. This means the ones with the greatest ca-

pacity.142 So, to begin with, a network link with plenty of unutilized ca-

pacity will be selected.143 It also means that, since with each added 

BitTorrent TCP connection, Link A fills up and returns less bandwidth 

per added connection to the BitTorrent user, Link A is likely to be aban-

doned for a different, less heavily saturated link before anywhere near 

40 connections are added.144 So the impact on any given link, whether 
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Link A or otherwise, is likely to be proportional to :

•	 the	amount	of	capacity	at	that	link	and	

•	 the	amount	of	capacity	at	other	links	on	the	network

There is another, more significant impediment on any BitTorrent at-

tempt to ‘overwhelm’ a network. As noted above, networks strictly limit 

the rate at which individual customers can generate upstream data.145 

This means that, when downloading from an individual client or peer 

as opposed to from a server, the amount of bandwidth that can be 

received per user is relatively low. Moving back to our Link A scenario: 

the BitTorrent user has added 40 TCP connections to Link A, but the 

average upload speed of these connections is 10 Mbps — an upload 

speed far higher than that available to the majority of Canadian ISP 

customers.146 This will reduce the capacity of the link in question by 

400 Mbps, leaving 9.8 Gbps to be divided amongst the remaining con-

nections. This can only have a significant impact on other services if 

it is added to a network link already heavily congested due to lack of 

adequate network investment.

Further, BitTorrent argues that its employment of multiple TCP con-

nections has been misunderstood. While it does employ many connec-

tions per downloading file, it claims the majority of these connections 

are used for administrative purposes and carry very small amounts of 

data. Such connections will not detract significantly from the overall 

amount of bandwidth available at Link A.147 Further, as each added 

‘connection’ represents another user that is simultaneously uploading/

downloading a file, this scalability appears fair — perhaps even more fair  

than a website that attempts to use 4 connections to speed up data transfer.

Finally, users are given strong incentives to monitor their own P2P 

activity during peak periods, as their own ability to Email or web browse 

will be impacted by any excessive P2P usage before any downstream 

network point will. This perhaps contributes to accounts that P2P usage 

decreases during peak periods and peaks when no one, including P2P 

users, is actively using the Internet.148 
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Economic ITMPs raise many of the same concerns as technical IT-

MPs and are supported by many of the same myths. Whereas techni-

cal ITMPs mediate some applications’ data transmission and reception 

speeds, economic ITMPs impose financial costs based on the amount 

of data an ISP’s subscriber sends to, or receives from, the Internet. 

These costs are meant to discourage subscribers from excessively us-

ing bandwidth or, where they refuse to curb their usage, provide rev-

enues to the ISPs for investment in infrastructure. 

Given that economic ITMPs rely on price incentives, the line be-

tween such practices and basic pricing mechanisms is blurry. ISPs can-

not rely on substantially increasing customer bases to raise profits, and 

so differentiating between economic ITMPs meant to manage ‘band-

width hogs’ versus those acting as covert attempts to capture additional 

revenue from emerging content uses (such as video-streaming) is chal-

lenging. There are several indicators suggesting that Canada’s ITMP 

landscape is primarily aimed at increasing ISP revenues; Bell’s CEO has 

largely attributed UBB to their revenue growth,149 and Shaw’s January 

13, 2011 Annual General Meeting confirmed that the company saw UBB 

as further monetizing their Internet business.150 Given that the CRTC  

developed its ITMP framework to adjudicate the legitimacy of discrimi-

natory traffic management practices resulting from network congestion, 

we must evaluate economic ITMPs using the CRTC’s ITMP framework.

Monthly data caps, as currently implemented in Canada, cannot 

be justified under the ITMP framework because they are not narrowly 

tailored to reduce congestion. An examination of UBB as it has been 

implemented in Canada and some of the myths and failed justifications 

for this implementation will show that ISPs have not attempted to tailor 

their economic ITMPs to effectively address network congestion. 

economic itmps:  
ubb and the  
metered internet
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One indicator that the Canadian UBB situation is out of hand emerg-

es by comparing trends in monthly cap allowances and general traffic 

growth. Internet traffic in Canada has grown at a decreasing rate of ap-

proximately 45% annually.151 As UBB purports to target excessive users, 

monthly usage allowances should increase over time to reflect this 45% 

regular annual growth in usage and affect those who use bandwidth 

significantly in excess of these annually grown caps. Instead, we see 

the average amount of non-penalized monthly usage decreasing in Can-

ada. For example, in 2008, the average monthly usage allowance on a 

1.5–4 Mbps connection was 43.25 GB/month. If caps really targeted 

excessive usage, the average 2009 allowance cap for the same con-

nection category should be about 45%, or 62.71 GB/month, to reflect 

the growth in average consumer bandwidth usage. Instead, the actual 

2009 average allowance decreased by about 26%. This average allow-

ance is now 48.7% lower than where it should be:

The overall picture is not rosy for Canadians. ISPs are experiencing low-

er growth rates than in previous years, the Internet equipment routing 

traffic can handle data for lower costs every year, and yet investment in 

Internet provisioning has hardly increased in the past four years. Rev-

enues continue to increase at a modest but steady rate while monthly 

usage allowances are plummeting and alternative options to monthly 

FALLING MONTHLY CAPS152

GROWTH IN BROADBAND USAGE vs.
GROWTH IN MONTHLY CAPS vs. 

GROWTH IN REVENUES (2010 PROJECTION)

2008 CAP
GB/MONTH

DOWNSTREAM SPEED
(AVG UPSTREAM)

1.5 – 4 Mbps 
(809 Mbps)

5 – 9 Mbps
(744 Mbps)

10 – 15 Mbps
(862 Mbps) 
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UBB are non-existent, in stark contrast to other OECD countries (see 

“The Open Internet: International Comparisons” in this report for a fuller 

discussion of the global context).

In addition, it is fairly clear that consumers prefer unlimited plans and  

are willing to pay for them. Overall, the UBB landscape in Canada appears  

to indicate quite compellingly that some regulatory action is required.

The CRTC put the ITMP framework in place after recognizing that ISPs’ 

techniques to reduce congestion and manage traffic could have unjustly 

discriminatory effects on customers and service and goods providers 

who operate, or rely on, the Internet. Given that economic ITMPs are 

meant to curb usage, and thus congestion, it is important to understand 

whether current UBB practices actually address ‘excessive usage’. 

monthly uBB: mythS And  

fAiled juStificAtionS 
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myth number one: 

 Like your gas bill, usage-based billing  

is about paying for what you use

reality: 

 The connection between usage and  

actual ISP costs is tenuous at best

Internet is not like natural gas. There is no finite number of giga-

bytes that are depleted each time you open YouTube. The Internet is 

more like a road. Each car, while it is on the road, adds to traffic and, 

during rush hour, marginally decreases the speed at which the other 

cars can travel. The ISP’s job in this scenario is to build a road that can 

accommodate rush hour traffic so that everyone can drive at reasonable 

speeds and not need to wait for unreasonable periods of time in line. Us-

age only translates into ISP cost where it triggers a provisioning action.

Bell, for example, monitors its network equipment in fifteen-minute 

increments. If a particular network link is utilized at 90% or more dur-

ing a ‘check-in’, Bell will note that the link has exceeded its utiliza-

tion threshold.153 A link that exceeds its utilization threshold at least 

once on 5 or more different days in any given 14 day period is deemed 

‘congested’ and will be monitored more closely.154 It may, if it remains 

congested, eventually warrant a ‘provisioning action’, meaning that Bell 

will replace it with newer equipment that can carry more traffic or add 

another link to reduce load on the congested link.

Any usage that does not contribute directly to this process does not 

cost an ISP anything. The more traffic Alice generates, the more she is 

likely to contribute to cost, but the relationship is unclear and indirect. 

In contrast, every cubic metre of gas used decreases a finite stock 

of gas. Further, the overage charges ISPs impose on customers who 

exceed their monthly caps are far in excess of actual ISP costs. ISPs 

charge between $2.50 to $10 /GB in excess of usage allowance, but 

it is estimated that the actual cost for an ISP to produce is not much 

higher than $0.08/GB.155 
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myth number two: 

 UBB is about making excessive bandwidth hogs pay

reality: 

 Current UBB implementations in Canada  

are not aimed at excessive users

As noted above, UBB is often justified as a mechanism that forces 

excessive users to pay for their excess or, alternatively, as a deterrent 

against such excessive usage. A closer examination of current UBB im-

plementations, however, demonstrates that this is not the case. For an 

example, let’s turn to Bell’s current Ontario 2.8 Mbps connection.156 This 

connection’s monthly fee is approximately $29.95/month. A customer 

(Alice) signing up to this service reaches her first use disincentive at the 

2 GB/month mark. Every additional 100 MB used over that amount will 

cost $0.25, until the 24 GB mark. At that stage, the customer has add-

ed an additional $60 to her initial monthly fee of $29.95, for a monthly 

total of $89.95 — roughly a 300% increase in her monthly bill. She is 

then free to use as much additional bandwidth as she pleases until she 

reaches the 300GB mark, at which stage a second disincentive begins 

in the form of an additional $0.10/100 MB.

To put such usage in perspective, we can examine some usage 

patterns. Netflix.ca is a popular online streaming subscription service. 

Monthly Netflix fees are approximately $7.99/month. Streaming one 

hour of highest quality video on Netflix will generate anywhere between 

1 to 2.3 GB. Alice will hit her monthly allowance of 2 GB near the be-

ginning of her second film on Netflix. Steam is an online video game 

store that lets users purchase games and download them directly to 

their PCs and Macs. PC games range in size and price. Buying two 

recent popular games in a month can cost as little as $65 in actual 

fees and an additional 12 GB in usage (adding $25 to Alice’s monthly 

Internet bill, a 40% markup on her gaming purchase).157 

Yet the usage patterns described above do not appear ‘excessive’. 

Alice will be forced to seriously curb her usage of these services, pay 

extravagant overage fees, or buy into one of the ‘usage insurance’ 
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schemes Bell offers. For an extra $5/month (an 18% markup on Alice’s 

initial $29.95 plan), Alice may purchase an additional 40 GB of usage 

per month for a total of 42 GB/month. It is not clear, however, why such 

‘insurance’ should be required as 2 GB is by no measure ‘excessive’ 

usage. Even with the 40 GB insurance package factored in, Bell’s UBB 

cannot be considered as targeting bandwidth hogs. Few would consider 

the following usage pattern as ‘excessive’:

Yet this is not ‘excessive usage’ of these services. Indeed, this is 

modest in light of the intended use of such services. The average Cana-

dian, for example, views approximately 26 hours/week of television, far 

more than the 9 hours per week attributed to Alice in the usage pattern 

above.162 Additionally, the price and size of a single game is reasonable. 

There are cheaper games that require significantly more bandwidth.163 

myth number three: 

 UBB is ‘fundamentally fair’

reality: 

 Current UBB implementations in Canada  

tax off-peak users to subsidize peak usage

Many have argued that UBB is about ‘fundamental fairness’ — 

about preventing normal average users from subsidizing heavy excessive  
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users. Current UBB is fundamentally unfair because it forces off-peak 

users to subsidize peak usage. There are significant differences be-

tween peak period and off-peak period traffic. Estimates demonstrate 

that peak period usage can be 72% to 332% higher than off-peak 

times164 and ISPs must build their networks to accommodate peak pe-

riod traffic. This means that off-peak usage is unlikely to contribute to 

a ‘provisioning action’. But ISPs’ UBB is based on monthly usage rather 

than peak period usage. That is, in calculating Alice’s monthly overage 

charges, ISPs do not differentiate between usage during peak periods 

and off-peak periods. In this sense, the off-peak usage of customers 

is subsidizing peak period use.  ISPs justify this subsidization by argu-

ing that they do not wish to immunize the majority of their customers 

from the more egregious impact of UBB.165 While it is important to note 

that, from a public policy perspective, peak period pricing is extremely 

problematic and will have serious impacts on innovation, this type of 

discrimination against a minority of customers is fundamentally unfair. 

It can hardly be justified because it ignores the minimal impact non-

peak usage has on ISP costs, as well as the excessive costs that rela-

tively more moderate peak-period usage will tend to impose.

In sum, at a time when Internet usage is growing at an extremely 

modest historical annual rate, monthly caps are dropping at an extreme-

ly rapid pace. Moreover, UBB as it is currently implemented in Canada 

is not remotely tailored to its stated objective: making so-called ‘exces-

sive users’ pay. Because it is reliant on a highly imprecise metric for 

congestion — monthly usage — its incentives and costs are blunt and 

capture far more than their stated objective.  They do not appear nar-

rowly tailored to ‘excessive users’, but rather act as a disincentive to use 

at all levels.  It is adding additional costs onto innovative new platforms 

and services, in ways that will have a serious impact, not only on the 

manner in which new services are developed in Canada, but also on the  

ability for Canadians to access services that are available in other countries.

As this section of the report demonstrates, ISP claims about the need 

for ITMPs lack stable factual foundations. There are no technical bases  

for discriminatory traffic management, including both technical and eco-

conclusion
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nomic ITMPs. ‘Benefits’ claimed for certain users are simply non-congested  

networks, but ISPs must already provide this through investments in 

network capacity. The true ‘benefit’ is enhanced profits for the ISP that  

are made by deferring essential infrastructure investments in exchange 

for the capacity to throttle, degrade and overcharge for ‘unwanted’ traf-

fic. Further, by discriminating against newer, innovative applications 

and pratices, all Internet users are robbed of developments whose fu-

ture potential ISPs cannot know.

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge Approach to 
Canada’s Digital Future by OpenMedia.ca is licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License



tHe open
internet:
international  
comparisons
Internet development in Canada has significantly declined over the past 

decade. Compared to other developed nations, broadband penetration 

has stagnated, and Canadians continue to pay some of the highest 

prices for comparatively slow speeds. 

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD) reports on a range of Internet data from thirty-four developed 

nations worldwide. The most recent of this data from 2010 shows Can-

ada slipping to 12th place in the rankings of broadband subscribers 

per 100 inhabitants, a considerable decline since 2002 when it ranked 

second place.166 In terms of pricing, Canada placed 27th with average 

monthly subscription rates of $64.72.167 Only Turkey and Luxembourg 

pay more. Despite these telling statistics, “Canada continues to see 

itself as a high performer in broadband, as it was early in the decade, 

but current benchmarks suggest that this is no longer a realistic picture 

of its comparative performance”.168 
Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge
Approach to Canada’s Digital Future 
by OpenMedia.ca is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCom-
mercial-ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License
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High pricing and low speed, as well as other problems associated 

with the broadband market, stem from the way our market is struc-

tured. While five companies dominate the telecommunications land-

scape in Canada, they are comprised of two major groups: incumbent 

telephony companies (Bell and Telus) and incumbent cable companies 

(Rogers and Shaw, and Vidéotron in Quebec). This structure is referred 

to as inter-modal competition, where in order to enter the market, en-

trants must be able to 1) build their own infrastructure, or 2) have fair 

(regulated) access to incumbents’ infrastructure. Thus, high barriers to 

entry exist, which are only exacerbated by the government’s unwilling-

ness to support competition through either of these requisites. Instead 

of safeguarding against anti-competitive behaviour and ensuring a level 

playing field through regulatory measures, the government has relied 

heavily on this market structure for sufficient competition. 

It is essential to call attention to how this affects the quality of In-

ternet service and the issue of net neutrality. With inter-modal competi-

tion, telecommunications markets are less open, and incumbent carriers 

are less inclined to provide competitive services. Indeed, “the major-

ity of companies that offer the highest prices for the lowest speeds… 

operate in countries that rely on inter-modal competition: the United 
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united states:
a gradual decline  
of regulatory 
power

States and Canada … ”.169 Furthermore, they have the power to carry 

out unfair traffic management practices, give preferential treatment to 

certain content, and perform other discordances with net neutrality. 

The U.S. is not unlike Canada when it comes to its market structure 

and regulatory approach to telecommunications. Since we increasingly 

follow the path of the U.S. on many regulatory issues, we begin here 

by exploring the trajectory of net neutrality in the U.S. to get a better 

picture of the potential future of net neutrality in Canada. 

In autumn 2005, leading telecom and cable company executives sug-

gested that website and application providers should pay network own-

ers to guarantee service quality over their networks. Shortly after, the 

U.S. Supreme Court issued their Brand X case, confirming a ruling by 

the American communications regulator, the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC), that cable broadband providers were not required to 

open their networks to competitor services. The Supreme Court stated 

that the principle of common carriage — the principle that owners of 

the infrastructure must allow all traffic to flow through that infrastruc-

ture without discrimination, which, until then, had guided U.S. telecom-

munications policy — did not necessarily apply to cable services. 

The FCC reacted by dropping telephone carriers’ obligation to con-

nect competing broadband service providers. Stakeholders immediately 

responded to these decisions, mobilizing to support network neutrality. 

Meanwhile, the U.S. Congress debated a number of network neutral-

ity bills and legislative amendments. This issue affected the outcome 

of the November 2006 congressional elections, which resulted in the 

election of many net neutrality advocates to office. 

These debates did not go unnoticed by major U.S. telecommunica-

tions and cable companies, who announced plans to charge extra fees 

for preferred treatment of Internet traffic. Network providers argued that 

popular Internet and new media applications have unfairly benefitted 

from unfettered access to the network. They also suggested that high-

bandwidth applications, such as peer-to-peer file sharing, would lead to 

increased traffic congestion, degrading consumers’ online experience 
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(see "The Technical Case For Openness" sections of this report for a 

fuller discussion of specific issues related to peer-to-peer file sharing). 

The FCC has since been active but ambivalent towards network neu-

trality. While the FCC degraded common carrier and non-discrimination 

rules for broadband, it also made commitments to ensuring a more neu-

tral Internet. In spring 2006, the FCC announced the merger between 

AT&T and BellSouth, on the condition that AT&T guarantee it would op-

erate the new combined network in a neutral fashion for two years.170  

A broad coalition of activists in the U.S. worked against a Congressional 

vote on net neutrality, which forced AT&T to operate its expanded net-

work. The SavetheInternet Coalition was a non-partisan strategy involv-

ing insiders such as policymakers, lobbyists, and experts, as well as 

outsiders including activists and citizens, among others.171 

A series of bills addressing network neutrality was considered by 

the U.S. congress in 2006 and 2007. This included the 2007 Internet 

Freedom Preservation Acts.215, and the 2008 Internet Freedom Pres-

ervation Act H.H. 5353.172 

In 2007, Comcast was discovered blocking BitTorrent Internet traf-

fic. Public interest groups acted quickly, and requested that the FCC 

step in to stop Comcast’s activities. The FCC attempted to take steps to 

stop this behavior; however, Comcast appealed the FCC’s ruling at the 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.173 

On October 22, 2009, the FCC issued their Notice of Proposed 

Rulemaking in the Matter of Preserving the Open Internet Broadband 

Industry Practices,174 which on January 14, 2010, was condemned in a 

joint comment from open Internet advocacy groups including the Com-

puter & Communications Industry Association, the Consumer Electron-

ics Association, the Electronic Frontier Foundation, the Home Record-

ing Rights Coalition, NetCoalition, and Public Knowledge. These groups 

disagreed with the proposed ‘copyright loophole’ that allowed ISPs to 

discriminate against lawful content and lawful transfers with undis-

closed mechanisms. The proposed rules would allow ISPs to throttle In-

ternet traffic based on application, protocol, or content using unknown 

methods, as long as they claimed the content was likely unlawful.175 

the fcc And net neutrAlity:  

2006 to 2010
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google And verizon’S  

joint policy propoSAl

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia overrode 

the FCC in April 2010, after the FCC ordered Comcast to stop blocking 

subscribers of the peer-to-peer application, BitTorrent. The ruling stipu-

lated that the FCC had overstepped its regulatory authority to ensure 

network neutrality.176 

In August 2010, after weeks of talks with major phone, cable, and 

Internet companies, the FCC announced that it would stop its efforts to 

rule on issues surrounding network neutrality. The FCC called off ne-

gotiations on the grounds that the discussions had not resulted in a ro-

bust framework for network neutrality. In response, Google and Verizon, 

concerned that broadband providers could slow down or block content, 

or charge priority service, proposed their own policy solution.177 

The Google/Verizon proposal, published by Google in a blog post enti-

tled “A Joint Policy for an Open Internet”, has been widely criticized by 

U.S. public interest groups for the overt exclusion of wireless devices in 

its net neutrality framework. This would allow ISPs to divide the Internet 

into two pipes, wired and wireless, with the latter devoted to “managed 

services”, in which major industry players would pay Internet provid-

ers to prioritize their content or services by speeding it up, packaging 

it with other popular content, or blocking competing services. Mobile 

ISPs would also be permitted to support only a limited selection of ap-

plications or services on their networks, and to charge users additional 

premiums for access to certain applications. With the increasing prolif-

eration of “smart” mobile phones and other non-traditional devices that 

access the Internet, this would serve to undermine the open Internet in 

general. 

Media reform group FreePress also argued that industry groups 

should not be allowed to regulate the Internet as they could not be held 

accountable to the public and would propose policy based on their own 

financial interests. The FCC also criticized the Google/Verizon proposal, 

issuing a response that stressed the need to reassert regulatory au-

thority and serve citizens rather than corporations.
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decemBer 2010  

net neutrAlity ruling

On December 21, 2010, the FCC voted to instate new rules that would 

frame net neutrality in the United States. These rules would prohib-

it broadband providers from blocking customer access to legal on-

line content, require providers to disclose their network management 

practices to consumers, and bar wireline-based broadband providers 

from “unreasonable discrimination” against Internet traffic. These rules 

would be enforced by way of a complaints-based process.

Like the Google/Verizon framework, the FCC’s net neutrality regula-

tions did not include provisions for Internet content accessed through 

wireless devices. Mobile Internet providers in the U.S. are currently allowed 

to fully block any applications and services, with the notable exception 

of those that directly compete with their own voice and video products. 

The regulations do not prohibit ISPs from engaging in “paid prioritiza-

tion”, which offers some content creators faster loading speeds for a fee. 

The December ruling also omitted the reclassification of cable 

broadband companies currently under Title II of the Communications 

Act, which would have given the FCC the legal authority to regulate 

them as Internet providers. As previously discussed, in matters related 

to online traffic management, the FCC can only exercise full regulatory 

authority over telecommunications services, which do not include cable 

Internet providers currently classified as “information services”. 

Despite the FCC’s light-handed attempt to instill net neutrality, Verizon 

and MetroPCS, a mobile service provider, have reacted callously to the 

FCC’s December ruling. Verizon and MetroPCS individually filed lawsuits 

against the FCC to overturn their Internet access ruling and challenge 

their legal authority to impose such regulations.178 In January, the FCC 

requested that the U.S. Court of Appeals dismiss the lawsuits filed by 

Verizon and MetroPCS on the basis that the lawsuits had been filed too 

early. Since the new net neutrality rules had not taken effect yet, the 

companies did not follow the procedural guidelines, which dictate that 

before parties can file suits, the ruling must be published in the Federal 

Register.179 The same U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 

overrode the FCC in April 2010, accusing the FCC of overstepping its 

regulatory authority for ordering Comcast to stop blocking BitTorrent.

2011: fcc “overStepS itS  

regulAtory Authority” AgAin
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leSSonS for cAnAdA

Republican members of both the House and Senate are determined 

to keep the telecommunications sector free from government interfer-

ence, and argue that “the controversial Internet regulations stifle in-

novation, investment and jobs”.180 They maintain that the FCC’s moves 

toward net neutrality illustrate regulatory overreach and economic in-

terference.181 In fact, the House passed an amendment to a pending 

budget bill that would prohibit the FCC from spending any money to 

implement the new net neutrality rules.182 Further, a proposed Resolu-

tion of Disapproval would serve to invalidate the FCC’s net neutrality 

regulations.183 The Resolution of Disapproval, under the Congressional 

Review Act, gives lawmakers a limited amount of time to try to overturn 

federal regulation after they are issued, and would inhibit the FCC from 

enforcing any further rules related to net neutrality.184 

In order for Canada to avoid the adverse situation seen in the U.S., a 

shift in the regulatory landscape needs to take place. The FCC has 

lost nearly all of its regulatory power on the issue of net neutrality as a 

direct result of its inadequate attempts to mandate Internet openness 

and the clout of companies like Google and Verizon. In addition, the 

inclination of U.S. courts to side with major corporations also poses 

a major challenge for the FCC, despite the legal setbacks behind the 

FCC’s attempts at regulation. Currently, incumbent ISPs in Canada hold 

substantial power with regards to the regulation of the Internet. Incum-

bents like Bell argue that regulatory measures will stifle their ability 

to innovate and invest in new infrastructure, and government and the 

CRTC largely comply with their demands. 

Though Canada does have some net neutrality guidelines for the 

Internet accessed through both wired and wireless devices, there is no 

enforcement of net neutrality in actual practice. Former Industry Minis-

ter Tony Clement has been called on to demonstrate the initiative, lead-

ership, and follow-through that U.S. policymakers have been lacking. 

Clement's replacement, Industry Minister Christian Paradis could en-

force net neutrality by mandating that the CRTC perform regular audits 

of ISPs compliance with net neutrality guidelines, and create proactive 

policy that makes the open Internet a reality.185 Not doing so seriously 
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net neutrality 
elsewhere

threatens the open internet, and negatively impacts Internet service for 

citizens in Canada. 

Many other countries have experienced a similar market structure, 

dominated by a small number of incumbents with high levels of con-

centration and limited competition. Yet other countries have faced these 

issues head on by implementing different regulatory mechanisms to 

ameliorate the situation. Not only have these regulatory mechanisms 

helped to reduce barriers to entry and ensure sufficient competition, 

but they strip incumbents of excessive power and reallocate this power 

to government, regulators, and the public at large. 

In 2010, Yochai Benkler and researchers at Harvard’s Berkman Cen-

tre built on data provided by the OECD to formulate a major report, “Next 

Generation Connectivity: A review of broadband Internet transitions and 

policy from around the world”. In this report, they highlight the relation-

ship between high-quality, low-cost Internet access and the deployment 

of regulatory power. Examples show that in markets where incumbents 

are reluctant to allow competition, “the de-

gree to which a regulator is professional, en-

gaged, and effective”,186 and focuses on imple-

menting open access policies plays a crucial  

role (see Figure Two). 

By examining successful Internet deploy-

ment in other countries, we can discover con-

ditions and policies that lead to greater compe-

tition, better choice, and a more open, neutral 

Internet. We can also see how this directly 

impacts Internet quality, penetration, price and 

speed. Ultimately, It helps us to further under-

stand how different regulatory measures work 

together to serve the public interest. 

Generally speaking, other countries have 

been more proactive in implementing policies 

that address problems related to competition 

figure two

open access and  
functional separation

OPEN ACCESS POLICIES: regulations that attempt to ensure 
fair access to an incumbent Internet service provider’s (ISP) 
network infrastructure – i.e. the pipes used to bring the Inter-
net to users’ homes.187 A prominent example of this type of 
regulation is local loop unbundling (LLU), or unbundling — the 
local loop, also called the “last mile,” which connects individ-
ual users’ home to the Internet, is opened up to many differ-
ent ISPs. In many cases, incumbent providers own this kind 
of infrastructure through a complex series of transactions, 
usually including the move from being a Crown corporation or 
public sector entity to a privately owned business. 

FUNCTIONAL SEPARATION: separates the incumbent’s in-
frastructure from its retail operations. Open access defines 
the terms of service under which access should be provided, 
but incumbents can still discriminate against competitors by 
exploiting their control of the infrastructure. Functional sepa-
ration attempts to curb discrimination against entrants and 
“promotes competition based on retail and value-added ser-
vices supplied over a common infrastructure”.188 Functional 
separation has been adopted in countries like the UK, Swe-
den, Italy, the Netherlands, New Zealand and Australia.
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japan: a strong,  
engaged regulator

and broadband growth. These policies have in turn helped to tackle 

some of the issues involving net neutrality. These include measures 

such as unbundling, functional separation, public-private partnerships, 

government investment in infrastructure, and net neutrality legislation. 

Overall, a robust strategy that combines these approaches appears 

most effective, and a shift toward open access and shared infrastruc-

ture is apparent among the strongest performers.

Japan leads the OECD on many of the key indicators of high-quality, 

affordable Internet access.189 In addition to having the fastest com-

mercially available speeds in the world,190 Japan ranks third in afford-

ability of monthly high-speed broadband subscriptions with an average 

monthly rate of $33.49 — just over half of what Canadians pay (see 

Figure One). The Berkman Center report singles out Japan as a perfor-

mance outlier along with South Korea, and points to the role of smart 

regulation in its success. 

Since the privatization of the previously government-owned Nippon 

Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) in 1985, the Japanese government took 

measures to ensure competition in the telecommunications market in 

order to create an environment that fostered innovation and growth.191 

While this was done largely in light of Information and Communica-

tions Technology (ICT) development, this vigorous approach resulted in 

a level playing field for competitors and transferred much of the power 

NTT held during its monopoly reign into the hands of Japan’s regulator. 

Beginning in the 1990s, the Japanese government became involved 

in broadband development by offering low-interest loans and tax de-

ductions192 to help independent ISPs build network infrastructure and 

encourage facilities-based competition (see Figure Two). By the late 

1990s, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) took 

steps to further impose regulation on NTT. In particular, the creation of 

an IT Strategy Headquarters, an “e-Japan” strategy, and the develop-

ment of a Basic IT Law gave the MIC substantial regulatory powers. 

In 2000, when NTT was suspected of carrying out anti-competitive 

behaviour, the Japanese Fair Trade Commission intervened by issuing a 
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warning for NTT’s unfair treatment of compet-

ing ISPs.193 As a result, the MIC forced NTT 

to unbundle its last mile infrastructure to new 

entrants and lease out its dark fiber at low, 

regulated rates. By the late 2000s, NTT’s in-

frastructure was opened to independent ISPs, 

allowing for fierce service-based competition 

and the development of a thriving broadband 

market (see Figure Three). 

In response to public concern regarding 

traffic management practices, the MIC re-

leased a report in 2007 instilling three guid-

ing principles for net neutrality: free access to 

the content/application layer, free connection 

with any terminal that meets technical stand-

ards, and use of networks at a reasonable 

price without discrimination. Further discus-

sion about these issues took place again in 

2008 in, “ISP Guideline for Packet Shaping”, 

produced through a collaborative effort of four 

telecommunications carrier organizations — the Japan Internet Provid-

ers Association (JAIPA), the Telecommunications Carriers Association 

(TCA), the Telecom Services Association (TELESA), and the Japan Ca-

ble and Telecommunications Association (JCTA). 

One of the main tenets of the ISP Guideline was that the first re-

sponse to network congestion should be increasing network capacity.195 

Traffic shaping should only be used in “exceptional circumstances” 

when excessive use of bandwidth degrades the quality of service for 

general users. Furthermore, data used to justify shaping must show 

that the quality of service is otherwise diminished for all users, and this 

should be examined on an individual basis.196 In addition, traffic shaping 

must respect individual user privacy, implying that Deep Packet Inspec-

tion (DPI) is unusable in Japan (see Figure in "The Technical Case For 

Openness" for an explanation of DPI).197 

figure three

facilities-based competition  
vs. service-based competition

FACILITIES-BASED COMPETITION: when entrants compete 
in the market by building their own infrastructure. This type 
of competition is much more difficult, as major upfront costs 
and bureaucratic red-tape serve as a high barriers to entry. 
As a result, telecommunications markets are often highly 
consolidated with limited competition. However, competition 
at the level of infrastructure is seen as a necessary compo-
nent for long-term efficiency,194 particularly with regards to 
investment in new infrastructure. When more facilities-based 
competition exists, governments are not forced to rely solely 
on incumbents for investment, and incumbents consequently 
hold less power with regards to restricting new entrants in 
the market. 

SERVICE-BASED COMPETITION: when entrants use the fa-
cilities of the incumbent, either through resale or unbundled 
access. Through resale, incumbents are usually required to 
lease infrastructure to competitors at wholesale prices. Un-
bundling serves as an important regulatory measure that 
ensures entrants access to incumbents’ infrastructure. It is 
essential for government to play a role in fostering this type 
of competition, as unfair or unregulated pricing for network 
infrastructure prevents entrants from entering the market. 
When regulatory measures do encourage service-based 
competition, the public has much more choice for ISPs.
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As well as instilling net neutrality and traffic management prin-

ciples, these consultations created a standard for transparency. The 

MIC affirmed that users must be informed about traffic shaping policies 

through their contract terms and conditions, and that this information 

should also be made available online to the public. This built on previ-

ous measures taken in 2001, when the MIC created a public forum to 

resolve disputes between entrants and incumbents.198 With the purpose 

of informing the public about complaints within the sector, this helped 

users be more informed in their selection of ISPs, and moved the sector 

away from closed-door negotiations.199 

According to the Berkman Center report, “the critical insight here 

is that the Japanese approach sees a highly competent and intensely 

engaged regulator as an enabler of competition, rather than a weak and 

removed regulator”.200 Indeed, soon after the privatization of NTT, the 

government worked towards fostering both facilities-based and service-

based competition through a combination of incentives and policies. 

While Japan mainly utilized a market-based approach, the safeguarding 

of regulatory power was equally imperative to its success. 

Japan effectively addressed net neutrality by instilling guiding prin-

ciples and setting a standard for the disclosure of traffic management 

practices. This complemented the fact that there was enough competi-

tion to allow users to switch ISPs if dissatisfied with their practices. 

Furthermore, the government sees no evidence that these policies have 

affected growth or diminished NTT’s incentives to invest in infrastruc-

ture.201 The result of Japan’s aggressive strategy, which has remained 

fervent and robust over time, has been an Internet service that excels 

beyond most others worldwide, ultimately serving the public interest. 

As of 2009, the United Kingdom (UK) is ranked 4th out of 21 OECD 

countries for average monthly subscription for very high-speed Internet 

(speeds of over 35,000 kbit/s).202 As well, of the larger European coun-

tries, the UK is the steadiest performer on broadband penetration.203 

Increasing access and speed and decreasing price have characterized 

broadband development in the UK over the past few years. The cur-

united kingdom:  
a model for 
functional 
separation
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rent situation in the UK can be seen as increasingly market-based, yet  

their strategy continues to provide strong competition and quality 

broadband services, likely the result of a series of strategic steps taken 

throughout the decade. 

Most notably, since the privatization of telecommunications sec-

tors worldwide, the UK was the first country in the world to implement  

functional separation. This represented a major shift in terms of gov-

ernment regulation. While unbundling was widely adopted by the Euro-

pean Union (EU) in 2001, British Telecom (BT), the incumbent carrier 

in the UK, had not been fully cooperating with this move to increase 

competition. By late 2005, unbundling still had not had much of an 

impact on the market. As a result, Britain’s regulator, Ofcom, forced 

BT to undertake functional separation. This meant that an independent 

arms-length organization, Openreach, would manage the wholesale204 

operations of BT and provide competing ISPs access to BT’s infrastruc-

ture at regulated rates. 

The introduction of functional separation had major impacts on 

competitive entry, penetration, Internet pricing, and speed.205 Regulated 

access to BT’s infrastructure led to a huge influx of service-based com-

petition. In late 2005, there were only 200,000 unbundled loops, but by 

the end of 2008, there were 5.5 million unbundled loops,206 indicating 

massive growth in the market. Ofcom’s decision to create Openreach 

spurred widespread broadband use across the country, lowered broad-

band prices, and offered a much wider range of choices for Internet 

service. Certainly, the public benefitted from this move. 

Competition has also had positive effects on investment in infra-

structure. BT has recently announced that it will be removing current 

caps on usage due to increased investment in their networks and net-

work bandwidth.207 As a result, BT claims that there is no need to cap 

usage and aims to optimize their user experience. However, a “traffic man-

agement” policy will still remain, and in extreme cases where heavy 

users are degrading service for others, BT may still reduce Internet speeds.208 
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As such, the EU holds that there is insufficient evidence to justify 

formal regulation that would prohibit certain forms of traffic manage-

ment. In general, the role of the EU is to enact guiding policies of lib-

eralization and harmonization, which aim to create one large market 

that transcends national boundaries and embodies open competition. 

Harmonization is key here as EU regulators tend to enact policies that 

adopt the lowest common dominator of regulatory practices. Thus, it 

can be expected that any EU policy will promote free market competi-

tion and shy away from any regulating policies or processes, despite 

the fact that they may actually secure higher levels of competition like 

Ofcom’s forced functional separation.

Problems surrounding net neutrality have been relatively absent 

due to strong competition, however, conversations about the issue have 

recently gained momentum in the UK. According to an article on Tech-

Eye.net, BT has “openly welcomed the prospect of giving commercial 

partners preferential bandwidth on their networks, effectively creating a 

two-tier Internet”.209 Thus, it appears as though problems surrounding 

net neutrality may potentially materialize in another form. Although this 

news has yet to unfold, the EU is set to release its new telecoms pack-

age in May 2011, which will likely take a pro-competition approach to 

the issue, diverting from any type of actual net neutrality legislation for 

reasons previously discussed. 

In addition, while the UK is reluctant to impose net neutrality legis-

lation, they are mandating transparency as a way to safeguard competi-

tion. Much like Japan, the issue of transparency is being promoted as a 

key component to minimizing the risk of anti-competitive behaviour. As 

long as ISPs are clear about traffic management practices, the public 

should, in theory, have choice in which provider they wish to purchase 

Internet access from. It is important to note here that even when suf-

ficient competition exists and ISPs are open about their practices, the 

process by which users are able to switch ISPs must be as simple and 

straightforward as possible in order for this to serve as a viable solution. 

While the positive impacts of functional separation may have only 

spurred a relatively short, but intense period of competition, the main 
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sweden:  
open access and 

public-private 
partnerships

point is that promoting and maintaining competition remains at the 

forefront of the EU’s strategy. Ofcom took the necessary steps to foster 

more competition and create a level playing field for competing ISPs 

when unbundling policies were shown to be ineffective in the UK. The 

effects of functional separation were much more profound than the in-

troduction of formal unbundling, since unbundling was not effectively 

enforced or adopted by the incumbent — one of the risks of settling for 

open access policies like unbundling over functional separation. Fur-

thermore, the UK’s approach has now shown to have positive affects on 

investment in infrastructure.

Similarly, in Canada, unbundling was formally adopted in 1993, but 

weakly implemented by the government. As a result, competition was 

limited to facilities-based entrants, with much weaker results.210 If Can-

ada aims to take a market-based approach, then it must be committed 

to actively pursuing and maintaining competition within the telecommu-

nications sector through regulatory measures like functional separation 

when necessary. As long as the EU continues to instill mechanisms to 

ensure competition, and Ofcom is able to maintain its regulatory power 

despite the overarching free market ethos of the EU, the UK model re-

mains a useful point of analysis for Canada.

Sweden’s all encompassing approach to fostering a strong broadband 

market has positioned it as a top player next to South Korea and Japan. 

With a very high level of penetration, Sweden ranks second place over-

all behind South Korea on various penetration measures. In addition, 

they rank fourth overall on various speed measures,211 and first place 

overall based on weighted average aggregates from OECD data, includ-

ing penetration, speed, and price.212 Open access policies have been 

fundamental to Sweden’s success, in addition to extensive government 

funding, public-private partnerships, and functional separation. 

Open access policies have largely shaped the current structure of 

the broadband market. Local loop unbundling in 2001 allowed incum-

bents from neighbouring countries to enter the market in Sweden by 

buying out smaller competitors. Specifically, Norway’s Telenor moved 

into Sweden to become the second largest broadband provider, com-
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peting with the incumbent, TeliaSonera. Telenor did this by buying sev-

eral independent ISPs over the course of four years from 2003 to 2007, 

who had initially relied on unbundling to enter the market.213 Other com-

petitors followed similar paths of consolidation and investment, lead-

ing to powerful competition in the market. As a result, the four largest 

competitors compete across several different platforms, including cop-

per, cable, fiber, and wireless.214 

According to the Berkman Centre report, large, long-term public 

investments have played an important role in the highest performing 

countries.215 In particular, public-private partnerships have been a criti-

cal component of Sweden’s strategy for investment in infrastructure. 

Beginning in the 1990s, the Swedish government made major invest-

ments in national network infrastructure. On the municipal level, Swe-

den has subsidized both large and small municipalities to build their 

own network infrastructure, who then lease them out to private ISPs. 

Of Sweden’s roughly 290 municipalities, over 200 have been subject to 

some form of public funding for broadband deployment.216 

Much like the rest of Europe, Sweden holds similar views with re-

gards to the importance of competition in mitigating problems related to 

net neutrality. The Swedish telecommunications regulator, PTS (Swed-

ish Postal and Telecoms Authority), argues that the degree of com-

petition in Sweden allows users to switch operators easily if they are 

opposed to a certain ISP’s traffic prioritization.217 PTS holds consider-

able regulatory power since the 2003 Electronic Communications Act 

was put into place, and has since imposed functional separation on the 

incumbent TeliaSonera, who willingly complied. Consequently, accord-

ing to the Berkman Center report, TeliaSonera can be grouped in the 

category of highest-speed lowest-price offerings.218 

Several lessons can be drawn from the case of Sweden. First, in-

cumbents in Canada have convinced the government and the CRTC that 

having a closed market is necessary in order for them to invest in in-
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frastructure. This has allowed them to exclude competitors and reject 

open access policies. The Swedish market shows that open access pol-

icies, when deployed effectively, lead to increased competition, innova-

tion, and investment. This was achieved, “not by explicit regulation, but 

by agreement between the incumbent and its competitors, backed by 

the threat of regulatory solution if no such agreement was reached”.219 

Canada must leverage the threat of further regulation in order to open 

up effective communication and negotiation with incumbents. 

As well, as mentioned previously, Canada’s efforts to impose  

unbundling were weakly implemented, and our market offers an ex-

ample of heavy reliance on inter-modal competition. On the contrary, 

competition in Sweden exists nationally, and crosses several differ-

ent platforms. This is a direct result of independent ISPs being able 

to enter the market and eventually consolidate through open access 

policies. Accordingly, “the lowest prices and highest speeds are almost 

all offered by firms in markets where, in addition to an incumbent tel-

ephone company and cable company, there are also competitors who 

entered the market, and built their presence, through use of open ac-

cess facilities”.220 Thus, if Canada is committed to competition and a 

market-based approach, then we must consider policies in the vein of 

the Swedish model: open up competition as widely as possible, and 

consider public investments in infrastructure. 
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Australia has recently made a major move with plans to invest an un-

paralleled amount of government money into network infrastructure. 

In 2009, the Australian government announced that it would invest 

$43 billion AUD in a fiber to the premises (FTTP) network, delivering 

high speed Internet to 90 percent of Australians.228 This is the largest 

amount of public money invested in network infrastructure to date. The 

plan is expected to take eight years, and after five years of completion, 

the National Broadband Network (NBN) is to become privatized to a 

fully open access carrier. 

Australia’s decision to invest such a large sum is likely in response 

to the substandard state of the broadband market. While Australia has 

been relatively slow in broadband development, its speeds are now 

above the OECD average. Internet pricing is also quite high, and this 

can be attributed to the fact that Australia uses volumetric pricing, or 

australia: 
major public 
investment in 
network 
infrastructure

All big ISPs in Canada currently employ some form 
of usage-based billing (UBB), though as of Feb-
ruary 2011, Shaw had suspended plans to imple-
ment overage charges.221 According to the OECD, 
Canada is the only country in the world aside from 
Australia where all major plans surveyed do not of-
fer the option of unlimited Internet service.222 UBB 
in Canada customarily places a cap on monthly In-
ternet use, and charges additional fees when users 
exceed this cap. Big ISPs have argued that charg-
ing overage fees is the most popular approach in 
addressing so-called network congestion; how-
ever, research suggests that network growth rates 
are not historically high,223 and that UBB is largely 
an additional form of revenue for incumbent ISPs 
(see “A Technical Case For Openness” for a fuller 
discussion of network growth rates).

Other countries that implement caps on Internet 
usage are markedly different from Canada. They 
offer a range of options to users. For example, 
Australia, New Zealand and India “rate limit” users 
who exceed monthly caps by slowing down addi-
tional service. Likewise, the UK provider BT has 
recently eliminated data caps, but still maintains 
the option to reduce speeds of heavy Internet us-

ers during peak times.224 Similar approaches taken 
include differentiating between peak time and off-
peak time usage in Australia, between upstream 
and downstream traffic in Japan, and by impos-
ing domestic and international data caps, as seen 
in Iceland.225 All of these methods are based on 
the assumption that heavy users need to be “dis-
ciplined”, an assumption we challenge throughout 
this report.

Countries that employ UBB also enjoy more com-
petition in their markets, allowing users the option 
to choose between capped or unlimited Internet 
service plans. Indeed, German and U.S. markets 
both offer capped and unlimited service plans with 
costs reflecting the size of the data plan.226 In Mi-
chael Geist’s recent report on UBB internationally, 
he explains, “the capped plans elsewhere bear a 
more direct relationship to cost and congestion 
concerns. In contrast, Canadian UBB bears lit-
tle relation to actual cost, but is instead largely a 
function of market dynamics and the lack of com-
petitiveness”.227 In other words, big ISPs in Canada 
are using UBB as a way to increase profits, and are 
able to carry out such business practices because 
of the closed nature of our telecommunications market.

usage-based billing worldwide
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usage-based billing. This means that all Internet use is currently capped 

in Australia, where usage above monthly plans is throttled or charged at 

a pre-determined rate.229

This system has made users aware of their usage rates and has 

led to more conservative usage of the Internet in Australia. As Australia 

is an island, content must travel through undersea cables to leave the 

continent. This form of data transmission is a much more expensive 

method than what is found in North America.

In the context of net neutrality, it is argued that usage-based billing 

reduces the incentive for ISPs to block or throttle content, since any 

use of additional content would result in increased profit for ISPs. On 

the contrary, it would make sense that ISPs would promote the use of 

content from any source. As it turns out, however, “rather than neg-

atively discriminating against particular content, some ISPs are posi-

tively discriminating by offering unmetered access to some content”.230  

This unmetered access is likely granted to affiliated content, leaving 

competitors’ content and services at a disadvantage.231 Thus, not only 

does usage-based billing limit Internet use, it appears to add an ad-

ditional layer of problematic behaviour for ISPs and to be no guarantee 

of net neutrality. 
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chile:  
a leader in  
net neutrality 
legislation

While it is unclear how the NBN may affect usage-based billing, it 

is certain that this investment will result in an increase in social servic-

es, ranging from education to healthcare, and employment across the 

country. It should also help to address the digital divide between urban 

and geographically isolated areas, reaching a larger portion of the pop-

ulation.232 Furthermore, functional separation of Australia’s incumbent, 

Telstra, should aid in the rollout of the NBN and strip the incumbent of 

remaining excess power. With Telstra under new regulation, competition 

will likely flourish in the broadband market. 

The main lesson to be taken from Australia is that large govern-

ment investment is not beyond the scope of possibility. The decision 

made by the Australian government shows the potential for countries 

like Canada, which has a similar geographic breakdown and the chal-

lenges that come along with it, that investment in infrastructure could 

be a valuable strategy. Although Canada’s broadband performance is 

not as weak as Australia’s, there is considerable room for improvement. 

To date, Canada has relied heavily on private sector spending to up-

grade their Internet networks. As we have seen, this reliance has allot-

ted far too much power to incumbent carriers. Government investment 

in infrastructure within Canada would alleviate some of the abuses of 

market power as a result of infrastructure ownership, open doors for 

public-private partnerships, and provide more accountability to the gen-

eral public.233 

Chile is the leading country for Internet and broadband penetration in 

Latin America. While Chile’s success can be attributed to its relatively 

high GDP rate, it is also the result of a highly competitive telecom-

munications market supported through a combination of government 

and private investment. Indeed, relative to other nations, Chile has seen 

a significant amount of investment in the telecommunications sector. 

Most notably, however, Chile has been the first country in the world to 

implement net neutrality legislation.

In July 2010, in a nearly unanimous decision of one hundred votes 

to one abstention, the Chilean Congress passed a set of amendments 
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FIGURE ONE

to the General Telecommunications Law: “’No [ISP] can block, inter-

fere with, discriminate, hinder, nor restrict the right of any Internet user 

of using, send, receive, or offer any content, application, or legitimate 

service through the Internet, as well as any activity or legitimate use 

conducted through the Internet’. The law also has articles that force 

ISPs to provide parental control tools, clarify contracts, guarantee us-

ers’ privacy and safety when surfing, and forbids them to restrict any 

liberty whatsoever”.235 

One of the most significant and meaningful factors in passing this 

law was the role of the citizen-organized group, Neutralidad Sí. For 

years, Neutralidad Sí petitioned representatives from Congress about 

the importance of having such a law in place to guarantee the rights 

of users. Prior to this, they “worked to reveal that major ISPs were 

performing acts contrary to the principle of net neutrality, like block-

ing ports that allow the exchange of P2P files”.236 Through a campaign 

facilitated by social media tools such as Facebook, Twitter, and other 

forums, Neutralidad Sí was the primary force behind passing this legis-

lation. This speaks to the potential of not only grassroots organization, 

but the strength of the public voice. It is considered a major feat for net 

neutrality advocates worldwide. 
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In order to further position Chile as a compelling point of compari-

son, it is useful to consider the steady growth of their telecommunica-

tions market. Internet use follows a revealing pattern in the months 

prior to the passing of the law: “Connections with speeds higher than 2 

Mbps saw more growth in the first half of 2010 than other connections, 

which would explain the proliferation of video transmissions and other 

applications that demand broadband. The number of mobile broadband 

connections grew by 40 percent over the first six months of 2010”.237 

When considering this data, it makes sense that net neutrality legislation 

was encouraged by citizens — the spreading use of peer-to-peer file 

sharing in particular illuminated the importance of having a neutral network. 

In response to the new legislation, Felipe Morandé, Minister of 

Transportation and Telecommunications stated: “It is a concrete step 

toward having greater transparency in the broadband market, stimulat-

ing competition for quality of service, which is the pillar of our public 

policy in telecommunications … [the law] placed our country at the 

forefront in the world in terms of net neutrality”.238 Unlike other Latin 

American countries, Chile’s Fondo de Desarrollo de Telecomunica-

ciones (FDT) is a telecommunications development fund financed from 

the national budget rather than through levies on telecommunications 

operators.239 It offers subsidies to private companies willing to invest 

in special projects.240 Needless to say, government support is a funda-

mental component to Chile’s broadband deployment. 

Chile is not unlike Canada when it comes to broadband strategy. 

In addition to government support, Chile is “viewed as a role model by 

the international business community for its competitive free market 

approach”.241 Still, in the name of developing broadband, Chile saw the 

importance of mandating net neutrality. Chile’s broadband market is 

still quite underdeveloped, and major upfront investment is needed in 

order for the telecommunications sector to grow. Given the country’s 

market-based approach, this will likely come in the form of private in-

vestment from incumbents, in addition to measures like the FDT. Thus, 

it will be useful for Canada to see how the telecommunications sector 

develops and grows in the context of this new net neutrality regulation.
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conclusion

What Canada can also learn from Chile is the potential for citizens 

to call attention to net neutrality. Chile’s strong civil society enabled 

them to apply pressure to government to make changes to telecommu-

nications regulation. This is proof that grassroots organizing by citizens 

can influence government and shift power away from corporate interests. 

This type of action is also possible in Canada if we continue to apply 

pressure through advocacy. According to Morandé, the net neutrality 

law “shows that there is the political will in Chile to modernize the regu-

lation of telecommunications and empower consumers. That is the path 

that we are following for the benefit of the citizens”.242 This political will 

can also be exerted in Canada through further organization and coordination. 

By investigating international approaches that have resulted in strong 

broadband markets and fewer problems with net neutrality, Canada 

can become better equipped to deal with problems in our market. As 

a highly developed nation and economic leader, Canada’s broadband 

performance is disconcerting. Other comparable nations, and even less 

developed nations like Chile, are being far more proactive in tackling 

key issues related to broadband. Telecommunications markets world-

wide share a similar historical development, beginning with incumbent 

carriers who eventually became privatized and later subject to competi-

tion. Yet, if we share almost the same historical development, where did 

Canada go wrong, and what did other countries do to foster a strong 

market? Several lessons can be drawn from exploring Japan, the UK, 

Sweden, Australia, and Chile. 

First, open access policies played a critical role in most of the 

countries explored. In particular, unbundling, when effectively imple-

mented, served as a critical juncture in telecommunications regulation 

by significantly opening up competition. In Canada, unbundling was for-

mally adopted, but did not facilitate competitive entry into the market 

as it did in countries like Japan and Sweden. Instead, Canada weakly 

implemented unbundling, and now has the highest monthly charge for 

access to an unbundled loop of any OECD country.243 This is a fun-

damental element of telecommunications regulation that needs to be 

further addressed.
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The extent of service-based competition is also highly dependent 

upon the effectiveness of unbundling policies. As well, facilities-based 

competition became more accessible when governments offered incen-

tives for investment in infrastructure. Without offering low interest loans 

or tax incentives, it becomes more challenging for entrants to compete 

against incumbent carriers who dominate the market. The introduction 

of functional separation also had immediate impacts on competitive 

entry, and major effects on broadband penetration, price, and speed. 

However, in order for any of these measures to work successfully, it ap-

pears as though they must be used in conjunction with one another and 

imposed at opportune times.

The principle of transparency, as a complementary measure to 

strong competition, is also a popular approach to address problems 

surrounding traffic management practices and net neutrality. However, 

it should be noted that mandating principles such as transparency may 

set important industry standards, but will also place more responsibility 

upon individuals to switch ISPs if they disagree with traffic manage-

ment practices. In Canada, where most areas only provide the option  

of two ISPs, we must take into consideration the feasibility of switching.  

The technical and financial barriers to switch providers cannot be  

ignored, so more accountability for ISPs must accompany new stand-

ards of transparency. 

When looking at these international contexts, particularly in the 

EU, it is important to remember that competition does not always miti-

gate problems surrounding net neutrality. Even with strong competition, 

incumbents often still hold considerable power, and can exercise this 

power through anti-competitive behaviour. Consequently, some form of 

regulation must be used in conjunction with pro-competitive measures. 

This is especially true when considering the importance of maintain-

ing a healthy balance of regulatory power. As seen in the case of Ja-

pan, even though strong competition existed, and the government took 

steps to empower entrants to compete against NTT, NTT still carried 

out anti-competitive practices that Japan’s regulator was forced to ad-

dress. This shows the importance of maintaining regulatory power and 

the ability to manage incumbent carriers. As the Berkman Centre report 
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notes, “an engaged regulator practically enforcing open access policy is 

more important than the formal adoption of the policy”.244 Indeed, gov-

ernment and regulators need to maintain power in order for regulatory 

threats to seem realistic and plausible.

Thus, we must consider the range of strategies adopted by other 

nations, rooted in smart regulation. Most countries worldwide are also 

shifting towards open access policies, especially when considering 

plans for future investment and upgrades in infrastructure. The gov-

ernment and the CRTC must reaffirm their regulatory power in order for  

us to implement the strategies seen in other countries. Continued public  

engagement, as exemplified through the case of Chile, that pushes the reg-

ulators into a more active role will be crucial to an open Internet in Canada. 

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge Approach to 
Canada’s Digital Future by OpenMedia.ca is licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License



Culture is a way of life. It is made up of the knowledge, beliefs, un-

derstandings, art, customs, laws, and ideas that comprise a particular 

society. It is a product of the histories and institutions that frame and 

animate that society, and it is realized in the capabilities and habits 

of a society’s members. Media play a key role in the production and 

transmission of culture. In a large, complex, and dispersedly populated 

country like Canada, media are the central means for developing an 

understanding of our culture and our place within it. They are key for 

appreciating the ideas and concerns of other groups and members of 

our society. They provide both windows on it and doorways to it; means 

of both producing culture and participating in it. 

From this perspective culture is both sublime and ordinary. It is both 

professionally produced and homemade, created by teenagers, adults, 

and families on Internet websites and message boards just as readily as 

it is by television companies and filmmakers in professional studios. In-

creasingly, the Internet is the primary medium for creating, sharing, and 

canadian 
culture  
in an open 
internet age

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge
Approach to Canada’s Digital Future 
by OpenMedia.ca is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCom-
mercial-ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License
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experiencing Canadian culture. It encompasses both traditional media 

such as television, film, radio, magazines and books, as well as new 

forms of interactive media where people can share their understand-

ings and concerns and create new ways of seeing and experiencing the 

world. The Internet fosters creative production, facilitates the sharing of 

cultural content, and allows Canadians greater opportunities to experi-

ence and participate in cultural life.

Internet Services Providers (ISPs) have traditionally sold access to 

the Internet to all people willing and able to pay for their services, leav-

ing how to use that access up to their customers. Such open usage fos-

ters myriad types of cultural experiments, as people work and play with 

the technology in ways that expand both their understanding and enjoy-

ment of the fruits of Canadian culture and the world beyond. However, 

ISPs have begun stepping beyond the confines of simple service provi-

sion — they have been intervening in shaping how their services are 

used through bandwidth caps, usage-based billing, and the throttling of 

content. Open Internet policies would prevent ISPs from discriminating 

against certain cultural practices and favouring others — particularly 

the cultural practices of the media that they own.

In this section, we make the case that the interests of private tel-

ecommunications companies do not align with the public interest of Ca-

nadians — therefore, strong regulation is needed to ensure that the 

Internet stays open to the experiments and creativity that make our 

culture flourish. To better understand the relationship between Cana-

dian culture and the Internet, we address three intersecting areas of 

culture here: Making Culture, Sharing Culture, and Interacting with Cul-

ture. The first section explores cultural production online, the second 

section addresses the distribution of culture using the Internet, and the 

last section highlights the exciting new ways Canadians can interact 

with cultural goods and practices online.

An open Internet benefits the production of cultural goods in Canada. 

The cultural industries are a vital part of the Canadian economy; howev-

er, cultural production involves all Canadians, even those who do not sell 

their creations or consider themselves professional producers. Creating 

making culture
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culture involves user-generated production and amateur production,  

as well as the more traditional sense of professional cultural production.

An open Internet is vital to the success of Canadian content produc-

ers, and successful content producers make a substantial contribution 

to the Canadian economy. The Canadian online marketplace accounted 

for $62.7 billion in sales in 2007.245 Over 27% of firms in Information 

and Culture industries, and 24% in the Arts, Entertainment, and Rec-

reational industries conducted online sales in 2007 — a number that is 

surely higher today.246 Statistics Canada reports that in 2010 the Arts, 

Entertainment and Recreation industries contributed $11.3 billion to the 

Gross Domestic Product, while the Information and Cultural industries 

added $45.6 billion.247 They also add well-paying jobs to the Canadian 

economy; Information and Communications Technology (ICT) workers, 

for example, earn on average $62 000 per year, 47 percent more than 

the average wage nationally.248 

Content producers depend on the Internet to function as an open 

marketplace for promoting and profiting from their work. The Canadian 

science fiction show Sanctuary, for example, depended on an open In-

ternet during its launch as a series distributed and sold online. The 

show attracted enough attention online that the SyFy channel acquired 

the rights to show the program on television. Sanctuary is now enter-

ing its fourth season. In a closed and controlled Internet, where users 

would have to worry about bandwidth caps, usage-based billing, and 

the throttling of content from producers who could not secure guaran-

tees of fast access by ISPs, the chance for Sanctuary to succeed would 

be greatly limited. As Ferne Downey, President of ACTRA, the union 

of more than 21,000 professional performers in Canada, points out, 

cultural “work usually comes in big fat video files, it is the most likely 

target for being throttled by ISPs concerned about traffic.”249 

For this reason, high-profile cultural content creators and media 

entrepreneurs clearly understand that an open Internet is in their best 

interest and have urged policy makers to enshrine the principle of net 

neutrality in legislation. John Levy, Chairman and CEO of Score Media 
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Inc., an online sports entertainment firm, told the Report of the Stand-

ing Committee on Canadian Heritage that,

 We are very concerned about the ability of Internet and wire-

less service providers to act as gatekeepers, either because 

they are vertically integrated and have an incentive to prior-

itize their own content, or because they are partnering with 

major media players and providing preferred access. If we 

seek diversity of Canadian voices in new media, the Internet 

cannot become a pay-to-play zone250

A pay-to-play Internet refers to an Internet where providers create 

tiers of Internet service and then sell access to them. To play online, 

emerging content providers, independent producers, and users gener-

ating content, would have to pay more for access, promotion, or even 

fair treatment. This would limit diversity by incentivizing Internet us-

ers to consume certain types of content over others — namely, con-

tent for which they would not pay additional fees, or face slowed or 

stalled downloads or loading times. With many websites now incorpo-

rating news, information and entertainment content in video and other 

streaming formats, pay-to-play will necessarily limit Canadians’ access 

to the fruits of our own culture.

Concern for a pay-to-play Internet comes from all parts of the Ca-

nadian cultural industries. At the CRTC’s 2009 Internet Traffic Manage-

ment proceedings, creator groups like ACTRA, the Canadian Film and 

Television Production Association (CFTPA), the Writers Guild of Canada, 

Directors Guild of Canada, Canadian Conference of the Arts, the Docu-

mentary Organization of Canada and Media companies such as Score 

Media Inc. and Pelmorex (owner of the Weather Network and MétéoMé-

dia) all came out in support of enforceable net neutrality rules. An open 

Internet is vital for “our shared culture and our ability to have free and 

unfettered access to the most powerful tool for communication, infor-

mation and entertainment we have ever known,” stated Downey during 

the hearing.251 
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Outside of professionally produced con-

tent, Canadians increasingly contribute content 

to the Internet. Contributors of online content 

rose from 20.3% in 2007 to 26.7% in 2009 

among Canadians who use the Internet.255 In 

2004, the Canadian Internet Project found 

only 1% of Internet users engaged in Creative 

Activities. Their 2009 survey found 20% of 

Canadians engaged in Creative Practices, like 

posting videos and photographs. This trend is 

likely to continue, as youth ages 12–17 were 

nearly twice as likely to post a video online 

and half had posted a photograph during the 

survey period.256 These trends indicate the 

growing importance of user-generated-content 

to Canadian culture.

Internet openness accelerates these new 

forms of cultural production, such as digital 

video creation, podcasting, wiki writing, blog-

ging, citizen journalism, social networking, 

and game modification. Creative participation 

functions as a key aspect of our social and 

cultural experience with digital media. User-

generated websites allow citizens, audiences and consumers to use 

outlets of cultural expression and social communication that have reach 

and influence comparable to traditional mass media channels controlled 

by industries and professionals. 

The Internet is an indispensable incubator for Canada’s non-pro-

fessional cultural producers. Indeed, websites like YouTube have func-

tioned as training grounds for amateur cultural producers to transition 

into the professional world. Many contemporary Canadian celebrities 

have come to the forefront of pop culture through such UGC channels. 

Justin Bieber went from being a YouTube celebrity to a multi-million 

dollar pop artist (see the case of Pinicface from Figure One). The next 

figure one

usage-based billing  
and cultural production

Streaming web video is an emerging market for Canadian pro-
ducers. Statistics Canada reports that in 2009 24.7% of Ca-
nadians used the web to access television shows and 19.8% 
accessed movies online.252 The growing field has attracted a 
number of existing and new producers to start developing for 
the web. Picnicface, a sketch comedy group based out of Hal-
ifax, Nova Scotia, is one example of the size and possibilities 
of the new market. The group is a worldwide sensation and 
their videos have attracted over 20 millions views. The group 
has worked to cultivate its online fan-base, an approach that 
resulted in fans donating to help produce the group’s first 
feature film movie, called Rollertown. The group has begun 
a sketch comedy series for the Comedy Network.253 The suc-
cess of this group and others depends on an open Internet 
with a growing audience for their shows and videos.

Usage-based billing, however, could stifle the success of 
Canadian Internet producers by shrinking the market and 
revenue. Zoom Communications, a film and web production 
company based in Alberta, writes on its blog, “from our per-
spective, the key concern is how the increased usage fees 
might curtail the audience for web-based video content. If 
users are forced to pay extra for every gig of data they use to 
stream or download video, it’s a safe bet that they’ll drasti-
cally cut back their video viewing habits.”254 Zoom Communi-
cations worries that the audience might tune out of web video 
just as the market emerges because usage fees might be too 
high or they might just not want to pay the cost to discover 
an unknown artist.
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generation of media makers and cultural contributors will emerge 

through such channels. A limit on UGC resulting from closed Internet 

policies would put Canada at a disadvantage compared to countries 

that actively support non-professional cultural innovators.

Given the centrality of the Internet to current and future cultural 

production by Canadians, it is vital that people have access to an open 

Internet that provides the foundation on which culture can be created, 

distributed, modified and enjoyed by content creators, media entrepre-

neurs and general audiences without the threat of discrimination by 

service providers.

The role the Internet plays in the distribution and sharing of content 

magnifies its importance to culture. The Internet is quickly becoming an 

important marketplace for Canadian content as Canadians use it as a 

source of knowledge and entertainment, accessing television programs, 

movies, radio shows and games online. But apart from accessing online 

content itself, consumers increasingly use the Internet to plan, schedule 

Poverty prevents Canadians from going online: 
91% of households earning more than $95,000 
connect to the Internet, whereas only 47% of 
households earning less than $24,000 connect.257 
Nevertheless, a number of innovative Canadian 
websites have begun reaching out and hosting 
content produced from typically underserved com-
munities. Homeless Nation bills itself as “the only 
website in the world created by and for the street 
community.”258 The website allows members of the 
street community in Montreal, Saint John’s, Toron-
to, Vancouver, and Victoria to post news, events, 
and videos online. Its outreach has earned a World 
Summit Award for e-Inclusion and Participation in 
2009 and the site continues to be a powerful voice 
for the homeless in Canada.259

Location also prevents Canadians from going on-
line: only 84% of rural communities have access 
to broadband Internet. Quebec, British Colombia, 
and Newfoundland also have rural broadband ac-
cess levels well below the national average, and 

access drops below 60% for rural Canadians con-
necting in Canada’s North.260 But these rural and 
remote communities have also benefitted from 
new websites. The producers of the critically ac-
claimed Inuit-language The Fast Runner film tril-
ogy have launched IsumaTV to “enable Indigenous 
people to express reality in their own voices: views 
of the past, anxieties about the present and hopes 
for a more decent and honorable future”.261 The site 
hosts over 2,000 web videos uploaded by First Na-
tions telling their own stories. The site encourages 
First Nations youth growing up in rural and remote 
communities to learn and play with digital media. 
With any luck, it will be their stories we download 
in the future — but only if their content is given the 
same equitable treatment that is offered to big-
ger producers with deeper pockets. The Canadian 
Internet will not foster diversity if high-speed In-
ternet access becomes an even greater privilege. 
We need a neutral Internet to ensure that these 
websites have a fair chance to reach a large audi-
ence of Canadians.

figure two

bridging cultural divides using the open internet

sharing culture
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and purchase offline cultural goods and ser-

vices, with 48.8% purchasing travel arrange-

ments, 35.4% ordering books, magazines, or 

online newspapers, 25.9% buying music, and 

32.5% buying other entertainment products 

like concert tickets.262 

Canadians are also becoming more com-

fortable with accessing media in digital-only 

forms. It is estimated that 57% of Canadians 

use the Internet to buy digital music, 8% of 

Canadians buy digital-only copies of video 

games, and 7% buy digital-only copies of 

software.264 The success of popular avenues 

for accessing music (see Figure Three) sup-

plemented by artists hosting (selling or gifting) 

music directly to fans and peer-to-peer sharing 

(Figure Four) attest to the increasing importance of digital distribution. 

Other media forms have followed suit: in Canada, movies can be rented 

figure three

artist-lead music distribution

The Internet has been a boon for emerging Canadian musi-
cians trying to promote and sell their work. CBC Radio has 
branched out with its Radio 3 channel that promotes up-and-
coming Canadian artists. Beyond just the CBC, Canadian-
owned online music stores have launched to connect emerg-
ing artists with fans. Zunior has been selling digital editions 
of Canadian music since 2005. The store uses the web to 
sell music and to promote new artists using free download-
able samplers, podcasts, and videos. Dave Ullrich, found-
er of the site and member of the band The Inbreds states,  
“[W]ith Zunior, the goal has been and still is to be fully rep-
resentative of Canada and fully digital… It’s been tough for a 
lot of people to understand why they should buy digitally but 
I think that’s changing in the music marketplace, for sure… 
Music is a business even at the most modest level. Digital 
is a model that allows artists to get paid right from the first 
sale”263 Zunior is just one example of how an open Internet 
helps emerging artists by connecting them with new fans and 
new revenue streams.

Peer-to-peer is a model of Internet communication 
where users share information directly with each 
other. The name comes from the defining principle 
of connecting all users as equal contributors, or 
“peers”. The model differs from a traditional client-
server approach, where a number of home users 
or “clients” download from one centralized server. 
P2P, on the other hand, distributes content among 
users and encourages them to share information. 
P2P applications are applications where users up-
load the same content that they download, cre-
ating a greater pool of shared content at a lower 
cost. This means that when Alice is downloading a 
file from Bob, Bob is simultaneously downloading 
a different file from Alice. A number of P2P pro-
tocols, or sets of standardized rules that govern 
communication exchanges over the Internet, have 
been developed.

Perhaps the most widely used P2P protocol is 
currently the BitTorrent protocol. This protocol 
facilitates inherently decentralized information 
exchanges. Clients use the BitTorrent protocol to 
download small parts of files from multiple sourc-
es and assemble them back into the original file. 
While downloading these bits of files, computers 
also share the bits they have downloaded with oth-
er users. An intermediary entity called a ‘tracker’ 
is used by the BitTorrent protocol to help clients 
searching for parts of a file find other clients who 
have those parts. The decentralized nature of the 
BitTorrent protocols makes it an extremely ef-
ficient method for individuals to distribute large 
files without incurring the heavy costs associated 
with hosting a server. In a client-server model, the 
host server must bear the entire bandwidth cost 
of transferring the file to a client. With BitTorrent, 
each client will take a small portion of that band-
width cost. 

figure four

peer-to-peer (p2p)
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or bought in digital form via the Cineplex Store, and Rogers On Demand,  

or streamed via Netflix. In turn, the producers of digital games are in-

creasingly eschewing the packaged-goods retail model (and the costs 

of physical manufacturing) in favour of digital-only online distribution.

The reality of digital distribution is apparent in the breakdown of 

downstream data transfers in North America, which suggests that 

“Real-Time Entertainment” (which includes streaming video) accounts 

for 45.7% of downstream traffic, the largest category featured. When 

joined with P2P filesharing, with 13.2% of data consumption, 58.9% 

of total downstream traffic is based primarily on accessing audio and 

(real-time) visual media. That figure jumps to 83% when general web 

browsing (with its emphasis on written and static visual content) is add-

ed to the mix. This is before other practices of online cultural engage-

ment are included, such as downstreamed social networking traffic and 

multiplayer gaming, at 2.4% each.265 Digital distribution will only be-

come more important as Canada moves away from analog over-the-air 

television broadcasting to digital and Internet broadcasting.266 

Yet as more and more cultural goods get distributed digitally on-

line, bandwidth threatens to become harder to access and afford. Major 

ISPs could target competitor's offerings by selectively slowing or stall-

ing data transfers that compete with the online stores or even tradi-

tional broadcast offerings (See Figure Five on Vertical Integration). Such 

arrangements would create a two-tiered Internet, where ISPs would be 

able to prioritize their own network traffic or content over a competi-

tor’s.267 Digital game developer Dan Scherlis, who worked on Massively 

Multiplayer Online (MMO) game Asheron’s Call, suggests that such 

third-party intrusions can affect the viability of new ventures: “without 

net neutrality guidelines your ISP is free to shake down developers with 

access fees, stalling innovation and pushing smaller games out of the 

market entirely.”268 
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ISP interference not only involves traffic shaping, but also band-

width caps and usage-based billing. Since music, movie and video 

game downloads can frequently be large data files, it is not uncommon 

for a single high-definition film or video game to consume between 10–

20 GBs, a large percentage of the monthly bandwidth allocation under 

some Canadian ISPs. Excessive charges on top of existing access costs 

discourage emerging competitors, like Netflix and the CBC’s own on-

demand video website. Their subscription fees could be compounded 

by added metered-billing overcharges should a user’s film consumption 

patterns differ from the determined limits of Internet service providers. 

Other over-the-Internet service providers could suffer as well.

Internet Service Provision has remained highly 
concentrated in Canada among incumbent tel-
ephone and cable companies. These companies 
have realized that the Internet will be the place 
most Canadians will go to find cultural content in 
the future, and they have begun to integrate spe-
cial content offerings as value-added and man-
aged services with their regular service provision. 
The move amounts to a new wave of vertical inte-
gration, where a few firms control crucial points of 
the supply chain of Internet content. 

Vertical integration is where one company owns or 
controls a set of companies that supply each other 
products, such as where cable or satellite televi-
sion distributors also own the television channels 
they distribute. The concept has a long history 
in the culture industries. For instance, for many 
years Canadian theatres were owned by American 
and British film production companies, making it 
almost impossible for Canadian feature filmmak-
ers to get screen time in Canada. Because of the 
possibility of broadcast distribution companies fa-
voring their own content over that of competitors, 
vertical integration between cable and television 
companies or telecommunications and television 
companies was illegal in Canada.269 

Due to changes in ownership regulations in the 
1990s, cable companies such as Shaw and Rogers 
 

became telecommunications providers and began 
offering telephone service. And telecommunica-
tions providers, such as Bell Canada and Telus, 
now distribute television programming.  The next 
step in this concentration of ownership is verti-
cal integration between these telecommunications 
content distributors and content providers such as 
television networks and newspaper chains.

Bell Canada’s recent reacquisition of CTV and 
Shaw’s purchase of the Global Television Network 
both illustrate this trend. Internet Service Provid-
ers like Bell and Shaw have a stake not just in what 
kind of Internet service Canadians have access to, 
but also in what kinds of content get distributed 
over their networks. There is concern that these 
big telecom companies might use their control 
over the Internet to prioritize and favour their own 
content, including their video-on-demand or IPTV 
services. Favouritism may take the form of de-
prioritizing competing broadcast companies such 
as the CBC and independent video producers or 
transmission technologies such as BitTorrent and 
P2P, either through throttling or through charging 
additional usage-based fees for these services. 
Business moves like these stifle an open market 
for the next generation of content delivery, and 
hurt smaller producers who can more easily get 
access to an open distribution platform than to 
one controlled by big telecom.

figure five

vertical integration 2.0
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Shaping the traffic flowing through BitTorrent threatens its efficien-

cy as a distribution channel, especially a channel that competes against 

ISPs’ services. Speaking at the 2010 Canadian Telecom Summit, Da-

vid Purdy, Vice-President of TV/Video Product Management for Rog-

ers Communications admitted, “there is some benefit in managing our 

networks just in terms of cutting down P2P traffic.”270 Traffic shaping, 

in other words, stifles BitTorrent, and BitTorrent competes with Roger’s 

video services. This discrimination threatens to impede P2P streaming 

before it can be brought to market (see Figure Five).

Groups such as ACTRA, the Documentary Organization of Canada 

(DOC) and the CFTPA spelled out the importance of P2P to creators at 

the CRTC’s Traffic Management hearing (CRTC 2008-19). DOC noted that,

 The Internet has already become an integral component of the 

way documentary and independent film is distributed. This 

includes both the emerging or activist filmmaker utilizing the 

Internet to self distribute their work, as well as the established 

or veteran filmmaker employing the Internet to supplement 

traditional methods of distribution, including DVD sales, as 

a mechanism for self promotion, word-of-mouth advertising, 

and to reach as broad an audience as possible. The technol-

ogy most often used to realize these goals includes peer-to-

peer (P2P) file sharing, using a distribution protocol known as 

BitTorrent271

BitTorrent allows the transfer of huge amounts of data at a low 

cost yet it has been especially targeted by ISPs because, according 

to Bell Canada, it generates a “disproportionate amount of bandwidth 

compared to other types of traffic” 272 (See the Technical Section for an 

in-depth discussion of Application Bandwidth Usage)
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Not only does throttling BitTorrent affect new forms of film distribu-

tion, the practice also contradicts public policy. Public funds support 

online independent media and, at the same time, telecommunications 

policy allows ISPs to prevent media makers from using distribution 

tools, like BitTorrent. CBC's hit show Canada's Next Great Prime Minis-

ter, for instance, attempted to distribute episodes over BitTorrent. The 

distribution model ended in disappointment as home users complained 

that their ISP throttled their downloads. In short, Canada’s public broad-

caster could not innovate because of the traffic management practices 

of the major Internet Service Providers.275

Traffic shaping threatens Canadian participation in 
and access to future innovations in cultural distri-
bution. Currently, much of the content download 
by P2P users consists of archived music, videos 
and software — users download a complete copy 
of an archived work before they begin enjoying it. 
As a result, download speed and time can be of 
arguable importance. Most major ISPs deprior-
itize BitTorrent traffic under the premise that the 
timely delivery of your BitTorrent content is not as 
important as the timely delivery of media content 
that they own. While arguments premised on the 
assertion that ISPs can appropriately decide for 
consumers what is time sensitive are controver-
sial (see the Technical Case for Openness section), 
P2P content is now just as time sensitive as other 
streaming content.

The P2P-Next consortium, a group including Wiki-
pedia, has produced a working “swarmplugin 
player” for Real-Time P2P streaming of audiovis-
ual content.273 This content, unlike archived con-
tent, does not need to be downloaded before it 
can start playing — rather, it streams to the user’s 
computer and begins playing within moments. This 
technology can also be used to stream live events, 
like a college basketball game, in real time without 
the need for the team to set up their own stream-
ing facilities.

Each participant in the 'swarm' of users provides 
an amount of upload capacity to other users also 

watching the same stream. What previously re-
quired a centralized distribution system, much like 
a call centre, now becomes much more like a phone 
tree, with each user passing along information to 
the next as it is received. The originating source 
only needs to talk to a few computers directly, and 
the swarm will then replicate the data to all those 
watching – and all within a very reasonable delay.

Indeed, Wikipedia hopes to use P2P streaming to 
deliver video content274 — this may become the 
standard video distribution protocol on the Inter-
net if ISPs do not interfere.

Real-time use of P2P runs into problems when 
some P2P usage is degraded and deprioritized by 
ISPs. The degraded bandwidth for P2P use pro-
vided by ISPs often has limits that can fall below 
the minimum bandwidth required to maintain a live 
stream. The user perceives this as a stuttering of 
video and may blame the content provider, and the 
technology — changing the competitive differen-
tial between this peer-distributed video and tra-
ditional or “facilities-based” distribution methods.

Unfortunately, while Canadians wait for the en-
forcement of net neutrality, the ISPs degradation 
of BitTorrent traffic is preventing online service 
innovators and content producers from success-
fully developing and deploying P2P live-streaming 
technologies.

figure Six

real-time p2p streaming
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Such content prioritization practices have drawn the ire of online 

retailers, creators and cultural groups who argue that all traffic man-

agement should be transparent; there should be no discrimination 

between wholesale and retail clients, between end users, or between 

different applications or content; and the only exception for preferen-

tial access should be for any emergency service authorized by pub-

lic authorities. Professional content creators are especially concerned 

about the potential for ISPs to discriminate against content that com-

petes with the ISPs’ own content services. They do not want to take the 

open platform of the Internet and turn it into something that replicates 

the model currently found in television broadcasting, where a few large 

companies control access to the medium. During the CRTC’s “Diver-

sity of Voices” proceedings, which examined media consolidation in 

Canada, opponents of the current media structure argued that vertical 

integration and overall market concentration are threats to diversity and 

homegrown cultural production. The Canadian Conference of the Arts 

(CCA), Canada’s oldest and largest arts advocacy and cultural policy 

development organization, spoke directly to the challenges of concen-

trated media ownership, and particularly concentrated distribution. In 

its final submission to the proceedings, the CCA writes “we have over 

the years heard many promises about the positive benefits that more 

concentrated ownership will bring to our broadcasting system. Unfortu-

nately, almost a century after radio broadcasting began in Canada, and 

half a century after television broadcasting began, we are no closer to 

a broadcasting system that is truly predominantly Canadian”276 In ad-

ditional comments to the proceedings, the CCA notes “[a] marketplace 

that is not competitive because it is dominated by a small oligopoly of 

owners, cannot and will not achieve society’s goals of diversity in pro-

gramming…The CRTC’s regulations and policies must address the non-

competitive nature of our broadcasting ‘marketplace’ by introducing 

and enforcing measures to ensure there are diverse owners, strict rules 

on larger players, and limits to cross-ownership interests.”277 Though 

moving distribution online to a totally open platform will challenge those 

producers who have benefited from the traditional broadcast system, 

the alternative — an Internet that is pruned or curated by a few large 
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companies — raises even more troubling questions about who will de-

cide what to include and exclude.

Pruning the web will kill the roots of the current distribution ecosys-

tem that provides an exciting alternative to the traditional model, which, 

as groups like the CCA point out, has failed Canadian culture. In 2009, 

Canadian broadcasters spent over $596.6 million on foreign drama and 

comedy, more than five times the $77.4 million spent on Canadian-

produced drama and comedy.278 Clearly, allocating the decision about 

what to broadcast to big private Canadian media companies has not 

resulted in the prioritization of Canadian content. At the very least, an 

open Internet might provide a “long-tail” distribution model that main-

tains space for small, Canadian producers.

The question of an open Internet comes at a time of great diver-

sity in the means of distribution over the Internet. People-to-people 

networks co-exist with emerging artist-run distributors, which in turn 

compete with traditional distributors going online. An open Internet cel-

ebrates this diversity and choice. Yet this diversity may be undervalued 

or lack support in the future in Canada as ISPs increasingly develop 

their own ways to regulate the “sharing” of Canadian culture — ways 

that put their interests above those of Canadians. 

Online spaces and tools are not only used to create and share cul-

ture, but also to interact with it. The Internet has proven to be one 

of the central ways Canadians engage with all sorts of cultural goods 

and practices, and an important social tool for Canadians, who rely 

on it to communicate with friends and family. Email is popular among 

93% of Canadians online and 13.8% have used the Internet to make 

a phone call.279 Recent immigrants to Canada are even more likely to 

communicate online than people born in Canada — Internet commu-

nication reached 56.0% for recent Canadian immigrants 25–54 years 

old, compared with 48.1% for Canadian-born individuals. The Internet 

is an essential resource for keeping in touch with distant family and 

friends. Senior Canadians most frequently use email to communicate 

with family members, and most report that this has improved their con-

nections with family. Just over half of seniors also search online for 

interacting  
with culture
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health information. And online games are also a popular online activity 

for seniors.280 

Framing growing bandwidth usage as ‘out of control’ or ‘excessive’ 

devalues the public interest in the Internet. This is true on an inter-

personal level, where Skype and other video chat applications are in-

creasingly helping transform long distance communication. This is also 

true for consuming cultural products like films and games, where video 

streaming services help transform the way audiences access movies 

and television shows, and online multiplayer games add new interactiv-

ity and community-building potential to gaming. Bandwidth intensive in-

novations such as video-conferencing, streaming, and cloud-computing 

are likely to become staples of the Canadian Internet experience in the 

near future, but will require an open and fair Internet policy to function 

in an equitable manner. 

Heavy Internet users are knowledge trendsetters that have learned 

a variety of ways to use the Internet to interact with culture. As people 

gain more experience with the Internet, their usage rises. People who 

have been online for more than five years engage in twice as many 

kinds of Internet activities as those who have only been online for one 

year, from 6.2 activities to 12.6 activities.281 

ISPs should recognize the trends toward great-

er bandwidth usage and begin to put forward 

sensible solutions that do not penalize ad-

vanced users.

It is important to keep in mind that the ex-

panding use of the Internet not only includes 

new kinds of interactions, but also new means 

for connection. 41% of Canadian households 

now have more than one computer, 71% of 

households have a cell phone, and 41% of 

households also have at least one gaming con-

sole.285 Each of these devices now connects to 

the Internet, which, in turn, changes regular 

online interactions. For example, net-enabled 

figure Seven

open source movie production?

Brett Gaylor illustrates how the Internet fosters new forms 
of cultural production. His film Rip!: A Remix Manifesto at-
tracted international acclaim, not only for its engaging dis-
cussion of copyright, but also for its innovative audience en-
gagement.282 Gaylor invited the audience to help collaborate 
to produce the film and then invited fans to remix their own 
versions of the film. Remixes were made possible through the 
Open Source Cinema website that allowed users to submit 
more footage and mixes.283 He continues to promote the web 
as a new platform for creators with the Web Made Movies 
project. It brings together Mozilla, the National Film Board, 
and the School of Computer Studies at Seneca College in To-
ronto to build open tools for the production of rich media ex-
periences using the web and video.284 These made-in-Canada 
developments for video production and audience interaction 
will wither if incumbent media firms are able to throttle them, 
re-wiring the web to function like a television, where audi-
ence interaction is limited to the clicks of a remote control or 
a keyboard.
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digital games exemplify the changing nature of Canadians’ online in-

teractions. It is estimated that 85% of youth 12–17 play digital games 

in general, while 43% of Canadians play games online.286 This multi-

player online play (where players use Internet connections to play with 

or against others) is a significant part of the contemporary gaming ex-

perience, and while the amount of data transferred is variable, network 

conditions are all important, given that “the fast-paced nature of online 

gaming renders even a momentary traffic disruption or data loss bla-

tantly obvious to a player.”287 Internet traffic shaping that trivializes such 

content challenges not only individual users of game products, but also 

the potential social interactions that often accompany online play.

Traffic shaping already hampers Canadians’ ability to play online. 

Rogers Internet, for example, admitted to throttling the popular MMO 

World of Warcraft (WoW). WoW is an Internet phenomenon with more 

than 12 million subscribers as of October 2010,288 and it uses BitTor-

rent to deliver content (yet another example of the potential offered by 

the protocol). In March 2011, Rogers admitted to throttling WoW. The 

issue arose because the game uses the BitTorrent protocol, and is thus 

affected by Rogers's ITMPs that target P2P traffic. It claimed that such 

throttling was accidental, only active when P2P was enabled in WoW’s 

control panel, and that the issue should be resolved within months. 

However, Rogers' filters ended up affecting the quality of the gaming 

experience itself even when P2P was disabled, making the game all but 

unplayable for many WoW users who had Rogers as their ISP, as they 

experienced too much in-game delay.289 In her letter of complaint to the 

CRTC, WoW user Teresa Murphy argues that “By the time Rogers gets 

around to fixing this issue in June [2011], it’ll have been active for 7–9 

months depending on the customer’s area. This is completely unaccep-

table.” According to the letter, Rogers’s ITMPs are also affecting other 

online games and applications and, as a result, impeding Canadians’ 

ability to enjoy online gaming.290 

Opaque usage-based pricing schemes would stifle experimentation. 

In a rapidly changing media environment, our daily interactions with 

digital culture are an experiment in how to use the Internet. People try 

new applications, download new programs, and learn from a variety of 
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sources. Current access does not charge people when they try some-

thing different. A move to usage-based billing would charge people for 

experimenting. “If you don't know whether your next click will cost you,” 

noted Canadian science fiction author and copyright activist Cory Doc-

torow (2009) points out, “you will become very conservative about your 

clicks.” It is difficult to know how much bandwidth one will use in ad-

vance. Usage-based billing penalizes people trying something different. 

Billing for usage is particularly problematic because bandwidth, such as 

megabytes and gigabytes, mystifies the average users and appears as 

an arbitrary pricing model. Doctorow continues, “Imagine if a restaurant 

billed you by the number of air-molecules you displaced during your 

meal, or if your phone bills varied on the total number of syllables you 

uttered at 2dB or higher.”291 Usage is not simply the sum of downloads, 

but the result of a rich and unpredictable interaction with many cultural 

goods and cultural practices.

Greater complexity in Internet service and billing may discourage 

low-income Canadians from connecting to the Internet. Dailey et al. in-

terviewed 171 community members and others in chronically under-

served communities for the FCC. They found that although price for 

broadband service is the dominant obstacle to adoption in low-income 

households, it is not the only factor limiting home broadband adoption. 

Multiple, overlapping challenges confront users, including skill, lan-

guage, problems with providers, and overburdened public access points.  

This is of critical importance where the Internet is needed for employ-

ment, as well as other activities such as shopping, education, engag-

ing with government and community services, and communicating with 

family.292 Costs for premium Internet service may further disadvantage 

those who already encounter obstacles to participating online.

The public interest lies in a neutral, open Internet. Only an open 

Internet can adapt to the ways Canadians interact with culture, rather 

than forcing Canadians to adapt to artificial limitations in the speed or 

accessibility of certain types of online culture. Use of the Internet has 

changed dramatically since its introduction in the late 1990s, often in 

ways that could not be predicted. Change has often come without the 

support of established industries. An open Internet facilitates the dy-
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namism of Canadian digital culture, dynamism that is now, more than 

ever, essential to its survival and flourishing.

An open Internet policy ensures that Internet access does not undu-

ly influence Internet usage, especially if this influence favours private 

business interests over the public interest. Arguments against an open 

Internet may frame traffic shaping as a technological or business ne-

cessity — we challenge such arguments in the other sections of this 

report, and also assert that the social, cultural and political conse-

quences of that throttling must be paramount in the minds of regulators 

and policy-makers. 

For ISPs and Internet regulators to discriminate against certain av-

enues for accessing cultural content or participating in online social 

practices, for them to influence or determine a “proper” method for cul-

ture to circulate, contravenes the freedom of expression, diversity, and 

innovation that are necessary to enable Canadian culture to flourish. 

The goal of Canada’s digital policy should be to build and expand net-

works that facilitate the content and practices of contemporary online 

culture, not attempt to shape, prevent or punish emerging behaviours 

that do not fit with old market directives. Let citizens drive the structure 

of services supplied, let them freely create and share content, as they 

engage in the kind of cultural practices that are increasingly central to 

Canadian life.

conclusion

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge Approach to 
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The Internet is widely regarded as one of the modern era’s greatest 

engines of economic growth and innovation. Ensuring ubiquitous, af-

fordable, and open access to the Internet across all social sectors sup-

ports and promotes economic growth. By providing a reliable platform 

for applications development, communications improvements, and con-

tent distribution, we create the potential for greater efficiencies and 

growth in business-to-business, business-to-consumer, peer-to-peer, 

and consumer-to-business transactions.

In this section, we delve deeper into the essential role that the open 

Internet plays in the Canadian economy as an engine of innovation and 

growth. The unique characteristics of the Internet have allowed Cana-

dians to create some of the world’s leading websites and applications. 

We argue that when businesses and citizens are forced to pay more for 

Internet access in Canada, or face other restrictions on use — espe-

tHe open internet: 
open for Business 

and economic 
growtH

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge
Approach to Canada’s Digital Future 
by OpenMedia.ca is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCom-
mercial-ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License
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entrepreneurShip 

cially compared to our global counterparts — we have fewer oppor-

tunities to invest in and develop the kind of innovations that make our 

economy flourish.

In Section One, we argue that co-invention and web-based entre-

preneurship flourish best in neutral networks and that the Internet’s 

innate openness enables a democratization (i.e. of access and success) 

that fosters creativity, competition, and innovation. In Section Two, we 

argue that Canadian Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are transitioning 

towards technical architectures that discriminate against and seek to 

control certain applications, and we warn that this gradual enclosure of 

the Internet threatens to restrict user access, choice, and innovation, 

and thus threatens to reduce the value of the Internet overall. In par-

ticular, we discuss how ISPs use the practice of bandwidth throttling of 

specific applications (e.g. P2P file sharing) and usage-based pricing to 

discriminate against certain types of online activities in an effort to cen-

tralize control. Finally, we conclude by emphasizing that ISP interfer-

ence undermines the core values of equality and neutrality operating at 

the heart of the Internet and that this interference threatens the Inter-

net’s invaluable role as an engine of innovation and economic growth. 

The ability for Canadians to innovate is more and more central to 

our economic well-being and competitiveness. As we explain below, 

the open Internet is an essential engine of innovation; without a fast, 

ubiquitous, and open Internet, Canada will continue to fall behind in 

economic productivity. E-commerce, the information and communica-

tions technologies (ICT) sector, and increasingly, traditional businesses, 

depend heavily on open access to the Internet. Any barrier to Internet 

use is a barrier to business development in general.

The rate at which the Internet can contribute to the economy is gener-

ally dependent upon the rate of co-invention, the development of novel 

content, applications, and transit techniques. If such co-invention is 

limited through forms of centralized control that discriminate against in-

novative uses of the Internet, then the Internet’s general positive impact 

on economic growth will slow.293 
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Many of the most celebrated online innovators driving the co-inven-

tion that has contributed to the pervasive economic impact of the Inter-

net were not well resourced from the outset. These innovators succeed-

ed because they could rely on a neutral platform to launch and further 

develop their services. As World Bank researchers Qiang, Rossotto, and 

Kimura note, the Internet enables “individuals outside the boundaries 

of traditional institutions and hierarchies to innovate to produce con-

tent, goods, and services.”294 The structures of the Internet are what 

have created this potential for innovation: its decentralized and modular 

architecture means that developers can work with a single component 

without needing to coordinate with, or get permission from, network 

operators. The ability to develop modularly is possible with the Internet 

because power is diverted away from those who operate the network to 

the developers of different modular components, like individual applica-

tions and services. 

To date, the Internet has predominantly operated as an open, non-

discriminatory platform — otherwise known as a neutral network — 

that grants full access to everyone. This framework possesses an ‘edge 

orientation,’ enabling complex operations to occur at the edges of the 

network while maintaining the relative simplicity of the Internet core 

itself. Those working at the edges of the network have been able to in-

novate without permission; Tim Berners-Lee, a pioneer in the develop-

ment of the Internet, did not have to ask network operators whether he 

could create and release his software that enabled the World Wide Web 

(HTTP protocol). Berners-Lee is now a vocal supporter of maintain-

ing this basic architecture.295 Other examples of innovation enabled at 

the edges of the Internet include search engines — most notably, the 

one created by college-aged inventors that has since become Google. 

Two prominent Canadian projects that benefit from the Internet’s edge 

orientation are NowPublic, one of the world’s leading citizen journal-

ism websites, started in Vancouver, and Hootsuite, one of the world’s 

most successful Twitter applications, created by the Canadian startup  

Invoke Media.
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leAding uSerS And StickineSS 

First-generation Internet applications, such as Google, competed 

and succeeded based on their ability to satisfy a user need. Bound by 

common carrier provisions — which require ISPs to charge fair prices, 

serve their customers without unreasonable discrimination, and provide 

service “with adequate care, skill, and honesty”296 — network own-

ers could not discriminate against this first-generation of new services. 

Emerging Internet businesses have relied on a neutral network to lower 

start-up costs and compete with older, larger, and more established 

companies online. An economy of digital abundance and platform neu-

trality — where the marginal costs of service delivery and copying con-

tent border on zero — encourages exploration and experimentation. 

Such an environment has allowed businesses like Google, Facebook, 

and Canada’s Hootsuite to become hugely successful. 

For Canadians to be leaders in the global digital economy, the Internet 

must enable and facilitate the actions of ‘leading users.’ Eric Von Hip-

pel, Professor of Management of Innovation and Head of the Innovation 

and Entrepreneurship Group at the MIT Sloan School of Management, 

recognizes such users as possessing two key characteristics: 

 They are at the leading edge of an important market trend(s), 

and so are currently experiencing needs that will later be 

experienced by many users in that market. (2) They antici-

pate relatively high benefits from obtaining a solution to their 

needs, and so may innovate.297 

The Internet enables a democratization of innovation by reducing 

the costs of entry and extending the possibilities of success. There is 

a wider diversity of leading users than there are large companies, and 

their addition to the pool of potential innovators extends prospective 

research portfolios. If the neutrality of the network is reduced and dis-

crimination widely embedded throughout the Internet core, then ISPs 

will be in a privileged position. In turn, innovation will suffer because 

those most capable of innovating will be at a disadvantage.
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A key reason why large firms and ISPs are less apt than small busi-

nesses and innovators to detect new trends and opportunities is related 

to ‘information stickiness.’ A unit of information that is sticky is one that 

is hard for an information collector to transfer from its point of origin 

to a specified location in a usable manner. Information is also sticky 

when it is hard to absorb into existing knowledge pathways. In other 

words, firms may have neither the technical expertise to understand 

the information, nor the required channels to disseminate information to 

corporate divisions that can act on it.298 

Stickiness creates information asymmetries — asymmetries that 

innovators often draw upon more efficiently and at lower costs than 

large companies. In the case of innovative Internet technologies, sticki-

ness is often related to an awareness of which application or content 

end-users desire (or will desire) and this awareness — for example, the 

realization that people will love YouTube, eBay, and/or Facebook — is 

largely dependent upon localized knowledge resources that the intel-

ligence and R&D structures of large firms lack.299  Those who innovate 

to create the next Big Thing are often leading users or individuals who 

push the envelope and think outside the box. If large companies’ pa-

rochial understandings of market desires limit imagination in certain 

countries — not only by limiting access to capital but also by restruc-

turing the very nature of the Internet as an imaginative platform — oth-

er countries that discourage such technical and cognitive restrictions 

are more likely to become the birthplaces of future Big Things.300  

Since its inception, the Internet’s guiding values have been based 

on its openness to accept almost any kind of application and device, 

and its guarantee of neutrality for all traffic transmitted between ends 

of the network.301 The engineers and regulators responsible for main-

taining the Internet have historically safeguarded these values. 

As we will argue in the following sections, in order to be competi-

tive in this novel and revolutionary technological space, Canadian in-

novators must know that they can compete on the same playing field as 

their international counterparts. 
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current threats 
to innovation: 
centralizing 
control and 
throttling

Infringing upon the ability of leading users and innovators to decide 

how to use the network would significantly reduce the value of the In-

ternet.302 Integrated architectures are characterized by the ability to 

identify and control applications, protocols, and physical connections 

to the network.303 As incumbent ISPs transition towards integrated ar-

chitectures, they challenge the decentralized nature of the Internet and 

threaten the capacity for users to choose how to use the network. And 

this centralized architecture is what ISPs in Canada are undoubtedly 

moving towards as they deploy technical subsystems that discriminate 

between different applications.

In the absence of an open Internet (bol-

stered by strong network neutrality protection) 

the battle for success over the next genera-

tion of Internet applications threatens to be re-

duced to a bidding war. Network owners can 

pick and choose winning applications and 

communications standards based on their de-

velopers’ ability to pay for transit rather than 

market competition. For example, the domi-

nant online phone provider (using Voice Over 

Internet Protocol, or VOIP; see Figure One), 

operating in a discriminatory Internet regime 

could become the market leader not because 

of its competitive or inventive offerings, but 

because it has paid the network owner for sta-

ble Internet access to consumers. 

While the first generation of Internet appli-

cations competed on a level technical playing 

field, network owners today are taking aim at 

the next generation of user-generated applica-

tions on the Internet. ISPs want a slice of con-

tent-owner profits and are acquiring technol-

ogy that will allow them to transition from their 

figure one

voip: enabling canada to compete

Canada’s Voice Over Internet Protocol industry is made up of 
large VOIP providers, such as Primus and Vonage, and sev-
eral small VOIP providers. While the smaller companies lack 
the developed customer base of larger VOIP providers, they 
provide competition in pricing and product features. For in-
stance, Unlimitel, an Ontario-based VOIP provider, competes 
by offering ‘no commitment’ plans, in contrast to larger com-
panies like US-based Vonage, which requires subscribers to 
commit to monthly plans. 

The open Internet is critical in the VOIP industry. Under a 
discriminatory communications regime, an ISP could require 
those who run VOIP services to pay a greater premium for 
a faster connection or superior Quality of Service. Such a 
requirement would radically alter the relationship between 
companies like Vonage and Unlimitel. Rather than competing 
based on pricing, product features, and customer service, 
these VOIP companies would compete based on which firm 
could pay the highest ISP premiums. In such a competitive 
landscape, the market shift for Unlimitel would be significant; 
that is, if Unlimitel could not afford the premium connection, 
it would be forced to remain on a basic connection that could 
not handle the demands of providing VOIP service. As a re-
sult, this pricing would degrade Unlimitel’s quality of service, 
while Vonage’s would improve or remain the same. 

The threat of a discriminatory Internet puts Unlimitel — as 
well as other potential small businesses and startups that are 
reliant on the open Internet — at a disadvantage to exist-
ing, better-resourced, and possibly foreign competitors. The 
open Internet empowers Canadian-based online service pro-
viders to compete against their bigger, foreign rivals. 
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BAndwidth throttling AS  

A threAt to innovAtion

current position as gateways to the Internet, into the more powerful and 

controlling position as gatekeepers to digital platforms. 

Several Canadian ISPs are actively intruding into the ‘value chains’ 

— that is, all of the links in the conceptualization, financing, produc-

tion, distribution and consumption of a product — of application devel-

opers and content providers. At present, network owners are paid for 

the use of their pipes at both ends — by the consumer for his/her resi-

dential connection at one end, and by the content provider's web host-

ing provider at the other. Network owners are unsatisfied, however, with 

the return on the straight sale of bandwidth. Instead, they are beginning 

to create a third revenue stream by withholding or limiting access to 

Internet subscribers or imposing new Internet usage fees on users. If 

ISPs are allowed to discriminate, priority access will go to the content 

provider with the deepest pockets, and the rest will be left to squeeze 

into whatever remaining bandwidth exists.304  

Under such a discriminatory access regime, network owners like 

Bell, Shaw, and Rogers will force content providers like Google, NetF-

lix, and Wordpress, along with application developers, to pay a fee to 

access subscribers — a price that has nothing to do with how much 

bandwidth the content provider uses and everything to do with how 

much capital they have relative to other content providers. From the 

ISP’s perspective, this service would materialize on the basis of an ar-

tificial scarcity of bandwidth where only the very well financed content 

providers can ride in the 'fast lane.' If this business model were to take 

off, the current low cost of equal entry into Internet business would 

cease to exist. 

Canadian ISPs currently discriminate against particular applications, in-

stead of behaviors or technical conditions in the network. This means 

that some application developers and businesses are inherently at a 

disadvantage — especially those that use maximally efficient means 

of transmitting data, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) data sharing systems, 

or, innovative forms of data transmission where users can share data 

directly with each other instead of going through a centralized server. 

The bias against services like P2P requires innovators to either invest 
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substantial amounts into bandwidth and server infrastructures, or be 

resigned to providing goods and services in a delayed fashion that can 

weaken the overall value of those goods and services.

As discussed in “The Technical Case for Openness,” Canadian In-

ternet traffic is widely throttled by ISPs for extended periods of time, 

with throttles varying in effectiveness and accuracy.310 The imprecision 

of these throttles limit businesses’ and innovators’ knowledge of the 

actual risks of operating online; it is somewhat unclear whether their 

data traffic will be throttled or not. As noted by the Free Press in their 

filing to the FCC, innovators and the investors supporting them want to 

be confident that their products will not be “stifled by the activities of 

the network operators (often competitors, through vertical integration of 

content, applications, and services) who control end-user Internet ac-

cess service.” Investors in innovative products want to know that “the 

Incumbent ISPs are motivated to centralize control 
because of the Internet’s transformative econom-
ic impacts. ISPs’ focus on “pursuing innovations 
that fit their resources, their capacities, and their 
economic position” means they do not innovate as 
fast as the mass of non-incumbent innovators.305   
Because many prospective research portfolios will 
not align with the big ISPs’ own goals and ends, 
they miss and will continue to miss opportunities. 

The past has shown us that big ISPs typically em-
ploy excellent network engineers who can broaden 
the scope of their networks, but that these same 
ISPs are less apt at identifying how users will 
adopt the network, the reasons behind that adop-
tion, or the value users find within the network 
itself.306 What users, on the other hand, seem to 
recognize, is that fast data speeds facilitate previ-
ously unthought-of applications and content provi-
sion types.307 An incumbent business is more path 
dependent, and therefore less attentive to technol-
ogies and processes that are incompatible with its 
“capabilities at the technological level, at the or-
ganizational level, or with respect to its economic 
position in the market.”308  

Big ISPs are further threatened as their comple-
mentary products and services (e.g. TV content 
broadcasting, telephone service) are threatened by 
disruptive Internet services that restructure those 
product groups’ basic profitability  (e.g. streaming 
video services and VOIP reduce costs of business 
and thus may not generate as much profit for ISPs 
as their traditional broadcasting/phone services have).

Incumbent ISPs are at a particular disadvantage 
when they rely on flat-rate pricing strategies. Un-
der flat-rate strategies, significant changes in 
Internet usage (e.g. adoption and high usage of 
streaming video) that reduce profitability of com-
plementary products (e.g. broadcast television) 
are not balanced by increased Internet transmis-
sion revenues.309 In other words, ISPs do not make 
more money as users increase their bandwidth 
use. This gives big ISPs an incentive to push for 
different pricing schemes, such as usage-based 
billing, where users are charged more for using 
more bandwidth over a certain monthly cap. This 
type of billing scheme, however, discriminates 
against some of the most innovative uses of the 
Internet that require significant bandwidth.

figure two

why do isps want to centralize control  
and discriminate against certain services?
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success or failure of their investments lie in the hands of the developers 

themselves, and not gatekeepers poised to stand in the way”.311  

The actions of ISPs are especially problematic because the end-us-

ers are rarely aware of the sources of slow Internet connectivity — that 

is, “a network provider can exploit customers’ incomplete information 

about the true source of poor performance.”312 The attitudes of Canada’s 

dominant carriers indicate a callous indifference towards those wanting 

to use the Internet for innovative content distribution systems. This is 

perhaps best exemplified in their treatment of P2P technologies. Such 

technologies grant market entrants a way of disseminating content eas-

ily and quickly without the need for expensive servers, expansive data 

transfer volumes, or other elaborate telecommunications infrastructure. 

Instead, content distributors can generate content and make it available 

to prospective consumers, but the discriminatory throttling of the P2P 

distribution channels hinders these distributors’ competitive edge in the 

market. At the moment, the CRTC has not acted to stop such discrimi-

natory treatment of data.

Under the current regulatory regime, innovators must determine 

whether their application, content distribution choice, or other innova-

tion is ‘time-sensitive’ or not, and then determine how ISPs will inter-

pret the CRTC’s traffic management ruling. In the e-commerce field, 

convenience is a key enabler (see the “Special Section on E-Commerce” 

for more information): when potential customers are prevented from 

quickly accessing a business’s goods, this delay greatly reduces the 

convenience of the transaction for the customer, and thus threatens the 

financial success of the offering.313 As such, timing is of paramount im-

portance for online commercial transactions — the delay of the good(s)  

decreases the value and the practicality of selling the good(s) in question. 
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The value of e-commerce and online shopping is a 
critical part of the Canadian economy. Since 2001, 
Internet sales have increased steadily as Canadian 
businesses and citizens use the Internet more of-
ten to sell goods and services, and to obtain prod-
uct information. In 2009, around 39% of Canadians 
16+ used the Internet to place over 95 million or-
ders. This was up 7% and 25 million orders from 
2007. Similarly, 51% of Canadians between 16-34 
made an online purchase of a product in 2009, 
equating to $15.1 billion worth of goods and ser-
vices — an increase of $2.3 billion from 2007.314  
The increase in value of goods and services pur-
chased online was both a result of more shoppers 
and higher-order volumes. 

Yet it is not just the monetary value of e-commerce 
that makes it a pervasive force in the online en-
vironment. E-commerce is not exclusively about 
sales, but more broadly concerns the exchange of 
values between businesses and customers, and 
this exchange is made possible with Internet use. 
That is, e-commerce successfully acquaints cus-
tomers with the offerings of brick and mortar busi-
nesses (i.e. businesses with a physical presence, 
like a store) and complements traditional shop-
ping — as demonstrated by the 52% of Canadians 
who used the Internet to “window shop” in 2009. 

Further, 69% of those who window-shop online re-
ported that they subsequently made a purchase 
from a store.315 Online shopping plays a funda-
mental role in the sales of many brick and mortar 
businesses, particularly those selling electronics, 
appliances, furniture, clothing, jewelry, and acces-
sories.316  

Ensuring that Canadian businesses are able to uti-
lize online tools to develop high quality customer 
relationships is critical in an online economy. Con-
stantinides, Romero, and Boria emphasize that 
Web 2.0 tools permit interaction between e-tailer 
personnel and customers. Such interactions “can 
enhance customer confidence and trust (e.g. live 

agents, virtual communities) and improve custom-
er service (e.g. chat or live agents, VOIP applica-
tions). At the same time, the shopping experience 
is improved both by richer stimuli and by different 
tools that allow a more enjoyable and easier inter-
action with the web site.”317  

Discriminatory practices affect businesses of all 
types, but educational, cultural, arts, entertain-
ment, and recreational industry sectors may be dis-
proportionately impacted, given their often-limited  
resources for online commerce and branding. If we 

e-commerce and the open internet
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Innovators should not have to worry that ISPs will discriminate 

against their chosen means of making products and ideas available, 

based on an ISP’s identification of these means as ‘problematic’ (i.e. 

not cost-effective for the ISP). Small businesses, innovators, and Inter-

net users should be the ones to decide what constitutes non-time sen-

sitive traffic, rather than the ISPs that lack any meaningful investment 

in the success or failure of Canadian entrepreneurs. 

As it stands today, no business of any size is guaranteed fair treat-

ment of their data traffic by Canadian ISPs. Entirely legitimate uses of 

P2P technologies abound: CNN relied on P2P technologies to stream 

President Barack Obama’s inauguration, and Blizzard Entertainment 

(the creators of the popular World of Warcraft video game franchise) 

uses P2P for distributing game patches.318 One infamous, high-profile 

example of throttling P2P in Canada occurred when the CBC attempted 

to disribute episodes of “Canada’s Next Great Prime Minister.”319 Even 

when using P2P in a legitimate manner, businesses cannot guarantee 

that ISPs will treat their data fairly.

ISP interference undermines the basic networking logic of equal 

participation operating at the heart of the Internet. The result of such 

interference is an incremental closing of Canada’s Internet, and this 

 
keep in mind that e-commerce is about more than 
just sales (in that it is about enhancing value prop-
ositions across any division of a business using 
Internet-enabled systems), the e-commerce activi-
ties of retail, trade, transportation, warehousing, 
and manufacturing industries may also be nega-
tively impacted by discriminatory treatment of 
their traffic. Given the importance of on-demand 
supply chains, the inability to pay ISPs for rapid 
data transit pertaining to inventory queries and 
shipping orders could have adverse consequences 
for smaller firms within each of these industries. 

A tiered Internet, that degrades access to re-
tail goods, customer services, or communication 
tools, would impact sales, trust, and brand effec-
tiveness. Under a tiered Internet infrastructure, 
restricted access to content and services will re-
duce incentives for businesses to transfer their  

 
services online, especially when this tiered system 
discriminates against the key tools they depend 
on to develop and spread brand awareness and 
build consumer trust. Such a discriminatory digital 
communications regime would have the effect of 
reducing Canadian businesses’ productivity in the 
marketplace and eroding their ability to compete 
against companies in other jurisdictions that enjoy 
the benefits of non-discriminatory Internet infra-
structure. 

Economic activity has been steadily moving online. 
Businesses large and small have and will continue 
to benefit from the operational efficiencies and op-
portunities for innovation that the Internet offers, 
but any interference with the fast and secure ex-
change of information online will negatively affect 
the competitiveness and profitability of Canadian 
businesses, and the Canadian economy in turn.
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insidious enclosure endangers innovation and weakens the competitive-

ness of those small and large businesses that would operate in Canada.

In this section, we discuss the lack of competition in the telecommu-

nications market within the context of service discrimination. We argue 

that the industry’s traditional means of securing profit clash with user 

freedom and subsequently destroy what users value most about the 

Internet. Next, we argue that a neutral, affordable Internet is key to 

the success of innovators and entrepreneurs. And lastly, we highlight 

how Canada has fallen behind in broadband development globally and 

argue that Canada’s weak digital infrastructure is a key challenge to 

investment. Subsequently, we argue that Canada needs a digital policy 

agenda that guarantees the neutrality and affordability of the Internet in  

order to encourage investment and advance economic growth more broadly. 

While the term ‘discrimination’ has negative connotations, in purely 

economic terms, ‘discrimination’ or differentiation is not necessarily a 

bad thing. Future Shop, for example, may choose to offer Apple prod-

ucts at a discount while ordering less Microsoft. In a functioning mar-

ket, when there is demand for Microsoft, one of Future Shop’s competi-

tors will fill that demand at competitive pricing. Discriminatory traffic 

management practices (ITMPs) that slow one type of traffic (P2P) in 

order to give Internet users better access to another (YouTube) are simi-

the way forward: 
preserving the 
openness of  
the internet

the SpecificitieS of the 

telecommunicAtionS mArket: why 

open AcceSS muSt Be preServed

The open Internet plays an important role in the 
video game industry. The Canadian gaming in-
dustry is among the world’s largest, placing just 
behind Japan and the United States.320 Ubisoft, 
a Montreal-based company, is a market leader, 
developing games such as Assassins Creed and 
Splinter Cell.

For video game developing companies like Ubisoft, 
latency times are critical to the multiplayer gam-
ing experiences. The multiplayer function is a key 
element in most games released today and thus 
traffic delivery is essential to proper functional-
ity. Delays in delivering traffic that result from a 
discriminatory Internet structure will negatively 

impact a game’s playability and create unfairness 
between competitors.321  

Given that degraded or non-functioning multiplay-
er functionality can significantly threaten a com-
pany’s ongoing presence in the market, if traffic 
discrimination were to expand, Ubisoft and other 
gaming companies would need to divert resources 
away from the research and development of in-
novative games to address latency issues — for 
instance, paying ISPs to maintain present levels 
of service.322 Failing to do this would undermine 
the community-related benefits of online gaming, 
thereby reducing product attractiveness to con-
sumers and weakening sales in turn.

figure three

the open internet and video game developers
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lar in character.323 In fact, ISPs bill P2P throttling as a ‘benefit’ to their 

customers.324 So, why is discriminatory traffic management so bad?

First, the telecommunications industry is not nearly as competitive 

as most other industries. Starting a new ISP is far more expensive and 

onerous than opening a new computer store to sell Microsoft.325 Indeed, 

since each ISP will need to build a direct physical line to each cus-

tomer’s home in order to serve them, competition under such a model 

is not very efficient — it would be like asking a flower delivery company 

to build its own roads to deliver flowers to its customers’ homes. For 

this reason, other than a very small number of ISPs, most competitors 

(wholesalers or secondary ISPs) must use the infrastructure of the main 

ISPs in order to reach their customers. What this means is that if a pri-

mary ISP (Bell) chooses to throttle P2P on its networks, it can and will 

apply the same throttling to any secondary ISPs on its networks.326 So, 

in the absence of enlightened digital policy, Internet service markets of-

fer less choice than others.

Second, application-specific throttling is not necessarily an issue 

that competition may fix. This is because, as noted by Marsden:

 ll network owners have incentives to stop traffic flowing over 

their networks that is low value, high volume and for which it 

is technically infeasible or uneconomic to charge — notably 

non-network affiliated content including user-generated and 

transmitted content.327 

Even though ISPs benefit indirectly from P2P and similar traffic, 

the direct value of such content is to ISP customers and is, in fact, the 

very reason these customers are willing to pay for Internet access. The 

incentive for each individual ISP will always be to throttle newly emerg-

ing high bandwidth applications.328 That said, it is difficult to know how 

a newly emergent service will develop — for example, five years ago, 

did anyone suspect YouTube would become what it is today? For the 

Internet to retain its power as a driver of innovation, developers must 

be free to create without the need to rely on an ISP choosing to employ 

non-discriminatory practices.329 If incumbent ISPs successfully secure 

their traditional lines of revenue by discriminating against competitors’ 
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preServing the open  

internet for innovAtorS  

And entrepreneurS

offerings (while hurting rates of invention at the same time), they will 

destroy the aspects of the Internet that make it so valuable to inventors, 

subscribers, and society, all for the sake of maintaining their own tradi-

tional means of profitability.330 

A neutral and affordable Internet is key to the success of enterpreneurs, 

innovators, and the emergence of new businesses. There are inherent 

risks involved in entering a competitive marketplace, but the level tech-

nical playing field offered online alleviates some of these risks and al-

lows innovators to start small businesses without being well resourced 

from the outset. In turn, these businesses can enjoy the ability to reach 

global markets without high physical infrastructure costs. Internet traf-

fic discrimination would therefore significantly hinder startups, service 

providers such as VOIP companies, and technological innovation more 

generally.331 Venture capitalists investing in these businesses want as-

surances that broadband providers won’t throttle their application in fa-

vour of an affiliate’s services and applications.332  

Where larger firms can typically afford higher quality, often more 

scalable, services, a non-neutral Internet would compound obstacles 

for small businesses and entrepreneurs by forcing them to pay for a 

particular level of Internet service. If a startup or a small business has 

to pay extra for usage or a more reliable connection, they face a greater 

degree of difficulty coming to market with applications and services 

that require a higher level of Quality of Service.333 That is to say, a tiered 

and discriminatory Internet model makes it very difficult for a startup or 

a small business to gain market share in the online realm, particularly 

if they are developing bandwidth or latency-intensive products and ser-

vices. This small business disadvantage adds to the lack of scalable 

infrastructure made possible by self-owned server infrastructures that 

entrenched market competitors often possess, as well as other non-

technical resources incumbents can routinely bring to bear (e.g. organi-

zational expertise, advertising buys, cut-throat product costing, etc.). 

A non-discriminatory Internet sets the conditions for small busi-

nesses to develop a global user-base, but such efforts may be dis-

proportionately affected by high transit fees and tiered services. As 
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inveSting in cAnAdA:  

preServing openneSS to reStore 

cAnAdiAn competitiveneSS

noted in the “Special Section on E-Commerce,” convenience is a key 

enabler of e-commerce. If potential customers are hindered from ac-

cessing a businesses’ website(s) due to discriminatory traffic handling, 

these practices reduce the convenience of the transaction (e.g. delay-

ing instant gratification) and thus impact the commerical success of 

the transaction.334 By threatening small businesses’ ability to market to 

niche and underserved markets, online discrimination makes the global 

community of prospective buyers less available, limiting online com-

mercial opportunities.335 Thus, discriminatory network practices dilute 

the advantages that e-commerce companies, particularly smaller busi-

nesses, receive from conducting business online: these practices erode 

convenience, delay gratification, and undermine their capacity to reach 

niche markets.

Stifling online competition through usage fees or access discrimi-

nation has numerous detrimental effects, such as delayed product and 

service innovation, and higher retail prices. In the face of an increas-

ingly discriminatory communications system, the barriers that small 

companies and startups face in trying to acquire market share may 

become so prohibitive that entering the market turns into an unreason-

able economic proposition.

In a major 2009 report, World Bank researchers Qiang, et. al. found “a 

robust and noticeable growth dividend from broadband access in devel-

oped countries” since

All else equal, a high-income economy with an average of 10 

broadband subscribers per 100 people would have enjoyed a 1.21 per-

centage point increase in per capita GDP growth.336  

As the researchers further point out, the “availability, quality, and 

affordability of broadband services are now important factors for inter-

national investors when deciding whether to invest in a specific country.”337  

Canada has fallen behind on several key broadband measurements 

compared to other OECD countries, which makes keeping pace with the 

rest of the OECD pack highly unlikely for Canada’s ICT-related produc-

tivity and efficiency metrics. This is not surprising given that the current 
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regulatory environment in telecommunications does little to address the 

need for transparency and fair Internet access pricing, and thus inhibits 

ICT investment. As well, Canada’s telecom industry has failed to under-

stand the fact that retail Internet pricing is most efficient when it treats 

the Internet as inseparable from the content and applications available 

online (see Figure Four).

In Canada specifically, the Information and Communications Tech-

nology (ICT) industry is critical. The ICT services sector contributed over 

$59 billion to the Canadian GDP in 2009, accounting for approximately 

The OpenMedia.ca/CIPPIC submission to the 
CRTC for its most recent proceedings on usage-
based billing (CRTC 2011-77) includes economic 
analysis that demonstrates that retail Internet 
pricing is most efficient when it treats the Internet 
as inseparable from the content and applications 
available on it. With that in mind, we note how 
economists predict that flat rates will lead to more 
optimal pricing. That is to say, users pay higher 
rates and receive higher value from flat Internet 
access rates than they do under a usage-based 
billing (UBB) regime.

Excerpts From The Submission: 

 The reasons [usage-based billing is 
economically inefficient]...are essentially two 
fold. First, the value of an Internet access 
service to a customer does not correlate to 
‘usage’. Rather, it correlates to the myriad 
online services the customer can enjoy via 
that access. In this sense, Internet access is 
essentially a ‘bundling’ of a variety of online 
services. Economists predict that, where 
marginal costs are low, bundling becomes 
optimal. Further, recent economic models have 
developed that demonstrate this holds even 
where varied usage scenarios (read ‘bandwidth 
hogs’ and ‘low bandwidth consumers’, as well 
as individuals with low disposable income) 
are factored in. Second, the much discussed 
network effects which result from the type of 
increased network usage that accompany flat 

rates benefit ISPs as much as any other entity 
in the telecommunications ecosystem.

 It is...the online services that customers value 
in such transactions, not the number of GB per 
month that they use. "The economic efficiency 
of Internet access pricing is best analyzed as a 
‘bundling’ service.338 Nabipay et. al. explain:

 "In telecommunications, flat rates can be 
viewed as a form of bundling a very large 
number of goods, such as access to hundreds 
of millions of websites or phone calls to 
potentially billions of people."339

 The economic literature on bundling 
demonstrates that, where marginal costs are 
low, flat rate pricing will, in fact, provide higher 
revenues for ISPs. Nabipay et. al. conclude 
from their mathematical model that selling 
‘bundles’ will permit a seller to “come close 
to capturing the maximal possible profit...
but separate sales never capture more than 
half the maximal possible profits.”340 The 
model concludes that with low marginal costs, 
optimal ISP revenues will occur in many 
scenarios even if high and low cost users are 
charged the same flat fee.

Find the full OpenMedia.ca/CIPPIC (CRTC 2011-77)  
CRTC submission here: http://openmedia.ca/sub-
mission-crtc-reply-comments-ubb-proceeding

figure four

usage based billing is economically inefficient 
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5% of the total GDP.341 The open Internet has allowed businesses to 

communicate with customers, organize and mobilize internal resources, 

and penetrate new markets at relatively low costs. 

In their 2010 consultation paper on Canada’s digital economy strat-

egy, the Government of Canada noted that Canadian businesses have 

been reluctant to innovate or quickly adopt new ICT systems and plat-

forms, rightly identifying the “state of our digital infrastructure…[as a] 

key challenge.”342 The Government also recognized that Canadian firms’ 

underinvestment in ICTs has been linked to slower than expected eco-

nomic growth more broadly.343  

Investing in broadband and providing greater regulatory and plat-

form certainty (through net neutrality and price stability) will enable 

Canadian businesses to more rapidly, and more significantly, integrate 

rich ICT systems into their routine practices. Such integration will allow 

businesses to realize efficiency and productivity gains, therefore im-

proving their success in the Canadian and global economy.

Network investment can increase supply and avoid the neccessity 

to restrict customer access to the network, but it is expensive — thus, 

there is an incentive for ISPs to find other ways to decrease traffic. In 

fact, some have pointed out that the greatest benefit of throttling is 

its ability to “save millions of dollars in capital expansion costs that 

would [otherwise] be necessary in order to meet growing bandwidth de-

mands.”344 The CRTC also recognizes that network investment is a su-

perior method of dealing with network congestion, followed by economic  

measures and, as a last resort, technical measures (e.g. throttling).345 

We know from “The Technical Case for Openness” section that 

traffic growth in Canada has stayed relatively stable. The question 

is, have Canadian ISPs fully utilized network investment to deal with 

that stable growth and to stave off potential network congestion? One 

way to determine if network capacity investment has been reasonably 

exausted is to examine the network infrastructure capital expenditures 

both in absolute terms and in relation to revenues, while at the same 

time comparing both of these measures to patterns found in other com-
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Almost all OECD countries saw a huge surge in 
capital investment in their telecommunications 
networks during the Telecom-Media-Technology 
(TMT) bubble years (1996-2000), followed by a 
steep decline until roughly 2003, and a steady rise 
since. Canada saw a similar pattern, with network 
investment peaking by 2000-2001 as the telecom 
and cable companies invested between one-fifth 

and one-quarter of their total revenues back into 
the public network, followed by a sharp drop there-
after. The difference between Canada and most 
other OECD countries, however, is that invest-
ment levels have stayed relatively flat throughout  
most of the last decade, with no significant up-
ward swing in recent years to make-up for the ‘lost 
years’ following the collapse of the TMT bubble.346 

figure five

how much do canada’s dominant telecoms  
and isps invest in digital infrastructure?

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 
VS. REVENUES ($MILLIONS CONSTANT 2010 DOLLARS)
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Statistics Canada. Retrieved from  
http://cansim2.statcan.gc.ca/cgiwin/cnsmcgi.exe?Lang=E&
RootDir=CII /&ResultTemplate=CII/CII_ _ _&Array
_Pick=1&ArrayId=0290013 

Statistics Canada. (2010). Capital and repair expenditures 
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Canada, actual data, annual (dollars) (Broadcasting and 
telephone (1984-1993).
 

Statistics Canada. CAN-SIM table 029-0033. Retrieved from 
http://cansim2.statcan.gc.ca/cgiwin/cnsmcgi.exe?Lang=E&
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Retrieved from 
http://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/policymonitoring/
2010/2010MonitoringReportFinalEn.pdf 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 
(2009). Communications Outlook 2009. Paris: OECD.

parable nations. We found that Canada’s dominant telecommunications 

companies and ISPs invest less in network infrastructure compared to 

other industrialized countries (see Figure Five). Thus, network invest-

ment is far from exhausted as a means to deal with Internet congestion 

and Canada’s falling status in key Internet metrics. 
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conclusion

A stable innovation framework will enhance the growth of the ICT 

sector as a whole. This framework requires a digital agenda that in-

cludes a provision guaranteeing that the Internet remains neutral. Past 

innovation depended on the fair treatment of data as it flowed across 

the networks of Canadian ISPs. If innovation is to fluorish, Canada must 

safeguard the neutral Internet. Further, as Figure Five  illustrates, Can-

ada must encourage the telecommunications industry, and especially 

incumbent players, to invest more in network infrastructure. 

We believe that a stable, non-discriminatory Internet ecosystem is 

essential to both economic growth and revitalizing and re-invigorating 

investment in Canadian ICT.  Policymakers should quickly reorient regu-

lators and industry alike in order to enable and encourage Canadians to 

innovate and fully take advantage of the economic and social benefits 

of the Internet.

Innovators creating the next key piece of the web, or businesses trying 

to better integrate ICT systems into their frameworks, shouldn’t have 

to convince a regulator that a discriminatory system is damaging their 

 
Since 2001, investment in the telecoms network 
infrastructure in Canada as a percentage of rev-
enue has hovered between 16 and 20% and con-
sistently lagged behind the OECD average.347 In 
contrast, the OECD points to cable operator ONO 
in Spain, with “the highest level of investment rel-
ative to revenues in 2007 at 33%” as well as to 
Telstra (22%), Time Warner Cable (22%), Telenor 
(21%), and Comcast (20%) as examples of other 
companies with high levels of investment relative 
to revenues.348 

 
The same applies with respect to three other con-
ventional measures of investment: as a percentage 
of gross fixed capital formation (GFCF); per total 
communication access path; and on a per capita 
basis. And in each case, the story of the Canadian 
telecoms industry is the same: a couple of years dur-
ing which investment exceeds the OECD average,  
but on average, investment levels that have failed 
to keep pace with the OECD average in six or seven 
of the past ten years for which data is available.349  

further readings on investment and pricing:

•	OpenMedia.ca/CIPPIC	Reply	to	Telecom	Notice	of	Consultation	CRTC	2011-77	  
http://openmedia.ca/submission-crtc-reply-comments-ubb-proceeding

•	Flat	Versus	Metered	Rates,	Bundling,	and	“Bandwidth	Hogs”	  
 http://openmedia.ca/sites/openmedia.ca/files/APPENDIX%20A%20-Odlyzko-BundlingFlatRates-2011.pdf

•	Canada’s	Usage	Based	Billing	Controversy:	How	to	Address	the	Wholesale	and	Retail	Issues	  
http://dwmw.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/geist-on-ubb.pdf

•	Myths	and	Fallacies	About	Usage	Based	Billing	  
 http://dwmw.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/st-arnaud-myths-and-facts-re-ubb.pdf
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business. Just as we expect these groups to be innovative in the mar-

ketplace, so businesses should expect that our regulators will ensure 

that all players are competing in an open market. It is possible to build 

on existing regulatory frameworks to level the playing field — thereby 

enabling innovators to innovate and businesses to invest in R&D and 

ICT without fearing the imposition of data discrimination.

Forthcoming policy decisions must guarantee the neutrality of the 

Internet as a platform for innovation, as well as enable leading users 

and innovators to create and compete in an open market free from 

throttling and/or usage fees. Neither of these punitive measures will 

help Canadians succeed in the globalized digital economy, nor will they 

encourage the local adoption of novel ICT systems. No developer or 

content provider should enjoy preferential treatment. The vertically in-

tegrated, Internet-delivered services of ISPs should abide by the same 

rules as their non-vertically integrated competitors that are also us-

ing Internet technologies to communicate and engage with prospec-

tive customers. ISPs should adopt application-agnostic approaches and 

only apply throttling to those specific users who were disproportionately 

contributing to that congestion, and only for as long as necessary.

At present, the Canadian system requires ISPs to use network in-

vestment as their first response to problems of network congestion and, 

thereafter, to justify whatever economic and technical Internet manage-

ment practices they use. The problem with the current situation is that 

the CRTC does not appear to have adhered to its stated priorities: to 

make network investment paramount, and to put the onus on ISPs to 

demonstrate that their methods are necessary and will not harm inno-

vation or business. At the very least, these priorities should be followed 

in practice, and the onus placed on those ISPs that do discriminate to 

demonstrate that their solutions are highly targeted to particular points 

of congestion. Both Bell Canada and Rogers Communications, two of 

Canada’s largest ISPs, acknowledge that they sometimes inadvertently 

discriminate against non-problematic traffic.350 Because, however, it is 

up to end-users and businesses to detect problems, contact the ap-

propriate regulatory officials, and subsequently defend their allegations, 
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the result is a drawn-out and bureaucratic process, demanding a high 

level of legislative and technical knowledge.

While some positive work has begun on making Internet discrimina-

tion more public, more must be done.351 Canada must create greater 

transparency in the Internet service market; ISPs must be forced to 

explain how and why the infrastructure is designed in a discriminatory 

fashion and justify discriminatory practices to the public using inde-

pendently verifiable data, and independent auditors must ensure that 

ISPs are not exceeding the boundaries authorized by Canadian regula-

tory bodies. More generally, the government must recognize the ways in 

which the Internet has democratized innovation, and work hard to keep 

the costs of entry low, the platform reliable, and the ISPs honest. 

Canada has the potential to be a leader in the global digital econ-

omy — its citizens are highly educated, enjoy relatively high basic 

broadband penetration rates, and are avid users of the Internet. If we 

leverage our existing advantages, the underinvestment in ICT in Canada 

could be reversed; this in turn could help us enter an era of thriving in-

novation and robust economic growth.

Casting An Open Net: A Leading-Edge Approach to 
Canada’s Digital Future by OpenMedia.ca is licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 2.5 Canada License
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Bandwidth caps: A limit on the amount of 
data that may be transferred over a network in a 
defined period of time. This generally limits the 
amount of data users may upload or download 
via their Internet connection without paying 
additional fees, typically over a monthly period.

cloud computing: The usage of remote 
servers to store, host, process, and manage 
data as an alternative to performing those 
operations on a local computer.

common carriage principle: The principle 
that owners of infrastructure must allow all 
traffic to flow through that infrastructure without 
discrimination. Common carriage provisions require 
carriers to commit that each customer should 
have the same opportunity as any other customer 
to buy the same service, and transmit the same 
data, on the same terms, as any other customer.

crtc (the canadian radio-television 
and telecommunications commission): 
The independent regulatory organization for 
broadcasting and telecommunications in Canada. 
According to its website, the CRTC’s mandate is to 
ensure that broadcasting and telecommunication 
systems serve the Canadian public.

dpi (deep packet inspection): A networking 
technology used by ISPs that controls the flow 
of network traffic. It examines the headers and 
payloads of the elements of each piece, or packet, 
of network traffic. The header contains information 
necessary for delivery (sender’s and recipient’s IP 
addresses, how to reassemble the information, etc.). 
The payload contains the content of the transmission. 
DPI raises competition and privacy concerns because 
it allows for the examination of unencrypted data 
transmissions and the prioritization or discrimination 
of transmissions based on their content.

e-commerce (electronic commerce): Business 
transactions that are conducted electronically, 
especially over the Internet. The term encompasses 
buying and selling goods and services, as well as 
advertising, customer service, and marketing.

end-to-end principle: A principle of network 
design calling for an architecture of ‘dumb 
pipes’, where the ends of the network (sender 
and receiver) exchange information with minimal 
interference or interruption by the network. 

The pipes of a network are ‘dumb’ because they 
know little about the content of the packages 
they are carrying from one end to another and 
most activity requiring network intelligence, such 
as reassembling and making sense of packets, 
resides on devices at the ends of the network.

Facilities-Based competition: When new 
entrants compete in the telecommunications market 
by building their own infrastructure. This type of 
competition faces barriers to market entry because of 
the significant sunk capital costs required to develop 
broad-based competition in national markets.

Fcc (Federal communications commission): 
An American government agency that regulates 
interstate and international communications by 
radio, television, wire, satellite, cable, and, by 
extension, the Internet (though this aspect of 
its regulatory power has been in dispute).

Functional separation: Separates the 
incumbent’s infrastructure ownership from its 
retail Internet access operations. In many cases, 
incumbent providers own this infrastructure through 
a complex series of transactions, sometimes 
including the move from being a Crown corporation 
or public sector entity to a privately owned business.

ict systems (inFormation and 
communication technology 
systems): Communications technology 
systems consisting of hardware, software, 
data and the people who use them. 

incumBent providers: Companies that have 
been long-term actors in a market and are 
dominant in terms of their regional market power. 
In telecommunications, incumbent providers control 
key elements of the national telecommunications 
network, such as communications lines entering 
consumers’ homes and businesses. Providers 
often enjoy natural monopolies or oligopolies, 
and this gives them considerable market power 
in comparison to newer, competing providers.

isps (internet service providers): An ISP is a 
company that provides access to the Internet. ISPs 
connect customers to the Internet using copper, 
cable, wireless or fiber connections. Big Canadian 
ISPs include, primarily, Shaw, Bell, Rogers, Videotron 
and Telus. Independent ISPs include TekSavvy, 
Acanac, and Telnet Communications. Find more at: 
<http://www.openmedia.ca/meter/resources#isp>. 
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itmp (internet traFFic management 
practice): Any measure an ISP implements to 
intentionally mediate the flow of data traffic along 
its network, whether by technical or economic 
means, in order to address network congestion.

net neutrality: The principle that the Internet 
should be a level playing field for all users. 
Neutrality infers that ISPs should not discriminate 
against certain applications or websites by 
selectively blocking, speeding up, slowing down, or 
preferencing any web content, services or users. 

open access policies: Regulations that attempt 
to ensure fair access to network infrastructure 
– i.e. the pipes used to bring the Internet to 
users’ homes – by enabling competitive, non-
incumbent service providers to effectively and 
efficiently compete with incumbent providers.

open internet: The public Internet where users 
are empowered to decide what practices, content, 
services and applications gain popularity, capture 
imaginations, and proliferate. This means a neutral 
network where connections are affordable, found 
at internationally comparable speeds, within 
reach of all Canadians and, ideally, ubiquitous.

p2p (peer-to-peer): A decentralized model 
of Internet communication where users share 
information directly with each other as opposed 
to through a third-party server. P2P applications 
allow users to share content directly with other 
interested peers. The exchange (uploading and 
downloading) between peers creates a greater 
pool of shared content without requiring expensive 
centralized servers to host downloadable content.

Quality oF service: A term that refers to the 
importance placed on getting a particular data 
packet to its destination. Internet communications 
were designed to function on a 'best-efforts' basis. 
Internet service designers build their applications in 
a manner that assumes not each and every packet 
or piece of information will reach its destination. The 
ISP obligation in this scenario is to make its 'best 
effort' to deliver all packets to their destination as 
quickly as possible. Many Internet applications have 
been designed on this model, including time-sensitive 
VoIP services such as Skype. quality of Service 
protocols permit ISPs to discriminate or privilege 
certain types of traffic over others. For example, an 
ISP may prioritize a VoIP conversation to ensure high-

quality voice communications while slowing down a 
P2P session, making the file exchange take longer.

service-Based competition: A measure 
that ensures entrants’ access to incumbents’ 
infrastructure. Entrants use the facilities of the 
incumbent provider either through wholesale or 
unbundled access. Through wholesale, incumbents 
are usually required to lease infrastructure to 
competitors at wholesale prices. Unbundled access 
requires incumbents to make available hard-
to-duplicate telecommunications infrastructure 
on a non-discriminatory basis in a manner that 
is financially fair and technically feasible.

tiered internet: An Internet business model 
where ISPs create tiers of service, and charge 
for access. Tiers refer both to the different 
levels of Internet sold to home users and to 
the different delivery models sold to content 
producers, such as access to video-on-demand. 

throttling: The slowing down or blocking of 
Internet applications in order to make space for 
other traffic on an ostensibly congested network.

upstream/downstream: Upstream refers to 
the outgoing transmission of data from a users' 
computer. It can be a request from a server to 
provide a specific webpage, it could be an email 
sent to email server, a file being uploaded to 
another user through a P2P client, or a voice 
communication to another VoIP user, Downstream 
refers to incoming Internet transmissions that a 
user's computer receives, such as a web page, 
a streaming movie, any file download (P2P or 
otherwise), or an incoming conversation via VoIP, 

usage-Based Billing (a.ka. metering, uBB): 
A billing system for Internet use that charges 
consumers on a per-byte, megabyte, or gigabyte 
basis. Under this system, users are charged on 
the basis of how much they upload and download, 
typically over the course of a monthly period. 
Usage-based billing is sometimes referred to as 
an economic Internet traffic management practice 
because it is meant to reduce Internet congestion.

user-generated content (ugc): Content 
created by the general public and shared on the 
Internet. Its creators are typically non-professional, 
non-commercial producers, such as independent 
bloggers, home video producers or Wikipedia editors. 
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It differs from content generated by traditional media 
producers, such as professional television producers, 
mainstream newspapers and pop artists. User-
generated content depends upon the democratization 
of media production through new technologies 
that are accessible, affordable, and easily used.

vertical integration: An arrangement where 
one company owns or controls a set of companies 
that supply each other products, such as where 
cable or satellite television distributors also own 
the television channels they distribute. Within 
the telecommunications industry it typically 
refers specifically to firms controlling access 
to Internet content, traditional dissemination 
systems (e.g. television lines, radio), content 
acquisition, and content creation processes.

voice over internet protocol (voip): 
Technology that allows voice calls to be 
made over computer networks.

weB 2.0: A term for Internet services that emphasize 
interactions between users in often collaborative 
or participatory ways. This is distinguished from 
‘Web 1.0’, where users visited online sources 
but were unable to significantly interact with the 
owner of the source or other visitors. Examples 
of Web 2.0 services include blogging, social 
networking services, and social gaming services.
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